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Forward

The tumultuous beginning of Project Head Start, which entailed launching
a nationwide preschool program in the face of limited facilities and a
paucity of trained personnel, was accompanied by hastily conceived efforts
to evaluate its effectiveness. Once the program had begun to stabilize,
the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity developed a plan for securing the
sustained participation of university researchers in a program of research
and evaluation. Fourteen university-based, geographically distributed
Head Start - Evaluation and Research Centers were established to jointly
participate in a centrally directed national evaluation and, at the same
time, individually mount a program of research relevant to the needs of
Head Start. The Dank Street College Research Division welcomed the oppor-
tunity to serve in this capacity. Upon completion of the national evalu-
ation program, the Bank Street Evaluation and Research Center was invited
to continue its research program under the auspices of 0E0 as an Eerly
Childhood Research Center. Our productive association with 0E0 has been
greatly facilitated by those charged with the responsibility for coordin-
ating this national program of research and evaluation; it is a pleasure
to acknowledge the valuable advice and assistance we have received from
Drs. Edmund Gordon, John McDavid, Lois-ellen Datta and Edith Grotberg.

The Bank Street Center's program of research dealt with two major areas
of investigation. Because the compensatory educational movement was so
fundamentally concerned with upgrading children's academic competence
and seemed, at least in some quarters, to be based upon an inadequate
understanding of the nature of young children's thinking and learning,
we chose to focus one part of our research effort on the study of cogni-
tive development in young children, particularly children with deprived
backgrounds. The second broad area of investigation, formulated by the
sociologists and anthropologists of our interdisciplinary staff, was con-
cerned with the manner in which organizational structure and dynamics af-
fected the programs of Head Start centers. Impressed with the central
role played by paraprofessionals in Head Start centers, Dr. Jacobson rec-
ognized the need to examine the problem of work relations between profes-
sionals and paraprofessionals. This report presents the outcome of her
study of this problem.

Herbert Zimiles, Ph.D., Director
Early Childhood Research Center
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Obiectixes of the Study.

Since the passage of the Economic .'pportunity Act of 1964 the indigenous

poor have been employed as paraprofessionals in ever inere' log numbers in e

variety of institutional settings, including Heed Start. The major rationales

for their use were: (1) the desire to break down the impersonality and distance

between the professional and the client by interposing a mediating person close-

ly related by background to the client; and (2) to provide an institutional

means for the poor to help themselves--through work and the opportunities it

gives for the development of skills, knowledge and a sense of self-confidence.

the achievement of these desired outcomes in practice is very much dependent

on the kind of work relations which develop between paraprofessionals and their

mentors, the professionals.

This report focuses on a description of work relations between, on the one

hand, teachers and teacher aides and, on the other, social workers and social

service aides and on an interpretation of differences in work relations between

the teaching and social work components in Mead Start. The data, on the basis

of which these work relations are described and explicated, come mainly from

in-depth interviews, with subsidiary information from classroom observations

and staff meetings at four Weed Start centers.

The questions or themes to which we have addressed ourselves in our study

are the following:

1. What are the attitudes of professione4 toward the employment of pare-

professionals?

2. What types of role definitions develop through time?

3. What kinds of socialization for the roles of paraprofessionals obtain?
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4. Do paraprofessionals perform bridging roles, do they mediate the cultur-

al and class gape between middle-class professionals and the low-income clien-

tele?

5. Do paraprofessionals identify with staff or with parents? Do they

develop an autonomous paraprofessional identity?

6. What kind of work ethic develops?

7. What is the nature of work relations between paraprofessionals and

professionals?

8. What are the effects of employment on paraprofessionalsconsequences

for status, self-image, performance of family roles, further schooling, and so

forth?

Review of the Literature,

A review of the literature on the utilization of paraprofessionals in the

field of education revealed a lack of studies on the character of work relations

between professionals and paraprofessionals. Thus, the Annotated Diblionreobv

ajaatiieriangmeERUndoatjab prepared by Bank Street College of Bawl..

tion for the U.S. Office of Education (January 1969) describes articles and

pamphlets on various aspects of the utilization of paraprofessionals in educa-

tion (recruitment, qualifications, career ladders, costs, evaluation, etc.)

but lists no references pertinent to the major theme of our study.

Alan Oartner's Paraprofessionals and Their Performance (mot York: Praeger,

1971) provides an integrated report on the way in which paraprofessionals con-

tribute to the improvement of human service practice ins variety of settings:

health, education, social service, corrections and mental health; but the book

does not include in its purview specific data or interpretations of work rela-

tions between professionals and paraprofessionals.
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Two book-length collections of articles on the utilization of paraprofes-

sionals in a variety of institutional settings (Frank Riessman and Arthur Pearl,

timratosiLiajjalgero New York: Free Press, 1965; and Frank Rimless° ond

Herniae Popper, paingamerlitz, New Yorks Harper and Row, 1968) appeared in

the late sixties, but they are more in the nature of prescriptive handbooks

for practitioners. They point out the value of utilizing paraprofessionals,

and describe programs and propose guidelines for practice but they are less

concerned with scientific comparisons and theorizing about the empirical world

of paraprofessionals. Even those papers which report actual resrch do rot

treat the issues with which we et* concerned; for exempla, err Poverty

focuses mainly on the instituting of career ladders for paraprofessionals.

However, we are indebted to these works for raising questions which stimulated

the direction of our own study and influenced our choice of themes.

In two brief pages of her article "Supervision and the Involvement of

Paraprofessionals in Early Childhood Education" (in Robert H. Anderson and

Harold G. Shane, eds., ' ! '

amgA Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1971, pp. 36S-377), Frances Litmen proposes a

typology of professional-paraprofessional work relationships in early childhood

education, which ranges from what she considers an obsolete, authoritarian

"teacher-dominated" model, through a "teacher-lesder" model, to an egalitarian

"cooperative" model, the last of which is considered an emergent model, suitable

for our times. We shall see below that it is the cooperative model which most

closely fits the work relations between teachers and teacher aides in the Head

Start centers studied.

Data Collection,

Each staff member at each of four Head Start centers, all located in the

Rev York metropolitan area, was interviewed at length on themes two to seven
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listed above. A subrnmple of paraprofessionals was interviewed for information

about question eight and only rrofessionsls were queried about question one. A

cape recorder wan used in the interviews. The interviewing practise comprised

from one to six separate interviews lasting altogether from two to approximately

eight hours. This constituted the mejor source of data and was the principal

basis of description and explanation.

Observation of classrooms consisted usually in an unstructured observation,

lasting half a day, in each of the classrooms at the centers. It was designed

to elicit naturalistic data pertaining to child-adult and professional-parapro-

fessional interaction and was meant as a check- -that is, confirming or Macon-

firming evidence - -on self-reports of work relations elicited through interviews.

Observation of sundry staff meetings was also carried out to yield behavioral

data on the relations between professionals aed paraprofessionals.

Data collection went on from February 1969 through August 1971. There

were two cycles of data gathering to provide a diachronic dimension for our

description of work relations: At "rime One" (February 1969 through August

1970) we applied the full-length version of our interview to all staff members

and carried out observations of classrooms and stalf meetings. For the second

cycle of data collection, "rime Two," which occurred a year to a year'iletAgitlf

after Time One (September 1970 through August 1971), we gave a shortened Versioa

of our interview to all the staff members who had been interviewed at Time One

and, in addition, gave the full scale version of the interview to new staff

members at one center (Hull) 'high we wished to study in greater depth and

breadth.

The interviewer and observer for the entire period of field work- -the co-

author of this study--was a white sociologist in her thirties who had had pre-

vious field work experience in several Used Start centers in the New York met-

ropolitan area.
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The second chapter of this report is devoted, first, to a description of

the Heat btart centers which were the objects of study in terms of size, spon-

sorship, personnel characteristics, organizaLion, regulations, program and in

service training; second, to tables reporting demographic characteristics of

personnel interviewed. Part II presents findings on the teaching component of

Head Start, center by center. The final chapter of Part II is comparative: %t

summarizes intercenter commonalities and variations in work relations between

teachers and teacher sides. Part III present* findings on the social work com-

ponent of Head Start, again center by center. The final chapter of Part III is

again comparative: It summarizes the commonalities and variations among centers

in work relations between social workers and social service sides. Part IV con-

sists in a summery and interpretation of the findings and in the implications

which the study has for practice and training. An appendix reports incidental

findings concerning the meaning which work experience in Head Start has for the

self-image and status of paraprofessionals, for their role as educational agents

in the home, and for their further schooling.
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CHAPTER 2

illat2ILLSIEFALJNIMUMILECIELSIMIL

The four Head Start centers which were the sites of this study are located

in the New York metropolitan area and had all been in continuous operation as

full-year programs for at least three years at the time of our first contact

with them.

All Head Start centers are sponsored by a delegate agency, which is author-

ised by and responsible to the city Head Start office. The delegate agency re-

ceives and disburses federal funds, hires center directors and staff and super-

vises all staff. It may be responsible for one or several Head Start centers.

The delegate agency may be an old established settlement house, a church, the

Board of Education, a newly-founded community action agency, or an independent

organisation formed for the sole purpose of sponsoring one or more Head Start

centers.

All New York City centers are regulated by New York City Head Start and,

through it, by the requirements and guidelines of the federal Head Start pro-

gram. The national program is at present located in the Office of Child Develop-

ment, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.' In addition to the federal

and city Head Start organizations, there are state and regional Heed Start

offices which, at least for the centers in our study, seeeed to have relatively

little impact on the daily life of the centers.

Federal guidelines require all centers to have programs for parents as

well as children, a requirement which is reflected in the division of program

and staff into teaching and social service components. One of the chief

1. The centers must also conform to local health, safety and staffing regula-
tions which are the responsibility of agencies outside the Head Start bureauc-
racy.
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distinctions of Head Start is that, unlike other educational organizations, it

has a social service program whose goal is to develop and maintain parent in-

volvement in center activities and to work with the families in the tradition

of social work.

Teachinik

Staff. The guidelines set a ratio of at least two teaching staff members

for every fifteen children and, by and large, the four centers in our study ob-

served this guideline. One of the two staff persons in the classroom must be a

teacher who meets local certification requirements, who ia, in other words, the

professional. The professional usually has a collage degree and has undergone

teacher training. The second adult in the classroom ia the teacher aide, an

"indigenous nonprofeaeional" or paraprofessional who does not have s college

degree, is often a member of the client population and usually lives in the

neighborhood. in the study centers, the teaching staff was often eupplemented

by parent and community volunteers end, during the summer, by Youth Corps and

Urban Corps members in their teens and early twenties. The lunteers, the

teacher aides, and all other classroom personnel were under the direct super-

vision of the classroom teacher. The teaching staff as a whole was supervised

by an education director whose office was usually, though not always, located

in the center under her supervision. The responsibilities of the education

director varied. At three of our centers, the education director was also the

center director. Further, depending on the structural organization and size

of the delegate agency, the education director might be directly responsible

to a director of all centers sponsored by a given delegate agency.

Emma. The program for the children included indoor and outdoor activi-

ties. The claaerooms were equipped with kitchen and housekeeping areas, doll

and dresa-up corners, sand and water-play facilities and a variety of materials
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lecluding blocks, pussies, games, etc. In addition to individual activity,

there were group activities, such as singing and discussion. Some formal aca-

demic work was also part of the program and consisted of first steps in arith-

metic, reading and writing. In addition, the children took short trips, such

as welts and visits iu the taighborhood mad bun excursions.

The teachers end centers varied in their touphasie on different activities,

as well as in how they introduced and implemented them. For example, one

teacher might use verbal drill in the teaching of numbers end letters, while

another would use lotto games, and letter, number and figure recognition somas.

In adlition to their responsibilities in the classroom, the teacher, and

sometimes the teacher aide, attended meetings of the parent classroom committees.

Pols!. Service,

ad. The social service staff in the study centers (and inmost of the

Head Start centers in metropolitan New York) consists of a social service

director (often called the social worker) who is the professional, that is,

who has a Master of Social Work degree, and who acts as the director of social

services in the center. The social service direct or has a staff consisting of

family assistants and family workers who have no forest social work training

or credentials and constitute the paraprofessionals in the social service come

parent. The background of social service paraprofessionals is similar to cot

of the teacher aides. The distinction between family assieart and family

worker is that the former position is conceived as carrying with it more re-

sponsibility and skills (usually acquired through experience as a family worker)

and thus a higher salary. The existence of these two levels gives a social ser-

vice paraprofessional the opportunity to move upward without academic creden-

tialsan opportunity not available to teacher aides.

lbe social workers, like the eviucation directors, may or any not be based
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at the center whose social service program they direct. Furthermore, the social

worker may be responsible to the education director if the latter is also the

center director, or may be responsible to a *octet service director et the dele-

gate agency who supervises ell social workers in the centers sponsored by the

agency. The social worker, then, usually supervises only paraprofessionals,

whereas the education director supervises both professionals (claw room teach-

ers) and paraprofessionals (teacher aides).

Mem. The social service program included recruiting parents to enroll

their children in the center, guiding the organized program of parent activities,

listening to parents' personal problems and making referrals and occasionally

counseling the parents, and facilitating and mediating negotiations between

parents and various government bureaucrecies, particularly housing and welfare.

In addition, they followed up on children who were absent or who dropped out,

visited children's homes, escorted children to and from school in emergencies,

did babysitting during parent meetings and daytime emergencies, and escorted

groups of children to medical and dental clinics on a regular basis and kept

records of ouch viaits.

The pivotal activities of the program for parents were regularly scheduled

went meetings at which issues were aired and subsidiary parent programs were

planned and launched. The parents (who, with rare exceptions, were the mothers)

of arch classroom in all the study centers met separately as "classroom coma-

tose." leach committee elected a representative to the Policy Advisory Committee

which, by federal guidelines, is the governing body at each center and is re-

sponsible for setting up committees on program, finance, personnel, and griev-

ance. The social service staff worked with each of these committees and &leo

helped to implement the various proems planned by the parents, which included

cultural, recreational, and fund-raising activities. Together with teaching

scoff, they also helped plan and carry out parties and trips for the children.

family workers were assigned to individual classroom committees, while the
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family assistant usually had overall responsibility for these groups and worked

closely with the Policy Advisory committee.

NIELEITYLSAL

Each center had food aides (cooks) and custodial workers, and in two of

the study centers there was a "toddlers' room," used mostly by the younger sib

ling. of participating children and staffed by paraprofessional.. An additional

special service was provided by the presence of a part -time psychologist, psy-

chiatrist or child therapist, who worked with staff, parents and children.

Staff Trainina Programs

There were inservice training programs for professional and paraprofessional

staff at all the study centers. Two of the centers directed their own programs;

the program at the other two centers was managed by the central administrative

offices of the delegate agencies. Sessions were conducted by the education

directors, social service directors, and sometimes by the psychologists and

outside resource persona. Usually the teaching and social service staffs at-

tended separate sessions.

New York University had a training program for paraprofessional staff in

Head Start centers and many of the paraprofessionals in the four centers had

participated in it. Tice program required full -time attendance for five weeks

and there were separate and combined sessions for teaching and social service

staffs. At the end of the five weeks, the professional supervisors of the par-

ticipants attended sessions with the paraprofessionals and other sessions for

the supervisors only.

NYU also had a program of undergraduate **flies specially designed for the

paraprofessionals from Bead Start centers and other work settings. Some of the

paraprofessionals at the four study centers had passed the entrance examination

to this program and were studying for bachelor's degrees on a part-time basis.



Acco4ding to federal Mead Start policy, they were released from their work

when their class schedules required it.

Imam
Williams was one of several centers sponsored by the community service

division of a large church organization. The center was housed in a church

in the central business area of a large, predominantly black community, a few

blocks away from the administrative offices of the delegate agency. The church

is a three-story building, well kept up, but in a side street of deteriorated

tenements and abandoned buildings.

Williams center consisted of two adjoining classrooms on the second floor

of the church. The roams were large, sun-filled, and cheerful. A large,

rather cheerless, meeting room and the kitchen were in the basement. The

social service staff used one corner of the meeting room as an office; they

also used a desk in one of the classrooms and kept some files in both class*

rooms.

The chart below presents the basic organizational structure of the center.

Most children attending this center were black; a small minority were of

Puerto Rican origin. As can be seen, the teaching staff consisted of one

teacher-director and one teacher aide in each of the two classrooms. The

social service staff was composed of one family assistant serving both class-

rooms and two family workers, each serving one classroom. The food aide and

the church custodian completed the staff roster. The center staff was super-

vised from the delegate agency's central office by the education director and

the social services director; and overall by the assistant administrative

director, who carried most of the responsibility for the operation of the

agency's centers.

A psychologist employed pale-time served all the centers. The social
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wiLlaalsSIDER

(Assistant Administrative Director)

(Education (Social Services
Director) Director)

Teacher - "Director" Teacher- "Director"

Family
Assistant

r
Teacher Family Family Teacher
Aide Worker Worker Aide

a.m. session-15 children all -day session
p.m. session-15 children 25 childran

Food Aide
Church Custodian

tow Persons in parentheses are off-site
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services director had a paraprofessional assistant and, by the time of our

second period of contact with the center, a profeesional assistant who had a

B.A. degree and experience in teaching and social service work. These two

assistants had major responsibilities in administrative and program activities

but very few supervisory responsibilities.

The education and social services directors and the psychologist held

separate inservice training sessions for the teaching and social service staffs.

Monthly business meetings of the combined staffs of three centers were conducted

by the assistant administrative director. These meetings, and the inservice

training sessions and occasional all - center staff meetings, brought the Williams

staff into contact with the staffs of the other centers of the delegate agency.

The staffs of each of the two classrooms at Williams were supposed to have

weekly meetings with their respective teacher-directors. However, the staffs

usually discussed matters informally at odd moments as they occurred or needed

to be considered, instead of in a formal meeting.

On the wholes the children's programs were separate to each classroom, al-

though bus excursions and shorter trips were taken together as were visits to a

nearby playground. Some parties, such as those held at Christmas and Halloweens

and functions such as graduation and open house, were also held jointly.

The director of social services placed great emphasis on the medical pro-

gram for the children and carrying it out was a major responsibility of the

social service staff at Williams. Their other responsibilities were as we have

already described them. Parent meetings were held separately by classroom, but

many of the activities were carried on jointly, such as bus excursions and fund-

raising ventures.

There was regular contact between the teaching and *octal service staffs

within end between each classroom. This was facilitated perhaps by the small
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aims of the center, the physical arrangement of the classrooms, and the pre-

sence of social service staff's work areas in the classrooms. The formally

arranged contact of the weekly classroom staff meetings was of minor importance

in contreet to various relatively informal contacts. Examples of the latter

were having lunch together with the children end waiting together after the

day's program for late parents to pick up their children. In addition, the

social service staff assisted in the classrooms during emergencies and some-

times when the teacher or teacher aide was taking a break. These shared allow

room responsibilities gave the social service staff more contacts with the

children than the staff at the other centers generally had.

The three directors in the central office of the delegate agency felt that

they had adequate knowledge about the work performance and work habits of the

staff at Willies's, despite their physical separation from it. But these direc-

tors also felt very keenly the pressure of having to supervise a staff that WO

not only large, but scattered in several different locations. They had a deep

concern for the further development of both professional and paraprofessional

staffs and, in addition, the assistant administrative director was constantly

trying to make the operation of the centers more efficient and more economical.

Nell
Null center was sponsored by an old and highly respected settlement house

which had many varied programs for people of all ages. The center classrooms

were situated in a single-story building in a large, low-income housing develop-

ment of high-rise buildings. The settlement house was a two-story building

next door. Both buildings faced on to open spaces and playgrounds. Null's

facilities were spread over the two buildings: three classrooms, the kitchen

and a small open lounge area used by the teaching staff were in the single-

story building; the office, family room and toddlers' room were in the settle-
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meat house building. The office, which was small, accommodated the center

director, the secretary and the social service staff. The classrooms, except

for one which was comparatively smell, and the parent room were spacious,

bright and attractive. All the classrooms were especially well-equipped.

As can be seen from the table of organization (see below), the director of

this center was also the education director and the social services director was

the social worker for the center. Both these people had their offices on site.

The social services director supervised one family assistant and two part-time

family workers. A third part-time family worker, supervised by the education

director, was in elorge of the toddlers' room.

The three clabgrocms each had morning and afternoon sessions. Each session

consisted of 15 children, one aide and one teacher.

At the time of our first contact with Hull center, it had an enrollment of

90 children (15 children in each of six half-day sessions). Reflecting the

ethnic composition of the neighborhood they represented several groups, of

which the largest was white. The parents of a small proportion of the white

children had recently arrived from other countries. The other ethnic groups

were black, Puerto Rican and other Latin American, East Indian and Chinese.

The children came from both low- and middle-income families since the center

accepted children from middle-income families who paid tuition.

A child therapist worked at the center part-time, and a consulting psychia-

trist cams one-half day per week. In addition, there was a part-time secretary,

e food aide, a part-time food aide assistant and part-time custodian.

Several staff changes occurred between our first and second contact with

Hull. Two teacher aides mere added, one to each of two classrooms because the

size of the classes increased. In addition, the status of one of the teacher

aides was changed so that she worked as a teacher for half the day and as an
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Lti 9ENTEL

Center Director/Bducation Director

Family Social Services
Worker* Director/Social Worker*

Toddlers' Room I

1 1 1
Family Family Family
Assistant Worker* Worker*

Teacher* Teacher* Teacher Te licher

Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher
Aide Aide Aide* Aide*

a.m. session: p.06 session: a.m. & p.m. sessions: a.m. session: p.m. session:
IS children 15 children 15 children each 15 children 15 children

Secretary*
Food Aide
Food Aide Assistant*
Custodian*

*These persons work part-time.
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side for the other half. The principal change in the sects' service staff was

that at the time of our last contact there was no longer a social worker. Her

functions were assumed by the center director and by a social worker on the

staff of the settlement house. Oa= cheugee in the social service staff were

that one of the family workers was promoted to the position of family assistant

because the original family assistant had left the center. The remaining

family worker had left and two new family workers were therefore hired.

At Hull the social worker, and later the center director, conducted in-

service training sessions and business meetings of the social service staff.

The center director did the same for the education staff in addition to con-

ducting a monthly all-staff meeting, orientation meetings et tbe beginning of

eecb school year, and weekly meetings of the teaching staffs of each classroom.

From time to time outside resource persons were utilised at staff meetinga.

The responsibilities of the teaching and social service staffs were like

those previously described, but the two staffs did not have as much contact

with each other as did those at Williams. Principal differences in programs

and responsibilities between the two centers were in the social service sphere.

At Hull not as much time was spent on the children's medical program as at

Williams.
1

Further, the existence of the "family room" for parents at Null

meant that a staff person was assigned to welcome parents, make coffee, and be

generally available to the parents.

The educational staff carried out one responsibility that was not part of

the tasks of the staff at Williams: the teacher and the teacher side together

visited the homes of newly enrolled children at the beginning of the school

1. The essignmeat of one of the family workers to work solely on the chil-
dren's medical program cams toward the end of our contact with gull.
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year. Time was especially set aside fur this purpose.

In contrast to Williams, where the administrators were physically separated

from the center, at Hull the directors were on the premises. The center direc-

tor-education director was a former nursery school teacher and director with

many years' experience in the settlement house which sponsored the canter. in

addition to being closely involved in every phase of the planning and carrying

out of the program end in the varied activities for both children end adults,

she spent time in each of the three classrooms almost every day. She was a

vigorous presence with an unflagging concern for each child. She was Witter-

ant to status distinctions between professional and paraprofessional staff. it

is perhaps relevant to note that this was the only center of the four at which

the paraprofessional teachers were called assistant teachers. The supervisory

role of the social worker wee far less vigorously exercised than that of the

center director. This appeared to be partly a consequence of her part-time

status and of her newness to the position and the center. She had been working

there for less than a year at the time of our first contact.

Hull did not give the impression of being 7. well-oiled, smoothly running

operation; but one in which the going was rough at times, in which new practices

and policies were often introduced, current ones modified or abandoned. The

atmosphere at this center was one of intense, purposeful activity.

MIA
Adams center was sponsored by an old, well-established settlement house

which was located in a high income, predominantly white neighborhood. The six-

story settlement house building, which also housed the center, was old but well

kept up. It was situated on a black of small and large apartment houses, with

largely upper-iniddleincoem rental rates. Nevertheless, there were residual

pockets of poverty is the area aid it is from these pockets that the center drew
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its client population.

Adams' three classrooms and its other main facilities occupied the fourth

floor of the settlement house building. The other facilities consisted of the

kitchen, a family room, a small office for the director and the secretary, and

a smeller office occupied by the social worker. The pavaprofessional social

service staff used the family room as their work area. The center staff and

parents also used rooms on other floors for meetings, and the children regularly

used a rooftop play area and a gym. Two of the classrooms were large and sunny.

The third was comparatively small and not as bright as the others. All three

were cheerful and inviting.

The center had an enrollment of 45 children, 15 in each classroom, who

attended the center from WO 8.06 to 2:30 p.m. Most of the children were

white, with animosity from East Indian, Oriental, black, Puerto Rican and

Latin American families. As was true of Hull, a few of the White children were

from families who were recent immigrants.

Ae can be seen from the organisational table (see below), the director of

the center, who was also the education director, directly supervised only the

teaching staff. There were three teachers and three teacher aides on this

staff. The social service staff consisted of the director of social services,

who supervised the two part-time family assistants and two part-time family

workers. In contrast to other staff, the social service staff were all new to

their jobs at the time of our first contact with this center. There was also

a paraprofessional worker who supervised the toddlers' room, * full-time macre-

tory, food aide, part-time food aide assistant, a part-time consulting psychol-

ogist and two parents who substituted in the classrooms as paraprofessional

assistants. The custodian. were employees of the settlement house, supervised

by its staff. It should be noted that a mandated policy of the center's previous
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Center DtrectorAducation Director

Social Services
Director/Sofia' Worker

I

i I I 1

Family Family Family Family
Assistant* Assistant* Ihrter* Worker*

Teacher

Teacher Aide

alI*day oession
15 children

Teacher

Teacher Aids

all-day session
15 children

Teacher

Teachor Aide

all-day session
15 children

Paraprofessional (Toddlers' Room)
Secretary
Food Aide
Food Aide Assistant*

*These persons mark part -time.
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sponsor (before Head Start) bed required that all the teacher aides be young men

and the Head Start parents had chosen to continue this policy.

Weekly meetings of the social service and teaching staffs were held separ-

ately, but not always regularly. These moettnga were Wray of an inservice

training nature, conducted respectively by the social services director and the

center director. Once during our contact with Adams the psychologist conducted

a discussion and training session of the combined staffs, but usually she did

this weekly for the teaching staff only. The teacher and teacher aide in each

classroom met very informally, in contrast to, for example, a set weekly meeting.

Whenever something time up that they wished to discuss it was done, for example,

during the children's Long rest period or in the morning before the children

arrived. Business meetings of the entire staff were scheduled monthly but it

was not always possible to adhere to this schedule. These meetings were con-

ducted by the center director.

The programs and staff responsibilities varied little from those described

previously. As at Hull, and in contrast to Williams, the teacher and teacher

aide pairs from each classroom at Adams visited the children's homes. They

tried to visit each child, and their visits were dispersed throughout the early

months of the school year. The responsibilities of the social service staff

did not include much involvement in medical and dental contacts end appointments

for the children; nor were home visits a major part of their responsibilities.

The heaviest involvement, for the family workers especially, was in the family

room.

Some of the mothers visited the family room very often and it was therefore

an almost constant social and activity center where, for example, sewing, knit-

ting and typing classes were held, paper work involved in the parent program

(e.g., minutes of meetings and financial records) was worked on by parents and
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staff, and for a while the social worker kild weekly family-life discussion; is

this room. She was always available to, and constantly sought out by, parents;

there were many informal contacts between her and the mothers in the family

room. In addition, the center director, the secretary, and coma members of the

teaching staff sometimes spent their breaks in the family room. The parents'

room thus also served as a place where staff and parents mingled in a relatively

unstructured and social way that did not occur at the other centers.

In contrast to Williams end Hull, Maze center was characterised by a

formally vested authority in two offices. As at Hull, the center director was

the person formally responsible for the center to the director of the settle-

ment house and to the city administration of Head Start. Consequentli, she had

the largest share of contacts with the offices of these two sponsors. In con-

trast to the situation at Hull, the director of social services it Adams had

worked at the center more then a year longer than the center director, and she

bore responsibilities and was informally recognised by staff and parents as an

authority in the center beyond the formal bounds of her position, which was

technically under the authority of the center director.

aggsugh

Jefferson was one of several centers sponsored by the Heed Start division

of a community action agency organised in the vanguard days of the "gar on

Poverty," shortly before the first Head Start centers were established. The

center was located in a lowlacome housing development a few blocks from the

administrative office.of the delegate agency, which was in a middle income

housing development. loth center and dslagats agency were in a predominantly

black community. The low-income development was made up of high-vise buildings

situated around a pretty central open area of trees and erase dotted with

benches and sore play equipment for children.
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Jefferson had three classrooms in the basement level of one of the apartment

buildings. The classrooms were bright and cheerful. In contrast, the concrete

floors, unadorned walls and artificial brightness of the entry area and corridor

gave a somewhat stark, drab appearance. The office, a large meeting room and a

amall kitchenware located between the classrooms. The education director and

the social service staff shared the office. Although the mammas large, the

quarters were cramped because of the anther of people using it; there was also

no privacy for them.

There were 90 children in attendance at Jefferson, most of whom were black

and a few of whom were Puerto Rican. Thera were separate morning and afternoon

sessions in each classroom.

Aa the table of organization shows, the education director, though theoret-

ically responsible for the entire center, directly supervised all of the staff

except the social service people. The teaching staff consisted of three teachers

and three teacher aides, a pair serving in each classroom. The social worker

supervised the one family assistant and three family workers. The education

director was responsible to the administrative director of the delegate agency,

while the social worker was supervised by the director of social services at the

delegate agency. Also on the center staff were two food aides and a fulltime

'custodian. A part-time psychologist had been assigned to the center by the ad-

ministrative office at the beginning of our contact with Jefferson. However,

she did not become active, left the agency after a short time and was not re-

placed. Between our first and second periods of contact with Jefferson, the

social worker left and was replaced. Before we returned for the second time,

this social worker too had left, to be succeeded by a third. At this center,

although all the social workers were college graduates, only the social service

director had the MINI degree.
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igingliajanal

(Administrative Director)

(Social Services Director

Social WorkerCenter Director/Education Director

leather

Teacher Aide

a.m.-15 children
p.e.-0 children

Teacher

Teacher Aide

a.m.-15 children
p.m.-15 children

Teacher

Teacher Aide

a.m.-15 children
p.m.-15 children

Two Food Aides
Cue todian

KEW Persons in parentheses are off site.

Family
Assistant

Family
Worker

Family
Worker

Family
Worker
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Jefferson had weekly all-staff business meetings conducted by the center

director. During the period of our contact with the center, there were no for-

mal separate meetings of the social service or the teaching staffs, nor were

there meetings of the separate classroom staffs, except on a casual basis. The

entire ataff of the center attended a monthly meeting attended by the staffs of

all the centers sponsored by the delegate agency. This almost day-long meeting

was conducted by the director of all the agency centers and included on its

agenda both business and inservice training topics. There was also time for

informal socializing. A committee composed of professional and paraprofessional

members of the staffs of different centers planned the program for these meet-

ings. Other co-ittees, similarly constituted, carried out other activities

generated at the meetings, such as investigating educational and career oppor-

tunities and planning annual events.

Separate inservice training sessions were held for the teaching and social

service staffs at Jefferson, but during the period of our market the center the

program for the teaching staff was being reorganized and no sessions for them

were held. However, the education directors of the several centers of the dele-

gate agency were meeting during that time, in part to plan and organise a new

program. Both social workers and social service workers from all the centers

met together for meekly three-hour long inservies training sessions conducted by

the director of social services and sometimes supplemented by outside speakers.

The social workers at so met sepezrotzly with the delegate agency's director of

social services. Once during the time mime at Jefferson, its staff and the

entire staff of two other centers met for two days of sensitivity training see

gifts conducted by outside resource persons.

The program for children and parents followed the general pattern described

earlier. The medical program for children was similar to that of Williams in
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requiring considerable staff time, tomb the'fimily workers is Particular. Nome

visiting was stressed by the social services director end this activity occupied

more of the family workers' time at Jefferson than it did for the family workers

at the other centers. On the other hand, the family workers at Jefferson were

less involved in the program for parents than were their couaterparts at the

other centers. The family assistant bore most of the responsibility for the

Parent activities at Jeffermon.

The center director use.a strong and motherly presence at Jefferson, as was

the family assistant. The work relationship' they had developed with each other

seemed to be highly compatible and to have welded them together into an admin-

istrative team quite independent of the administration and supervision of the

directors of the delegate agency. The center director had been at the center

since its beginning and had had many years' experience with preschool children.

She and the family assistant had been working together for several years and

gave the impression of being very self-confident and proud of their work and of

the canter.

The center director was informal but correct and firm in her-relations with

the staff. This was accompanied by a friendly informality between most of the

staff goobers. For example, during the hour-long lunch break when there were no

children in the center, some of the paraprofessional staff; including the food

aides and the custodian, would boys lunch with the different teaching staffs in

their classrooms. The social service staff and the center director often ate

lunch together in the office.

Jefferson was characterised by a tight unity among its staff. Seviral of

its members referred to the center as unique compared to the other centers spon-

sored by its delegate agency. One of the qualities they stressed was the loyal-

ty of the staff members to each other.
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Table 2

Selected Desographic Characteristics of Social Service Staffs:
Ilea I and Ties II

Tta

Foam. WORKERS

Amu
Male - 1 . - - - - - - 1

Female 1 ..4. .1 .3. -.1 -1 .1 .1 J. -
Total

kt:
5 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

20-29 2 2 - - 1 1 - - 1 1

30-39 1 2 - 1 - - 1 1 - -

40 -49

50 -55

1u -.1 - -
.1.

-. -
.

-. -. 1 -

Total 5 5

_k
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

Ethnicity:
Black 3 3 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1

Puerto Rican and other Spanish
Wit* AU -.1 - '.1.-i-it.'

Total
at on:

5 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1

S.A. Degree 1 1 - 1 - - - - 1 .

HSV .1 _4 .1 .1 _I. .1 .1 -I, -1 -I
Tote 1 5 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 : 1

Rama SERVICE AIDES

$111:
Male .. .. .... - -

Peseta AIL 3 1 .41-1-tA .i. a
Total 14 12 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 3

#11:
20-29 5 4 1 - 1 2 3 2 - -

30 -39 3 5 1 1 - 1 1 2 1 1

40-49 3 1 1 1 1 - - - 1 -

50 -55 -I 1 " -.4. " - J. .2.
Total 14 12 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 3

Ethnicity: 1
Slack 10 7 3 2 1 - 2 2 4 3
Puerto Rican and other Spanish 2 1 - - 2 1 - - - -

white J ' -I -
Total

lageojaa:
14

-t
12 3 2 3

.1 _I
3 4 4 4 3

Sigh School: non-graduate 3* 3 2 1 - 2 - - 1 -

High School graduate 4 4 1 1 - - 2 2 1 1

Vocational training post High School 2 1 - - 1 - 1 1 - -

Sow College 4 3 - - 2 1 - - 2 2

S.S. Degree -1 -1 " ' ' ..i. -1 - ....1.

Total 14 12 3 2 3 3 4 4 4 3

*locludad in this group is a social service aide ev. Jefferson who had had no high
school education.
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Table 3

Selected Demographic Characteristics of Admialstrators and
Psychologists Interviewed: Time I and Tine II

Total Williams Kull mw* Jefferson,

ADMINISMATOla

12.1l:

Male - - . .

Female A 2

Total 6 2 l 1 2

30-39 3 2 - . 1

40-49 2 - 1. 1. -

SO -33 - 1

Total
..k
6 7. 2

IIIIMIsat:
Black 4 2 - - 2
Puerto Rican and other Spanish . - . -

White J.
2Total 6 l l 2

111.W.UMI:
Some College 1. 1. - - -
B.A. I.

. - .
I.

M.A. 4 1 1 1 1.

Ph.D. - .

Total 6 2 1 6 2

1112121/2211101.

II lias

Male I. I.
. - -

Penal. J. jiabl ..
Total 3 l l 1 -

ARI.:
30-39 - - - - -

40-49 2 - I. I. -

304s a a a a.
Total 3 1 7.

Lthakisx:
Black - . - - -

Puerto Rican and other Spanish - - - . .

White .1.1.1
Total -

1.4101.11Rt
Some College - . . - -

B.A. - - - - .

M.A. 2 - l I -

Ph.D. a a
Total 3 i.

*At Tine II, the director of Adams bad left and was replaced by the person cate-
gorised as social worker at Tins I (see Table 1).

**This psychologist left and was not replaced at limn,



PART II

um RELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHERS AND TEACHER_ AIDES
AT TIME ONE AND TIME t
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CHAPTE2 3

WILLIAMS CENTER

TINE ONE

Chart of Statuses and Persons,
(Initiele are Fictitious)

IDthe L Aide

BT SC

EW KU

AtiebisfmowEmsimrmentoParaofessionats

The main rationale which the teachers at this center give for the employment

of teacher aides is the absolutely indispensable role which the latter play in

helping to manage a class of children whose size is beyond the managing capacity

of one person. As one teacher put it, 'With 22 children I need an assistant

teacher. There's no getting around that question." An assistant is thus indis

pensable in helping the teacher run a class of 15 or more children, (1004 of whom

are barely beyond the stage of infancy.

It is further hypothesized by these teachers that the presence of two adults

in the classroom has beneficial effects on the children: different class activi

ties can be initiated and supervised catering to different child interests; the

class can be divided into group. for academic instruction -for instance, fast and

slow groups, each getting the appropriate instruction; closer relations with

children can be developed, since two persons have more ties to spend individually

with children; finally, the children interact with two adults, between whom they

may choose, according to their predilections, to secure nurturauce and guidance.

Teachers further indicate that Sedinenoms paraprofessionals who are also

parents are well suited for assistant positions because of the following assump-

tions about paraprofessionate: (t) they have acquired persona! experience in
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child-rearing which leads to their competence in the management of children in

the classroom; and (2) due to indigenous residence in the community where the

center is located they know the social and personal background of children and,

by passing this information on to teachers, can help them acquire a better

understanding of the children.

Role Allocation,

The following kinds of functions can be extracted from the daily flow of

work performed by teachers and their aides: planning and reviewing of the dsy's

activities; creating a learning environment; management of children (e.g.,

supervision during play and story telling, discipline, etc.); formal instruction;

paperwork (record writing); "housekeeping ": cleaning up, putting materials back

on shelves, setting table for meals, toilettes of children; and overall direc-

tion of the classroom ( "setting tone," announcing transitions).

It is clear that planning is a joint activity. Teacher and aide sit dawn

every day to plan what activities shall be initiated that day. They also engage

in consultation at the end of the day to talk about 'how it came out" or 'why it

went wrong."

Teacher and aide together set up the classroom sad lay out toys and gamma

at the beginning of the morning and of the afternoon, or they take turns at

doing this.

Teacher and aide take turns at managing the class. One teacher put it in

this fashion: Sometimes she feels "lacy" and the assistant takes over, or vice

versa. The decision as to who will menage is implicit, based on "lensing each

other's feelings." But management may be a more time - consuming activity for the

assistant because she sees to it that children behave when the teacher gives

lessons or leads in singing or story telling and she supervises free play when

the teacher is working on her reports.
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the formal teaching of academic Ocilla (colors, numbers, alphabet) is usually

within the teacher's province, although teachers state that sides would, on the

basis of their observation of what the teacher does, be able to teach *cadmic

skills and do so when the teacher is absent. However, it is stated that only

one person, the teacher, should direct instructional activities, although occa-

sionally the aide may work with a small group on the alphabet, for example.

The teacher ordinarily reserves for herself all paperwork (keeping attend-

ance and filling out records), that is, all work having to do with the handling

of symbols, whereas activities involving interpersonal relations are, as we have

seen, more evenly shared by teacher and aide. One teacher, SW, explains that

her aide would know what to record on a child but 'wouldn't be able to write it

dews." The other teacher, ST, claims that her aide has the ccopatence to record,

but does not enjoy writing. Ve shell see that, in the first sage, the wonting-

nese of the teacher in letting her aide collaborate with her is this activity

was a major source of conflict in their mlationehip.

It is in the area of housekeeping that the egalitarian ideology of the

teacher with respect to her relationship to her assistant is most clearly =Pres-

sed. Teachers say that there is nothing teachers ought not do or relegate to

their aides. Thus one teacher, ST, says that she has not been freed from tasks

she ought not to do se a professional: do the same thin., we both wipe

tables..." In the case of the other teacher, SW, either the teacher or the aide

supervises the toasting of children prior to lunch, while the other sets the

table. in this case, teacher and aide take tarns at cleaning the room, one

doing it in the morning and the other in the afternoon, while they may do it

jointly between the morning and afternoon sessions. Despite the joint involve-

ment in genial work, still the teacher shows her concern with egalitarianism end

her fear of not doing a fair share of menial work when she states that she first
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felt guilty about letting the aide clean up by herself in the afternoon. She

states in no ambiguous terms: "Professionals should do everything."

Teacher aide. also perceive this area as one of joint participation: "ho-

ever sees that something has to be cleaned, does it....If you went to, you can;

if you don't, leave it."

The initiative for overall guidance of what takes place in the classroom is

exercised by the teacher. She seta the tone and controls the flow of activity

for the day; she announces transitions between activities. However, when no over-

all class activity is taking pace (such as singing, story tatting), the teacher

gives freedom to the aide to guide small-group activities and work with individ-

ual children. The aide is responsible for the activities she initiates and the

teacher does not directly supervise her.

It is evident from this review of the allocation of role. between teacher

and aide that there is very little specialization, and that the teacher allocates

to herself alone very few functions (mainly overall direction of the classroom

and paperwork). She takes pride in performing al the functions involved in the

responsibility for a class of children.

The flexible division of labor is particularly manifest in the ad hoc nature

of rola allocation. Teacher and aide, on the basis of personal preference or

mood, decide on Whit each will do. Thus the aide, SC, does not like to read

stories, so she allocates that role activity to herself only when the teacher is

absent. And her teacher, BT, is perfectly agreeable to this decision: "We re-

spect one anther's preferences." As we saw above, who will perform classroom

management activities also depends somewhat on personal feelings of the moment,

which may not even be overtly communicated.

These observations on the structuring of roles and the apprenticeship served

by the aide in numerous activities mane comprehensible tha facility with which
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the aide could "fill tht profeestonalen shoes," that is, take over the class

when the teacher ie absent.

A clear case for the role of the aide as a co-teacher or surrogate teacher

is made by ST: "Paraprofessionals ought not to be used for sharpening pencils

and taking attendance. They are adults...they are sensitive to children's needs

es such as the professionals...they can reach children as well as professionals."

ST finally ends her case for the full involvement of paraprofessionals in teach-

ing with the remark that lk good paraprofesaional ie superior to a bad teacher."

How far professionals have come in sharing tasks with paraprofessionals ie

evident from the education director's assessment of the utilization of parapro-

fessionals when Head Start began two years prior to our field work at the center:

"I think that what I found most that disturbed me (when I first came on the job)

...were the ways in which the aides were utilized in the classroom. I didn't

feel that those aides were being utilized to their fullest potential. They

could do such more. I was met by teachers saying, well there isn't enough time

in the day to do this...and these were things that I felt the aides...could with

a little time be trained to do...because the aides weren't getting enough from

the teachers... to make it a purposeful experience for them."

Poeialization into Workinole

At Williams center, because the administrative staff performed no orienta-

tion function for new teachers and the assistants had seniority when teachers

first came on the job, it devolved, by default, upon the assistants to induct

teachers into their roles.

Thus, $T *eked SC to tell her shout the functioning of the center and at

the beginning leaned on her: "I wanted her to be the teacher and me the assis-

tant." ST also relied upon SC to manage the children and handle behavior prob-

lems. After a few weeks she acquired control of the classroom and assumed
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responsibility for overall direction.

The other teacher, EW, confessed to feeling like an "outsider" when she

first came. She let KU direct the class on the basis of the schedule which the

previous teacher and KU had devised. Thus, KU "told me what to do," which led

to some resentment on EW's part. The devolution of leadership onto her aide woo

rationalized on two bases: (I) -.pnagenent: KU is a parent, so she "understands"

children; (2) instruction: KU "has been around several teachers," so she has

gotten ideas as to what a good program should be like. The aide was thus used

as a model of proper teacher behavior and as a reference person: In the first

few weeks EW asked herself: "AmI doing this right? Is KU comparing me with

the previous teacher?"

The teachers at this center resented the almost total lack of supervision

and guidance by the administrative staff. The education director "was seldom

around." The teachers did not know whether they "were doing right or wrong."

They were not informed as to what their goals for the children should be or what

approaches to take to reach these goals. They wanted "concrete ideas" for pro -

grams and these were not forthcoming. The education director's attitude was per-

ceived by one teacher as: "You're the teacher...you decide...I" When guidance

was offered, it was inconsistent: Thus the education director "emphasized free

learning one moment, structured skills the next." The lack of direction was so

demoralising that one teacher perceived it as a possible reason for teacher turn-

over.

The same laissez-faire kind of supervision exercised by the education direc-

tor also characterized the teacher-teacher aide relationship. One teacher, BT,

denies the very fact of supervision: "Me idea of being a supervisor doesn't

exist." Rather than supervision, there is mutual consultation: at the beginning

of the day, during the rest period and at the end of the day, as well as at
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weekly meetings, IT and her aide, SC, "discuss and clarify what is happening Amid

decide what to do next."

Sometimes BT presents to SC "a different way of doing something" or she

asks SC "why the did what she did." But BT nays that she is openminded, SC

might be right. If there is disagreement, BT gives SC the benefit of the doubt

and does not insist that SC accept BT's interpretation. If SC "doesn't handle

a child right," BT "tells her" after class and SC "understands." ET makes it a

point never to criticize SC in front of the children. When SC takes charge of

a small group of children, BT makes a point of not going over to where SC is and

asking her what she is doing: "SC is responsible for what she initiates." SC

concurs with BT's statement of their supervisory relationship: "There're some

places where the teacher try to like low-talk you and io right there, right on

the spot, but Miss Taylor ipTI is a differezt way...she tells if she doesn't

like it...after everybody's gone. And I think that's a nice way because she's

showing respect for you."

SC also perceives the situation as one of minimal supervision on the part

of the teacher nd autonomy for her. Sometimes BT shows SC a faster way of

doing something, but if SC wants to do it her own way she does and BT does not

press her. "Nobody stands over me watching me and givingme a bad time. You're

on your own and use your own judgment."

The other teacher, EW, talks about supervision an being "informal": "We

talk when we have free time about things as they come. She iKR/ can tell me

anything; I can tell her anything." EW sees no need ever to reprimand KU: "MU

got used to me, she knows what to do."

At Williams center the two teachers have different styles for improving

teaching skills and behavior on the part of aides. EW does not think it neces-

sary formally to teach teaching skills to KU: "KU observes and catches on and
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follows the same manner" as she.

BT teaches SC certain skills through example: for example, how to approach

a concept and get it across to children. She also discusses methods of reaching

"the hard -to -reach child." Her aide, SC, similarly perceives the ongoing train-

ing by the teacher: BT taught her certain arts and crafts, how to teach children.

how to write, add and subtract, etc.

But BT does not believe that she has the capacity or time to give her aide

systematic training. Nor does she believe that the delegate agency should under-

take this. She thinks that it would be more productive to have inservice train-

ing in a central place, catering to many centers, attracting a multitude of ex-

perts: "Concentrated learning in a college situation is very good."

She does not perceive the professional-paraprofessional work relations as

problematic in any way on the basis of her experience and thus saes no need for

inservice tratniug for either professionals or paraprofessionals to deal with

this issue. "teachers should sit down informally with their aides. This works

unless the teacher hes a hangup that the professional is up here and the parapro-

fessional down here." It should be noted in passing that the delegate agency

has not included work relations between professionals sad paraprofessionals as a

topic in the inservice training which university consultants provide for agency

personnel.

The Parservieqpional as a Bridse_between Professionals and Parents

An assumption in the employment of the poor to service the poor is that the

paraprofessional serves as a liaison between the middle-class institution and

the low-income population. Indigenous staff are conceived of as "bridge people,"

able to interpret community life and values to the professionals and serve as

interpreters of the professionals to the clientele.

Thus, among the questions to be considered ara the following:
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1. Is the role of paraprofessionals as interclass communicators accepted

in the centers? in what ways do paraprofessionalsmediafa or facilitate the

relationship between teachers and parents?

2. What is being communicated to professionals about community life and

values?

3. Do professionals make a concerted attempt to interpret their roles and

rationales to paraprofessionals uho theft transmit this information to the

parents?

4. If the paraprofessional does exercise a medieting role, what effects, if

any, does this have on professional practices?

The agency education director states that paraprofessionals shed light on

tne background of children end on the out-of-school influences that affect chil-

dren: "t think this is their major contribution. Most of them know the commun

ity very well. They know the people, they know the things that happened the

night before that may make a child set the way he acts in the morning or things

that happened over the weekend. 1 think in that sense they have mode a contri*

button where a professional just couldn't unless of course they lived in the

community end none of our professionals do..."

ST denies that her aids, SC, acts as a bridge between her and the parents

because she perceives herself as coming from the same background as SC and hav-

ing also lived in the ghetto. She does not need to use SC as a link to the

community because "Parents tell me directly about the community, housing com-

plaints..." SC concurs with BT in denying that her knowledge of the community

is in any way superior to that of ST or that she functions as a liaison between

the parents and BT.

On the other hand, the sheer presence of SC acts, in ST's estimation, as a

powerful force in drawing parents to the center and thus, by implication, coming
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under the ministrations of professional staff: "Parente like to see a face

familiar to them who lives in the community. They can identify with her...some-

one who didn't go to college and is a neighbor and thus they can more easily par-

ticipate and get involved in the education of the child."

BF makes an attempt at interpreting her goals and methods of teaching to

SC: For example, they have discussions centering around philosophy of education

--structured vs. less structured. But it is unclear from the evidence whether

the side's growing knowledge and understanding about educational priorities and

alternatives, as presented by the teacher, are communicated to parents and thus

whether she operates here as a link going from professional to parents. It is

more probable that, if the lines of communication between teacher and parents

are open, which DT says they ars, BF would deal directly with parent concerns

about educational goals and methods.

Finally, vs can ask whether the presence of SC has any effect. on DT's pro-

fessional practices. The answer to this question appears to be affirmative. DT

argues that she is more reflective than SC about how to handle behavior problems,

whereas SC acts on her "spontaneous feelings." This BT seems to admire and

attempts to emulate: "SC has been a teacher to me. it was a good learning ex-

perience." It would appear from her remarks that DT ascribes superior perform-

ance in the management of children to the paraprofessional.

In the case of the other teacher-teacher side relationship, the aide, KU,

is at greater ease communicating with parents than the teacher, ES. She lives

in the neighborhood, knows the parents and tells OW about the family background

of the children. According to her, the parents feel more comfortable with her

because she has been at the center longer than the teacher. KU also informs EW

about events in the community and accompanies her to community meetings. On the

other hand, EU does not expect EW to explain her methods of teaching because "I
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knew why...I would do the same thing."

kaafktkethIlLEN.MINI.

Seth teacher aides id4ntify more closely with their teachers then with

parents, and they sea parents as perceiving them mars as staff members closely

related to teachers than as parents like themselves who happen to have jobs at

the center. Furthermore, both aides claim that the children see the teacher

and teacher aide as co-teachers.

It appears to us, therefore, that the work identity of these aides is pri-

marily determined by the treatment accorded than by children, and secondarily,

by the perception parents have of them.

One aide elaborates as follows: Parents do not get close to the teacher

or assistant teacher, just as she did not when she was not yet a staff member,

but only a parent. Something "atands in the way" of close communication be-

,tween teaching staff and parents. Thus, since becoming a staff member, she

feels somewhat estranged from the parent body and, in her new role, affiliates

with the teacher.

The concept of the paraprofessional functioning as a bridge between pro-

fessionals and the clientele would seem to imply that peraProfeesieeels, besides

taking other groups for reference, should generate a sense of identity of their

own, as paraprofessionals occupying a unique position in the Mead Start organi-

sation. Nonetheless, neither of the two aides had developed an identity as a

paraprofessional and a sense of solidarity with other paraprofessionals at the

center. In their free time they do not meet informally only with other parapro

fessionals and they bold no meetings among themselves. One aide, SC, declares

that she cannot imagine just paraprofessionals getting together and excluding

professionals, for problem solving requires the professionals' presence: 1411

should get together and try to iron iprobleagj out."
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Both reacher@ essftrt that their aides arrive on time in the morning, are

dependable and responsible and committed to doing the job. One teacher, ET,

however, differentiates the depth of commitment between herself and her aide.

She believes that she le more committed than SC because of her freedom from home

reepon@ibilitie@: she is unmarried, has no children and can dedicate herself

completely to her job.

Work Relation Between Teachers and Aides

The work relations between teachers and aides are characterized by an egal-

itarian ethos. The teacher, EW, makes it a point never to "order KU around,"

because KU "knows what is expected of her and she'll do it." Furthermore, the

teacher should not think that "she is better" than the aide snd she explains

that "We don't use the names 'teacher' and 'teacher aide'...Lbecau@g/ parents

don't know who the teacher and teacher aide are; they see us as working together

and we don't stress she is the aide and I the teacher."

Respect, trust, friendship are some of the expressions used by IT to des-

cribe the relationship she has with her aide, SC. She asks SC's opinions about

what activities to introduce in the classroom; she discusses SC's educational

plans on a friend-to-friend basis; she trusts her enough to ask her, on five

minutes notice, to take over the class because she is leaving the center tempor-

arily. Eh* further stresses that "We work well together; we understand each

other." Thus, in their self-presentation to the outside world, teacher and aide

emphasize that they are fundamentally equals functioning as a team, a stance

which is corroborated by the flexible division of labor described above.

ID the relationship between EW and ID we even have evidence that at times

it is the aide who leads or sets the example, and the teacher who accepts her

aide's leadership. Thus KU "reminds"EW to put newspapers on the table and
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KU's recommendations in the eras of first aid: "She knows more iXhan I dg/ be-

cause she has children." Also, as we saw above, ET appears to have learned from

SC about managing the children.

Nonetheless, working relations are not es smooth as the ethos of equality

and mutuality, enunciated by teachers, would imply. Two sources of conflict

exist, which can be classified as differences in philosophy of education and

role interpretation.

There is a fundamental disagreement between BT and SC on philosophy of

early childhood education and the meaningful way to structure time. Mug, BT

says that it is unnecessary to have a very structured program. Her primary

axes are to encourage creativity, increase the child's feelings of competence

and induce a feeling of excitement from learning. DT emphasizes social skills

and sense of self-esteem, whereas SC, in BT's estimation, is more interested in

the academic area and thinks that accomplishment comes when children, for

example, know how to write their names. Thus, BT points out, "When I use free

time, SC says: 'What are we going to do?' And we're already doing something."

Another indication of conflict in this area is BT's desire for children to

be self-directive and self - creative -in the literal sense of the word when engaged

in art activities. SC, on the other hand, draws for the child, thus providing

models for the child to copy, and even guides his hand.

A final source of contention--over role allocation--characterizes the re-

lationship between EW and KU. KU is upset by SW's keeping record writing as her

sole prerogative and feels that this, like other role components, should be a

joint activity of both teacher and aide. According to KU, EW has no confidence

in KU's ability to write and expects her to supervise the children while she

does the records.
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Nov are these differences resolved? In the last example, SW simply asserts

her authority. When she takes over record-writing activity she asserts in fact

that one of the two has to do awhile the other watches the children, and that

if she delegated this activity to W, the records 'Mould never get done," in

other words, that she has no confidence in 131.0 competence and that by fiat she

is the more competent to do this. While Mend W have several times argued

over who shall undertake this role activity, SW ultimately has tha last word.

We note that this may be perfectly rational decision. But what is impor-

tant to note here is that the basic ideology of the relationship, while egalitar-

ian, is not totally so and, furthermore, that in a case o# conflict it may be

replaced by the naked assertion of authority on the part of the teacher.

The same assertion of authority may hold, though not to the same degree, of

the resolution of differences between ST and SC. ST asserts that the differences

in philosophy of education really do not matter: "Bach pursues what she wants

in small groups." Although they have different educational outlooks, "it's no

great problem." She thus downplay, the existing differences and claims that no

conflict results. SC also feels that she and ST do not have to agree on educe

tional goals: "Everybody has her own way."

Tot from DT's criticism of SC's attitudes it is evident that SC is very

such avers of these differences and that they cause her some unease. ST com-

plains of SC's docility. DT says that SC follows her recommendations in the

classroom, but she has a tendency "to accept," resign herself and possibly re-

sent the recommendations: %ha should raise objections....She should verbalise

what she's feeling so vs could talk about it."

A second criticism of SC by ST is that SC often withdraws frommetive en-

gagement with the children. She leaves the room when children are occupied be-

cause she thinks that she is not needed. ST wants SC to Ss more active and feel
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she's needed every minute by children" and she would like her to take snore

"guiding role" in the classroom. It is likely that withdrawal, just like docil-

ity, represents an adaptive response for SC. She may feel that she is faced

with contradictory demands: that she be more guiding, interacting with children

and, at the sans time, that she not impose standards on themlike helping them

draw. Thera again ST may not make herself clear as to what she wants from SC.

Thus, in the end, differences in approach to education are not really re-

solved. Neither party to the conflict really converts the other, nor is a com-

promise reached, and professional status makes might (just as in the relation-

ship between SW and KU), while the less equal of the two to the relationship

must endure.

While the source of conflict between SR and KU appears trivial, it may not

be because the role activity which is being fought over may have high symbolic

significance, both literally and figuratively. In the case of ST and SC the

different Guam* on education is fusSanental to the relationship. Although ST

glosses it over as being really "no problem" (because abs has bar way) they un-

doubtedly cause some dissatisfaction and role confusion for SC.
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even Mere favorable and she had come to the point of seriously questionang the

validity of the customary differentiation in responsibilities, title and pay be-

tween professionals and paraprofessionals on the grounds that paraprofessionals

often have superior talents and more extensive experience than teachers:

Even without those additional courses in education, which often
don't add anything to a person's knowledge and sensitivity to
working with children, there're people who are so much more
talented and gifted in dealing with children and do not have
the necessary degrees and certification. We're wasting human
resources when wa say you cannot be a teacher if you don't have
a college diploma. It's unfair that people who don't have ex-
perience come into the classroom and take over more or less,
compared to someone who's been there such a long time and she
should sit back and take orders from this person....Somehow I
think we have to get away from the classifications of teachers
and teacher aides and that gets into all the hassle about certi-
fication. Obviously...where the teacher aidea are more knowl-
edgeable than the teachers.../they should gel/ the atatus and
the responsibilities and the pay of a full teacher.

BT's aide, SC, had left the center several months before our second round

of interviews there and had been replaced by a new teacher aide, AS. Speaking

of her relationship with SC, toward the end of the latter's employment at the

center, ST remarked that it had grown more harmonious with time. SC, who had

originally been quite strict with the children, in contrast to YT's manner, be-

caee less strict. Whereas their educational perspectives differed at the time

of our first contacts at this center, BT now stated that 'bur philosophies began

to merge more....Somehow we came to an agreement and she gave up more than I did,

In the beginning she wanted all the children most of the time to sit at the

tables and all doing one activity. Both of us agreed by the end of the year

that more is happening when there are different projects and it's OK to have a

noisy classroom."

SC's tendency to withdraw from interaction with children abated with time.

AT BT's prompting SC spent more time talking with the children and "taking care

of their emotional needs." By the end of the school year, ST truly felt that
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Ile have a very good team relationship..../ really was satisfied with bei.

really miss having her around /this yield..." SC did not perform di bridging

role at Time Two any more than she had at Time One, for the reasons cited above

(p. 38). Supervision of SC by ST also continued to be informal and ST thought

it pretentious that she should be "respected as a professional" by Set Each

explained to the other "Why she did something in a particular way," each lis-

tened to the other's opinion and they then came to a mit'ally satisfactory

agreement.

The type of relationship eventually developed by ST and SC contrasts mark-

edly with the relationship between ST and her new teacher aide, AS. AS is char

acterissd by ST as beings "distant person," who "does not initiate activities"

in the classroom, so that ST has "to take more of a lead." ST claims that it

is harder for her to work in such a situation, that she such preferred "a part-

nership to this one-sided type of thing," where "it is me ai'a teacher and Ws.

as a teacher aide." She thus deplores the lack of &atone!, and initiative of

the new teacher aide and loots back with nostalgia on her relationship to her

prior partner, se.

Sole relations between teacher SW and teacher aide KU were different at

the time of our second series of contacts with Williams center, insoferas the

roles of SW os,nd 80 had expanded somewhat from what they were during our first

contacts there. The teacher ST had just left the center and therefore teacher

SW assumed the overseeing and guidance of both her own and ST's classrooms.

This meant being responsible for writing reports on children's progress in the

other classroom and some delegation of responsibility for the writing of re-

ports in her ova classroom to her teacher aids, J. It will be remembered that

record writing was a bone of contention between SW and SW at the time of our

first contact. Needless to say, the aide SW was very happy with this increase
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of responsibility which had been denied her earlier on grounds that she had to

look after the children while the teacher filled out records, even though the

education director st the delegate agency had stated that all members of the

teaching team should have a pert in the writing of progress reports and should

take turns at doing so. As KU put it, may have different ideas about chil-

dren. Each should put down what she wants."

EV doesn't see herself es being KU'. supervisor, supervision being in her

estimate the education director's prerogative; and she feels that KU is so famil-

iar with the program that supervision is barely needed.

KU continued to function as an intermediary between her teacher Eli and some

parents: Thus, she is a conduit of information to KW about families she feels

close to, although Eli claims that this happens only occasionally and that she

can handle most Meats without KU's help. EV also has learned about the commun-

ity (organisations, events) from KV, as well as places for the children to visit.

A basic value conflict between Wand EU, which was not mentioned at the

time of our first contact but which came as no surprise since it characterizes

teacher-teacher side relations in moat of our centers, consists of varying edu-

cational perspectives. KU saes the teaching of academic skills to children as

the most important component of early childhood education. Oe the other hand,

EV says: "I went children to be relaxed and happy." She says that especially

with the younger children (three year olds) the emphasis should be on teaching

then "to get along and to get used to school."

This disparity in educational emphases apparently never cams to light in

talks between EV and KU, and EV says that 'ewe never expressed our feelings to

each other." Asked haw teportant it is for her and KU to agree on educational

Perspective., Mi states: "It's only important as far as the child...or the

classroom running smoothly. Otherwise I guess if she has a group of her own it
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doesn't matter becauct she'd be responsible for that group and she wouldn't have

to do things as I would do them because she's somebody else." Thus the conflict

is partly resolved by SW's assigning the older group of children to MU, who can

then work with them on numbers, the alphabet and writing their names. SW places

great store on harmony in her relationship with XU: If they are not of the sass

opinion; one or the other gives in, but "mostly we agree on everything." EU

concurs: '1ie both work along. There are no disagreements. WM go along with

each other's ideas."
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In the first part of this section we shall present a description of work

relations between three teachers and two aides. Teachers KN and PI work half-

time in the same classroom, IN in the morning and PI in the afternoon. Both

are assisted by one teacher aide, PK. The third teacher, NT, works full-time

with the aids, 114

The second section will be devoted to s presentation of the work relations

between teacher SJ and teacher aide SD, which are so deviant from other work

relations between prefessionsl and paraprofessional teaching personnel at this

center, as well as those se other centers, that they deserve.special sophists

and separate treatment.

Attitudes sward the Seekoveent of_Paraorofessionals

Tischer IN is certain that lead Start would not be a viable operettas with-

out the assistance of teacher aides: "I can't lassies what the Seed Start pro-

gram would be like without as assistant teacher....You need two people for 1S

children....Prances inf is as indispensable as I az....If / didn't have an aide,

I could not have several activities in the room at the saws time."

She downgrades the training of professionals and emphasises the native

qualities of paraprofessionals: It isn't your professional training that makes
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you a geed worker with children. Those who didn't go to eolLege sey, be Just is

bright. This was a revelation to me." She also values the diversity which two

adults of different backgrounds bring to children: "It's nice to have two dif-

ferent styles, two different personalities for the children. There's always one

of us to relate to."

Teacher PI also feels that "it is important for children to get different

things from different people." Asked if she thought that professional standards

might be threatened by the employment of paraprofessionals she answered in the

negative, adding that she did not really know. what was meant by professional

teaching standards.

Teacher MT denies that the quality of services is lowered through the use

of paraprofessionals: "If the teacher has high standards, the aide will too."

She stresses the special cottribution which her aide NM sakes to the program,

which she is net able too,,makee Meesuse Ng is of the same ethnie background ebs

can reach Spaaish-speaking meets and relate to them and to their children

better than MT can. Spanking of their respective strengths and weeknosSee, MI

points out that MR is sore knowledgeable about the comity and its residents,

but that she-MT-knows more about education than

Mole JUjoeatiott

Teachers KM and PI share almost all classroom activities with their aide,

PK. Some activities, such as story telling, music and leading group discussions,

are rotated weekly between teacher and aide. They also share equally in house-

keeping tasks. Planning is a joint activity between KM and PK. As KM says, 'Vs

discuss our respective ideas, compare notes and compromise and decide who handles

a situation." Daily planning is also a Joint activity of teacher PI and aide 1114

but PI alone engages in lon''rangs planning.

Parent-teacher conferences are held by the teachers only and writing reports
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on children is also done by teechers. But exclusion of the aide from these

tasks is actually self-imposed: According to the teachers, Fit "feels uncomfort-

able" and withdraws from these activities although she has been repeatedly in-

vited by them to join in. However, the teachers consult with the aide before

holding teacher- parent conferences, transmit the content of these conferences

to her and, before writing a progress report on a child, they discuss the child

with her and write up joint views.

Both teachers, who are very yvorably inpressed with ft's capabilities,

also note her lack of self-assurance: VIC often has to be "pressured" into as-

suming leadership for an activity; she is concerned about writing correctly and,

therefore, is hesitant "to do anything going down in history" like writing a re-

port. Both teachers comment that they hove coma to depend on their aide for

asserting goatee; and wielding dieciplime over the chilly:mat Which she excel',

but that PE resents this extra responsibility, which exceeds what she feels

would be commensurate with her somelklat negative self-image and feelings of in-

adequacy.

Teacher MT and her aide NH also share all responsibilities, except planning,

the holding of parent-teacher conferences and report writing, which tft keeps foe

herself. She comments that the letter activities fall within tba area of re-

sponsibility of the professional teacher; however, she does consult with her

aids and asks her for suggestions when she writes reports on children. House-

keeping tasks are also shared: each cteans up the area which she supervises at

that time. As MT puts it, "1 would never ask anybody to do anything which

wouldn't do myself."

The scope of action of MT in the classroom is greater than that of: NH

usually supervises one area, whereas MT moves around the room from one group of

children to another. She explains: "It's not good for all adults to move in
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every direction."

According to the aide, NH, teaks are rotated between HT and herself: One

of them sets up the classroom in the morning, the other does it in the afternoon;

one day MT reads the story, the next day, it is NH, etc. When conferences are

held with the consulting psychiatrist about specific problems of children, one

week MT goes and then reports back to NH, and vice versa the next week. At lunch

time each sits at a different table and later cleans up her table. They take

turns at supervising the toileting of children.

Bocializatio into Work Role

Both teachers KN and PI do not see their relationship to their side as a

supervisory one. IN comments that we work things out, it's not a supervisory

situation." KN and Kamm casually after school and talk over the classroom

events of the day: "Ibis is not supervision. We're really friends, as well as

co-workers." RN mentions that PK expected her to be her supervisor, upon which

she explained that PK was superior to her in experience since she had reared two

children, and that she did not feel she could supervise someone of her maturity

and experience. At the same time KN attributes to herself Isere professional

insight," because she has a background in child development, and she if not

averse to being consulted by FIC on the applicability of a psychological theory

to a particular classroom situation.

Teacher P1, far from supervising PK, appears to learn try bemr and to de-

pend on her. She states that when she first started working at the center she

could not have managed without PK: "/ didn't know what I was doing and she ran

the show for me, but in such a way that I didn't even know she was doing it."

P1 states that she often searches for support from FIC and she looks admiringly

upon her ways with children.

Teacher ter, on the other hand, appears to give her aide NH some direction.
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She supervises her informally by meeting with her for a few minutes at the and

of the day when NH has behaved in the classroom in a way of which MT disapproves.

If the matter is important, MT does not wait until school is over, but criticises

her immediately. MT also states that she is open to suggestions from NH and

that she may herself be 'Wong" In a particular situation where NH is "right."

MT believes that NH models her behavior after hers, that she has "picked up MY

attitudes" end that she 'uses the same cliches."

The aide NH mentions learning from MT specific techniques for teaching

children colors, letters and numbers and ahe also feels that she has been helped

by MT to improve her speech, when reading a story.

The Paraprofessional as a Brides Between Profeasionals and Parents

All three teachers point out the valuable role which the aides perform as

intermediaries between the parents and themselves. The teachers comment that

the sides are more knowledgeable about the families than they are themselves,

that they are more "sensitive," and that parents often avoid teachers end feel

more comfortable talking to aides. As KM pointa out, "It's the idea that she

isn't a professional that makes them feel more at esse....Some parents who are

worried about their English will talk to the asaistent and gradually, if the

assistant eccepta them, they feel sore comfortable with the teacher."

The aide NH, who is Spaniah-speaking, ia especially valued by has teacher

MT ter overcoming the language barrier between Spanish- speaking parents and her..

self. The mediating function which paraprofessionals play even applies to chili.

drew The aide FK, because of her sensitivity to neighborhood children, ia

better able "to quiet a child down," and aide NH relates better to nonEnglish-

speaking children than does teaches MT.

Teacher KN is so impreased with PK's easy relationship to parents that she

voices the wish that PK would actually handle acme teacher-parent conferences.
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Teacher MT points out that her aide is a good source of informatiou on

family events (such as marital quarrels, or a father's desertion) that may affect

a child adversely and that she is thus induced to give that child extra attention.

MT gives specific examples of NH's overcoming misunderstandings between parents

and herself, due to inadequate communication. Thus, one mother apparently

thought that her child, who was hyperactive in tho classroom, was rejected by

the teacher because of his race. NH was able to convince the mother that this

was not true. As MT comments, "The mother was able to accept that from a friend

that the teacher doesn't dislike children because of color. The aide sees what's

going on in the classroom and can communicate this feeling: teachers really care

about kids end what happens to them." Another example of a communication gap

between teacher end parent is that of a mother who never came to the classroom

and finally explained to the aide PH that the teacher MT had never invited her

in or aeked her to volunteer her services. NH artended an invitation in the

name of MT and the mother now volunteers regularly. Yet, MT is very of NH's

very direct mode of communicating with parents: talks to parents coo much.

She words things in a way that might be misinterpreted by parents. I tell her

to always start off with positive things to say."

loth aides PIC and Nil recognise that parents feel more comforcable talking

to them than to the teachers and they think of themselves as intermediaries:

When they cannot answer's parent's question they bring the teacher into the con-

versation or induce the parent to go directly co the teacher. 1,K, in particular,

does not feel qualified enough to hold extensive talks with parents. Thus, ehe

says: 4rhe parents ere awed by the teacher. They feel more at ease with a com

munity person....I pave the way co the teacher....I try Co redirect them to the

ceacher....I am afraid of making subjective judgments. I don't have sufficient

information to have discussions with parents. Parents get shortterm relief
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when they talk to me. I as& placebo. I don't have enough background to dis-

cuss child behavior with parents...The teachers have the academie background

plus experience." Summing up her feelings about talks with parents, she says:

"Les difficult to keep talks with parents informal. Parents find a way to ask

something they are reluctant to ask the teacher. But I went them comfortable

enough to go to the teacher and ask that question."

At least one teacher, IN, feels that the presence of paraprofessionals in

the classroom is making a difference in the structuring of professional roles.

As she puts it, "the professional role is going to change. The professional

role should be guidance, helping people work as a team, as well as working with

children."

joantification Pattern,

The aides FR and NH are perceived by both children and parents as teachers.

Thus, as teacher IGN points out, "in my classroom there isn't the feeling that

one person is the center of the room....There's no status difference...The

children talk about me end Prances in/ interchangeably to their parents. We're

both teachers." And her aids PR egress: "Teacher end aide are interchangeable

in children's minds. They go together. We are both teachers." Similar state -

marts about children's perception of aides were made by teacher Mead aide NH.

Parents, as KB explains, "who don't understand about certification, think

of both of us se teachers, because we work as co-teachers." PI gives a more

qualified account of how the aide PK is perceived by parents: "Frances Lrg/ is

considered a reacher by parents who don't know her outside Need Start; ea a

parent by those who do know her." Teacher MT reports that parents think of bar

aide NH as being closely associated with the teacher and NH concurs that parent*

indeed think of her as an esoistant, working with the teacher.

Both aides feel the greatest sense of closeness to their respective teachers.
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We ewe selfpereeption is that of a 'helper" Lm the classroom, which cannot be

run by a stogie person. Aide NH points to the problematic character of her self-

identity: "I see myself as a teacher, but yet I know I'm not, because there's a

professional on top of me and there are thingo you can't do because it's not your

classroom. You have to wait till you get the degree."

The aides have not developed an identity as paraprofessionals. FK says that

she has no grievances affecting her relationship to her two teachers; she does

not see the point of excluding professionals from deliberations between parapro-

fessionals; on the contrary, she seems to feel that professionals bring much more

objectivity to a situation, whereas paraprofessionals are more subjective, that

is, "they interpret in relation to their feelings."

Work Ethic

All three teachers report favorably on the work ethic of their aides: The

aides are dependable, on the whole punctual (although one aide is sometimes late

in the morning), and they maks sure their classrooms are covered if they have to

go out 0D an errand. One aide is said to be occasionally idle: She withdraws

psychologically from life in the classroom when she is upset. ler teacher, how-

ever, is understanding, commenting that everyone "has the right to act on his

emotions once in a while." The other aide is "physically inexhaustible" and has

to be induced by the teacher "to slow down" because she sets up tee many areas

which two people cannot cover adequately.

Both aides are described by the teachers as deeply committed to their work,

which has a high priority in their lives. Thus teacher MT says of her aide NH:

"She is committed to the job, she takes it home, she comes even when she is not

feeling well, she enjoys the work, she looks forward to the next day."

Work ReliSions Beeves* Teachers sod WAIL

loth teachers EN and TI attempt to maintain OD egalitarian tone in their
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work relations with the aide FK. KN says that FIE is "'not a maid, but a eo..

teacher." To all queries about commending FK, training her, etc., PI has trouble

responding because she does not think of herself as the expert or the model but

rather sees FK and herself ae co-equals. Asked whether n follows recommenda-

tions, PT says: "We plan together and follow through on plans." PI minimises

status distance implicit in the titles of positions: "The distinction between

teacher and assistant is a nominal thing. We are co-teachers, we do the same

things, we are co-equals." And "there is a lot in a name," she points out, 'but

the facts of tha matter don't warrant the distinction." Both teachers KN and PI

also speak of friendship in relation to 1K: "We're really friends as well as co..

workers."

Close communication with the aide is maintained by both teachers. IN speaks

of daily discussions about classroom events after school is over and of constant

communication by "eye signals and facial expressions" during the school day.

The side nand she also exchange information about their reepective readings

in the field of child development. Teacher PI mentions that nand she support

each other when the children try to play them off.

PI maintains that FK has never given her cause for complaint except once,

for a couple of weeks, when TM Imes our of it," and for reasons having nothing

to do with their relationship. She evaluates Fit in the following terms:

"Frances is a terrific teacher because she is sensitive, interested, well read

in the field....Sensitivity helps you to communicate with children the ideas of

love and life." In Pi's estimation Fit should be a head teacher, in charge of

her own classroom.

Though teachers IN and PI do their best to treat their aide as an equal,

they are well aware that n feels greet respect and awe of them, as professional

teachers. FK ascribes superior virtue to teachers; They are "objective" in
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ing child behavior in relation to their own feelings. Secondly, teachers have a

greater fund of information at their disposal than paraprofessionals: They know

facts, statistics, not just personal incidents. Per from being aware of the cap-

abilities which KM and PI ascribe to her, PK is fearful of becoming a teacher and

wants to continue working as a teacher aide.

Asked about the importance of teacher end aide agreeing on their educational

goals, Fit stays: "I don't feel it's important that the teacher agree with me.

It's the other way around: It's more important for me to agree with the goals

of the teacher, because she is the teacher." At any rate, teachers and aide hold

similar educational philosophies. They speak in terms of "helping children get

aims together and with adults." "developing self-awareness," and making the Heed

Start experience an "enjoyable" and "exciting" one.

Teacher HT also stresses the egalitarian character of her relationship to

aide NH: "I hope that she doesn't think of our relationship as a INSPerVilarY

thing, that it's a very friendly kind of relationship, that we are kind of

friends. And I'm not the top guy. We are almost almost on a par." She stresses

that channels of communication are open between them and she respects NH's opin-

ions: "Each can go to the other and say what's on her mind. I don't think my

word should be the last word. I tell her: 'I'm not always right. Don't brood

on it. Tell me.'"

Aide NE states that SOMOtiMOS she has differences of opinion with her

teacher MT (for example, about whether or not a child is ready for a certain

activity) and that she may win the ensuing discussion. She describes MT as la

wonderful person to work with." and their relationship in the following terms:

"We don't tell each other how we feel about each other, how great it is to be

working together. We just know and feel it because of our friendship." She
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contrasts Mr's manner with that of a former teacher, who expected her to do all

the cleaning up: "1 expect from the professional that she not put me down low,

because I'm a human being and, just because you have the degree, /pot to expect

me/ just to clean up after you." MT and NH seem to be "tuned into the same wave

length." Thus NH relates how they often think of the same thing et the same

time: Without consulting each other each may bring in the same materials or

the same books. Thus MT once said to NH: "You must be reading my mind."

MT and NH hold similar perspectives on what children should get from their

Head Start experience. They stress social development: learning how to share

with one another, learning autonomy and self-control; the acquisition of formal

academic skills is expected to coma Imaturally" with no specific time set for

it. MT thinks it important for an aide to share the same philosophy as the

teacher. Thus, she defines a good aide in the following terms: "She can take

Cues easily from the teacher, she supports the teacher in whatever she does,

whose philosophy is the same about the children...Et two adults work in the

clessrams there should be a common philosophy about children, that we're not

workinft and pulling apart, that um wee on what to expect from children." Ac-

cording to NT, NH fits the bill perfectly.

The only cloud in their relationship, according to MT, consists ofiNf's

disapproval of NH's use of "earthy language, full of colloquialisms and slang."

However, ehe has never mentioned her displeasure to NH. It should also be noted

that, for a long time, NH read stories where she mispronounced words and that MT

was afraid of bringing this to her attention. MT took over story time sad when

NR asked her what was wrong, she finally told her. NH accepted the criticism

in good humor and began to practice at home with her husband. Apparently her

English improved sufficiently for MT to entrust story time to her again.
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First and most important, there seems to be some doubt that the teacher SJ

enthusiastically supports the employment of a paraprofessional to share the work

with her. At any rate, she gives no credit to the paraprofessional's family ex-

perience in helping her to manage children and appear, to be dubious about the

actual contributions which the teacher aide can make to the operation of the

classroom.

Rather than the flexible allocation of responsibilities which characterized

other teacher-teacher aide relations, Si each week assigns her aide, BD, to one

corner of the room (block corner, arts and crafts, etc.), which she is to super-

vise and from which she is not supposed to move even if no children are playing

there. BD quite naturally feels that "working with SJ is like sitting around

doing nothing," that she is not "needed," and that "I'm just like...if something

turns up...to do it." Furthermore, she resents the fact that she does not par.-

ticipats in planning--SJ sets up the schedule of activities by herself- -and is

not allowed to set up the classroom. in view of SJ's imposition of a limited

participation by SD in the classroom, it is not surprising that Si believes BD

incepable of running the classroom when she is absent.

Rather than the mutual consultation between teacher and teacher aide in

other classrooms, Si is adamant that she has a well worked-out philosophy of

teaching which she expects the aide to carry out without fail. She gives the

impression that she is better at every task and is in full control of the class-

room, with little need for the aide to help her. She maintains that she is faster

than the aide in doing housekeeping tasks and monopolizes even these. indeed, as

the child therapist consultant to the center comments, "I don't think that Mrs. J

could allow anybody else to function...to take sway anything from her stature."

Si has developed a highly structured supervisory arrangement. She says she
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holds a formal conference with her aide once a month and makes a written evalua-

tion of her every second month. Her supervisory conferences include some train-

ing in child development and methods of discipline. Although she thinks that

an outside agency should do this kind of training, she does not feel inadequate

to the task. She rejects the idea that professionals need training in the

proper we of paraprofessionals.

The aide, SD, appears to reeent SJ's self-attributed all-knowing profession-

al expertise. BD claims on behalf of lay expertise her own superior knowledge

of children because she has children whereas SJ does not: "Someone with chil-

dren knows more than someone without....She only knows what she read....I have

experience."

The aide is not conceived by $J as performing a bridging function between

herself and parents. 8.1, as a matter of fact, is intent upon denying that SD

affects her relationship to parents in any way: "I don't permit it to happen..."

She does not think that aides are more knowledgeable about the community and the

backgrounds of children then the professionals. It need hardly be added that

the employment of the aide bee not affected &I's way of teaching.

Although ID sees herself as a "teacher's helper" and thinks she is so per-

ceived by parents, she feels definitely closer to parents then to the teacher,

This is In contrast with the pattern of identification which characterises

other teacher aides. Furthermore, SD is the only teacher aide who believes that

paraprofessionals have interests of their own which might be furthered by meet-

ings among themselves, so that they could talk about the teachers.

In contrast with the generally satisfying work ethic of other teacher aides,

HD is dupribed by Sias being half an hour late each morning, as having taken

the jcbmJbecause it is convenient," as being less than fully committed ("It's

just a job 1-.= her") and as putting hoes before the job.
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Nark relations between SJ and BD are marked by the assertion of authority

on the part of SJ and concurrent rebellion by BD. Thus SJ states that BD 'must

go by my philosophy, what I believe," she must learn haw "to follow," which is

not difficult since $J is "structured," and she is not permitted to inject ideas

into the program. SJ perceives herself as 'being fair, not taking advantage," as

adhering to principles of "good human relations" such as praising the aide, and

as being recognised by the aide for her professional expertise.

BD, on the other hand, does not concur with 83's "philosophy," particularly

her ideas on discipline-SJ is "too strict for three year olds." She claims that

SJ never compliments her so that she hes no idea whether or not she did well in

a particular situation; when she makes suggestions SJ invariably turns them down.

As BD says, 'ISJ feels she has the degree and 'no one can tell me what to do.'"

Furthermore, =AMU COOtragy to 8.110 expectations when she can get sway with it

(when SJ is out of the room): For instance, she participates in the children's

play although SJ insists that children should play only with peers and not adults,

and she has taught the children to write their names in the face of SJ's opposi-

tion. It is obvious that BD chafes against the rigid structuring of the class-

room and her own restricted place within it: I would like my own class or

just more authority."
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Chart of Statuses and Persons

MOM. Aida

DM* NH

MT RD*
SS*

PK BD

At the time of our second round of field work at Hull centers three teach-

ers (ON, PI, and SJ) had resigned. (It will be recalled that SJ was the highly

authoritarian teacher whose relations with her aide, BD, were described Gaper-

ately. She resigned under pressure from the center directoe who was well aware

of SJ's underutilization of her aide and in addition, was critical of the

"adult-centered" and overly structured, overly controlling nature of her class-

room and SJ's overemphasis of the iaellectual to the detriment of emotional and

social areas of the classroom program.) One new teacher (DM) bad been hired, as

veil as two teacher aides (RD and 88) to work with the holdover teacher W. One

teacher aide (P1) functioned as teacher half the day and as teacher aids the

rest of the day; NB continued in her role as teacher aide, assisting a new teach-

er OK; and BD continued as teacher aide assisting teacher Pl.

The teacher DM has highly favorable attitudes toward the employment of

paraprofessionals in the classroom: in assistant is indispensable. I couldn't

conceive of being in the classroom without an assistant....I think the whole

goals of the program would be lost if one person had to spread herself eo thin.

It's absolutely indispensable. There should be ki& people in the classroom."

The division of labor is egalitarian according to oat "everything should

be shared, including planning. I come up with the mein thing' and NO contrib-

*11w.
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utes. She also introduces art activities which she likes doing." They both do

record writing: ON initially sets dove her ideas on the record forms, but she

leaves space for HR to add what ohs wishes.

Supervision is ieformel: there is a casual interchange of Mom and opinions

between teacher and aide. The aide NM states that if teacher and aide get along

well there is no need for formal supervision on the part of the teacher. Rather

than one -way socialization, =states thet she eed the teacher 1M "learned a lot

from each other." As a matter of fact, at the beginning of their relationship,

NH thinks that it was she who supervised DM "because DM's experience was with

older children and she was not used to the Head Start routine." Indeed DM admits

that she learned a great deal from NH, especially her manner of relating to chil-

dren who are upset: "KR is very sensitive; she can step into a situation and

smooth it out."

NH performs a true bridging role between the teacher DM and parents. On

home visits mods at the beginning of the school year NH "took over" because she

Mew the parents and DM was 160,p but after a period of time DM asserted herself:

"She grew up in the neighborhood. She knows everybody. So in the very beginning

it was very helpful. to me. She was really introducing ma to the whole setup and

to the people...After that there was a period where it was kind of transitional,

like a little sticky, but we worked it out because we talked about it. What

happened was I began to feel more comfortable and I began to be much more asser-

tive and I wasn't depending on Nancy and I think she had a little trouble with

it because her real desire is to be a teacher. But we talked about it."

Thus, for s while after this switching of roles, NR was nom whet unhappy

because DM used a different approach in the classroom from the one NH was accus-

tomed to. According to the center director, MR was a "strong personality," she

wanted to take over the classroom and DM and NH were having "s little power
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struggle." At any rate, DK recognises NH's important role in reaching parents,

in pert because the latter shares the same languages with them: "the teacher

aide can be a valuable link with parent. and sometimes can reach the parents

more easily than the teacher can....With my Spanish- speaking parents Nancy has

been absolutely indispensable because she not only translates but she translates

literally everything/."

UK wants her aide NH to be perceived by children in the same manner as she

is herself perceived: "Mere shouldn't be any distinctions as far as children

are concerned. I think that would be a vary negative thing if they felt that

one person had more authority than another in the classroom....I go out of my

way to a_stiAv stratifying people into categories with the children and if she

were presented to the children as en assistant and not a teacher it would be a

category right away. I don't like that."

OK speaks of her relationship to NH as follows: "I think that the relation-

shtp should approach a team relationship as such as possible...although I think

that perhaps the teacher aide should not have the ultimate responsibility of

the classroom....What's important...in the teacher-teacher aide relationship is

that the communication has to be kept open ILL the time and I think that takes

working at I may do something that she doesn't like and she may do something

that I don't like and it may cause a momentary crash, but as long as we can talk

about it..." Some communication between DM and NH is probably nonverbal, as is

implied in the following statement by DM: 'Ve work vary well together, I think.

We kind of learn to understand each other without having a lot of explanatioae.

We both do things pretty easily with each other without having to describe and

explain."

UK's and NH's perspectives on early childhood education, although having

different special emphases, are alike in stressing the overall psychological
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growth of children at this age, rather than academic development. NH stresses

the importance of children learning to share toys and equipment, to achieve self..

control and to become autonomoue. DM states her philosophy of education as fol

lows: "I'd like them to go away with a very good feeling about themselves. I'd

like them to be able to feel that they can function well and be satisfied with

their accomplishments. And I'd like them to feel that they seined the ability

to express how they feel to other children and to adults in a way that's not de

structive to them....1 suppose there are certain academic goals in mind. For me

that is secondsry....Primerily in my mind is trying to reach the child and to

help him feel good about his accomplishments so that when ha does go on to kinder-

garten he'll just bs ready to learn and he won't be tied up inside."

The holdover teacher MT bad lost her former aide XI between our first and

second period of field work at the center. At the time of our second contacts,

she was working with two new aides, one of whom (SS) had recently come on the

job and the other (RD) who had been working with MT for several months.

MT felt that there had been no significant change in roles either for her-

self or for the aides since our first period of field work at the center. Only

the aide RD, however, was involved in planning activities; since the aide SS was

so new she was, at the time of interviewing, assigned each day to a particular

area of the room and did not participate in planning activities. RD states that

MT is so intent on having her (RD) involved in everything related to the children

and the classroom that MT wante tha aide, $D, to participate in record writing

also. But RD has demurred so far: even though MT feeti that RD might perceive

coma characteristics of the children which MT overlooks, RD is uneasy about re-

cord writing.

The other aide, SS, looks forward to being involved in planning activities

as soon as ahe is a little more experienced in the job. She is also happy over
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the fact that KT does not force her to engage in activities which she dislikes:

iMarjorie's been kind. She knows the things that I don't like sod she hasn't

forced me to do then yet -- finger pointing, play dough. I said: 'As long as you

don't make me make play dough we'll get along fine.'" In her training of SS, MT

has explained the function of finger paints and water play to her and she be-

lieves that SS will eventually come to like them.

Supervision of the aides by the teacher takes the form of discussions when

the children are in the playground or the class is running smoothly with no need

at the time for classroom supervision. The casualness of supervision is under-

lined by RD: "We'll talk, like, during an activity and KT will explain to um

what's going on, what to do, and how to handle a certain child....It's just like

an everyday conversation, our supervision." MT herself points out that although

the aide 98 is new, "She moves very easily without too mach directing from my-

self."

MT states that both her aides inform her of the family situations of the

children--for example, the severe physical punishment a child receives at home

which might explain why he is fearful of adults in the classroom. A reverse

flow of information also takes place from the teacher to the aides: MT explains

to the aides the whys and wherefores of a new activity or the reason for handling

a child in a particular way. The aides also perform a bridging role vis-a-vis

the parents. As SS puts it: "A lot of time a parent does feel uncomfortable

talking to a teacher and that if she talks to an aide she might not say tell

this to the teacher, but basically this is what she wants you to do--to relay it

to the teacher."

The aids RD has a strong sense of identification as a member of the teach-

ing staff: She thinks she is perceived by both children and parents as a teach-

er and she feels that her closest /Vitiation is with her teacher. She has no
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sense of identity specifically with paraprofessionals and feels that paraprofes-

sionals moieties together cannot solve problems that also need the attention of

professionals. Thus she says: "Because the teacher in the long run has the yes

or no. You know, it's her room. And most every teacher, no matter how sweet or

nice she is, will always let you know--I am the teacher and you're the assistant."

The other aide SS, because she is so new, is not respected as a teacher by the

children: "They do know that there is a boss and that you're kind of under and

when the teacher's not there you can have a ball. Three year olds know it....

They know who's bossman." She aspires to being perceived by children and parents

as a "professional person, but not in such a formal way that they feel uncomfort-

able." She has not developed a specifically paraprofessional identity.

loth aides are praised by NT for their dependability and punctuality and

work relations between teacher and aides appear to be harmoaious. SS speaks of

being mostly in agreement with Walnut the running of the classroom and that

she suet be "fitting in OK" because NT said to her: "I hope I never lose you."

SS adds: "it a person ie our class isn't functioning as she feels they should,

she's not going to beat around the bush. She's gonna let them know. And so she

hasn't had to do this kind of thing with me, so I feel, even without her saying

that to me, that I must be functioning satisfactorily."

The aide SD speaks in superlative terms of her relationship to teacher HT:

INerjorie is one of the greatest teachers. I mean I was just lucky being

placed in her classroom because she's amusing. She's so fga--I mean like she

never put me down, because I made a lot of mistakes. She never like said:

'Randy, this is nag& you're not supposed to do this.' She never made it, like,

criticise me or embarrass me in front of my kids er other people. She, like,

let me know in a nice way....I feel she respected me when I came in. There's a

lot of people that think, I'm your boss and you just do what I say....I'm just
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lucky I have a nice person to work with."

FK functions as a teacher for half a day and as a teacher aide the rest of

the day. Here we shall describe bar role as a teacher working with teacher aide

BD.

FK feels that the shift of role from full-time teacher aide to part-time

teacher has been a difficult one: "avail though I an in a manner of speaking

functioning in this capacity, I'm still not comfortable with it. I suppose that

says it all." As a teacher aide "you know you're not directly responsible for

the state of the room. I had to get used to being in charge, to having full

responsibility for the classroom." She is unsure of her teaching style for

which she claims no originality: "I am at this point still using things that I

learned from each person that / kave worked with...the style is an amalgamation

of all the people I've worked with, rather than anything that I've developed for

myself or by myself."

the roles of Plead her aide DD in the classroom are similar, and planning .

for the day or weals a joint activity. PK is quite hospitable to ideas which

SD might have concerning the curriculume.g., VD introduced songs and a gams

for putting blocks away -because "it makes it easier for me," that le, pooling

ideas is more advantageous than for FK to rely only on her own. SD confirmed

fl's receptivity to her ideas.

Ft does not feel that she supervises or trains SD in any way; thus she

states: "1 don't have to offer suggestions because she really does quite well

without..." She also feels uneasy about giving advice to SD 'because there are

no cut - and -dried answers to children's misbehavior." Finally, FK feels that she

doss not have much more knowledge than 3D and therefore that she cannot really

teach her. SD, on the other band, thinks of VK "realty as a friend ": she does

not look upon her as a teacher or supervisor "%feather she has a degree or not."
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10 special bridging function is performed by Moines PK is also a neighbor-

hood resident, has worked for several years at the center as a paraprofessional

and still functions as a paraprofessional for part of the day. Furthermore, FK

sees no evidence that parents have drawn alley from bar or feel uncomfortable with

her because she now functions as a head teacher.

ID identifies closely with the teacher FK on the basis of children's percep-

tion of them: "They really consider both of us as teachers, because they really

don't know who the teacher is and who is she assistant washer. They Jut: know

us both as teachers and as Frances and Barbara."

nand BD appear to have * harmonious and egalitarian tclooship. Thus

n soya: "I have not had to give orders or lay out a road map for her....I

haven't found it necessary to say to Barbara: 'Now you should go over there.'

WO move with the children and when we are seeded." According to FK, Jhe and BD

are ":loss acquaintances" and have known each other for a number of years. BD,

on the other heed, considers FK as a "friend," not as a teacher in charge: to

tease 7K, BD will call her "boss" and ask for an order. SD speak. of FK as

"being fun to work with": BD feels comfortable in her class, more than with etc

other teacher she bade worked with is the pest and ascribes this to their long-

time friendship. 3D also feels that PK is less critical of her than other teach -

era have beam: for instance, if she makes a mistake in reading to children, FK

'wouldn't pay it no mind."
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MT= 5

WWII=

Cott of Statuses and PersonsTees
MX

FY DC

NZ HW

Attitudes toward the Zmolovment of_Paraorofessionals

All three teachers at this center emphasize the indispensability of para-

professionals to the running of a good classroom. Thus MX points out: "iThe

presence of paraprofessional assistants/ improves teaching....Tou can do more

things when you have two people, more teaching kinds of things. You can set up

two groups. You can have the children who are faster end the children Who are

slower end you can have two different hinds of activities going on at the same

time. You can plan for sore things to go on than if you're just one person and

trying to handle everything by yourself. So it does allow increased learning,

increased activity." She adds that an assistant can "give things" to children

that the teacher cannot "simply because the sesietant is a different person

from the teacher."

MX denies that teaching standards might be lowered by the presence of 41

paraprofessional is the classroom: 'Teaching standards can only be improved by

more good people in the classroom." She questions the notion of superior virtue

ascribed to professionals: "I'm not very impressed by the word 'professional'

/in the sense that this implies/ that I've gone to college and have a certain

number of credits in education. This doesn't make me a superwoman."
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She sums up her attitude: "I couldn't get along nob without an assistant.

You become so accustomed to it and so dependent on it that I don't have strong

enough words to say how important and vital an assistant is." About her attitude

to her particular assistant CR, she sayst "If Charles wasn't there I'd go to

pieces....I could not esk for a better assistant...I feel lost without him....

When somebody's good you become dependent upon them...When you get used to work-

ing with an assistant...you las to have that assistant there to share everything

with you." She also appreciates the fact that her assistant is a young man be-

cause she feels protected by his presence when they go on home visits and because

"he provides a masculine image" in the classroom, especially for fatherless chil-

dren.

FY, another teacher at the center, points out that no teacher at the early

childhood level resents having an aide and that "the more aides the merrier" be-

cause for certain activities like crafts one needs one adult per two to three

children. The presence of an aide also enables her to leave the classroom to

confer with the social worker or consultant psychologist and to attend parent

meetings.

She thinks that professional standards may become more salient as e result

of the employment of aides: "The presence of a paraprofessional makes the pro-

fessional feel. like an example of his profession. You know you're being observed

and watched...Your tendency is to be more of a professional." On the other hand,

being "too much of a professional," acting like a "supereducetor" may be a handi-

cap and here the paraprofessional has the advantage. He is more natural, more

relaxed, more spontaneous with the children and may get a 'better response" from

them: "Dennis IPQ/ has a unique quality in working with children....He has the

same kind of openness as the children. Be gets down on the floor and plays with

them, laughs with them. It's an instinct because he's not trained in this ores."
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She appears to capitaltze on these qualities in her aide. Thus, she says that

she uses professional vocabulary, which is part of her 'mks -up," Shen she talks

to parents (e.g., a child is guilty of "antisocial behavior"), whereas SC is

direct and concrete ("Re hit somebody").

FY speaks in superlative terms about DC: "It's sort of hard to discuss an

aide in terms of Dennis because I think he's gal, he's a very rare case....He's

not a normal, ordinary human being. He has a lot of qualities that are so un-

common that to talk about him as just an ordinary run-of-the-mill aide is almost

valueless."

NZ also waxes enthusiastic over the utilization of aides to assist teachers.

She says that after an aide has been in the classroom for e while be becomes

just as important to the roam as the professional. The children look upon the

teacher and the aide as iSommy and Daddy." The fact that her aide is a man is

advantapous in several respects: be can easily pickup children, play ball with

them and move heavy equipment. She points out that it is not necessary to have

had education courses to be a good aide; experience in the classroom with help

from a good teacher are sufficient.

For this teacher, the full use of an aide and equal sharing of tasks be-

tween theta raises a question in her mind as to the equity of the salary differ-

ences between them: 'Aides are all definitely used to the most and they're all

equal. All the teachers really are dependent on their aides and the responsibil-

ity is split right down the middle. I...1 just feel almost guilty....It's really

unfair that I should be getting so much more money than the aide."

It should be noted that the employment of men as teacher sides is an explic-

it policy at this Head Start center. The consulting psychologist commented on

the advantages of this policy as follows: "...the fact that...the second person

in the classroom is a man is a substantial addition to the clessroom,especially
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with very young children, some of whom don't have a father in the family."

Role Allocation

The teaching responsibilities are fairly equally divided between teacher

and aide in MX'e claeeroom. Thue ehe eays: 'Theresa no one thing that I do or

that Charles LCIjI does. 'tie a flowing back and forth with both doing everything

....He does all the teacher things during free work-play time. I'll be with a

child over here and he'll be with a child over there and he'e teaching just ae

much ae I am."

Housekeeping tasks are also divided rather than being relegated to the aide:

'We'll all do menial tasks because I hate to be like the one who dose all the

creative work and have Charles do all the mundane, you know, unpleasant chores....

Sometimes it's relaxing to set the table and let him do the more creative stuff.

Today Charles felt like reading a story, so I set up the cots. Sometimes he has

an idea and introduces it to the children."

MX thinks of CH and herself as a team: "He is almost interchangeable with

me. Like if I'm nick and I'm not there I know that everything is going to go on

just as if I were there....Hese a number one backer-upper. Everything that I do

he can do and it's like if I'm feeling ill...or I'm upset, be can always Jump in

and take over. Which is a fantastic feeling." Furthermore, CH evidences much

initiative: "He perticipstes...and he comes out with his own ideas and feels

free to jump in and if he has an impulse or gets an idea for a good thing to do,

he'll just say: 'Hay, I want to do so-and-so' and I just nay: 'Co.'"

Nonetheless, soma responsibilities are out of, the purview of the aide. Thus

CH does not ordinarily engage in talks with parents, he is not involved in writ-

ing reports on the children or on the content of home visits, although he may ba

asked his impressions when the teacher composes her reports. Finally, planning

of the curriculum is clearly within the teacher's sphere and she introduces new
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academic subjects (phonics, numbers), although the aide may introduce art ideas

and new songs. la explains her reasons for not sharing these responsibilities

with CR: "These are chores that I wouldn't assign to Charles because ho works

very hard and gets paid nothing. If I gave him the planning responsibilities

there would be nothing to separate us" Land thus to validate the salary differ-

ences between thelV. Yet CH feels that he is also involved in the planning of

curriculum since new activities which MX introduces are discussed with him.

In the second classroom the teacher FY expresses her sense of the alloca-

tion of responsibilities in the following terms: tometimes you think of the

assistant as the houseboy of the classroom. I mean they're the clean-up men.

But this isn't the situation at all. It's become a partnership. Both of us are

working with these children. And both of us are also doing custodial work. So

it's like I'm his assistant, if you will..Ihen I might be setting up the tables

just depends on who's doing what. Whoever's doing what, the other does

whatever else has to be done."

However, she usually handles "circle time," when group learning takes place

and she organizes craft projects. She also takes charge of writing reports on

home visits, although she consults with the aide while writing. She claims that

she does the "clerical work" because she has a nicer handwriting than DG.

Informal talks with parents are handled by both of them and FY ascribes a

natural superiority to DG in this activity: 'Dennis is very natural, he doesn't

come on as a professional. He comes on as a person with genuine interest in

their children. He doesn't use educational jargon." FY feels that she often

does and that this use of language is inappropriate with parents.

Her aide DG, when first hired, was pleasantly surprised that he was not ex-

pected only to do the housework but could participate in teaching and he now

feels "like I am a pert teacher, not just a housekeeper." Reworks with individ-
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ual children doing frizzles or building with blocks. He introduces new activities

into the curriculum. Sometimes he handles circle time, when he reads a story or

teaches color recognition or time concepts. The teacher does as much housekeep-

iog, in his estimation, as he does. He states: tow that I'm thinking of her I

can't really see that much difference between what I'm doing and what she's doing,

except...she has more meetings with the mothers....We're doing a lot of the same

things....We're sharing both the things that neither of us really likes to do and

the things that we both like to do....I feel that this is more or less like a

team."

In the third classroom, the teacher NZ states the interdependence between

the aide KW and herself as follows: "It's definitely a team working into such

a way that we're almost inseparable. I think...anything is interchangeable.

Anything that I do Harry DR/ can do and vice versa....We have completely equal

responsibility." Nonetheless she makes several exemptions to this ideal of equal

responsibility: for instance, she takes upon herself all planning; although she

attempts to incorporate the aide's suggestions; she usually takes over "group

ttme" (period of group learning) while the aide sets the table for lunch, al-

though once or twice a week the aide may handle group time; she writes reports

on the children, although she pools her ideas with those of the aide; she also

does formal conferences with parents--the aide, however, is permitted to sit in,

although be usually does not participate in the discussion. Our observer of this

classroom noted that "this appeared to be a true 'team-teaching' situation."

The aide's contribution to the classroom is especially valued in the area

of creative art and dramatics, where he is particularly talented. He is also in

charge of rest time, which the teacher finds hard to handle: he plays the guitar

to signal the beginning and end of rest time and th4 children have learned to lie

quietly in- between. Finally, he goes on home visits with the teacher, which
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participation she sees as a "Moral m:pport" of her.

The aide eppaers to be satisfied with his role, although he stem that he

does not enjoy the housekeeping tasks: "I do slat et the things that Nicole 401/

does...I get to do just about whatever I want." Its feels that he is sufficiently

consulted when the teacher plans out a week on a particular topic for group turn-

ing and that he has a chance to take charge of the group for sections of the day

or week.

In all three classrooms, if the teacher is absent, the aide takes over as

teacher because, as one teacher puts it, "he is familiar with the children and

the routine," and the substitute is subordinate to hissed helps him. One

teacher, NZ, states that she can absolutely trust her aide, when she is absent,

to do "just as good a job" as she does.

Socialisation into Work Role

It appears that, in all classrooms, the teacher dose not think of herself

as a supervisor of the aide, nor does the aide think of the teacher as a super-

visor in regard to himself.

MX and CR think of themselves es co-workers. Constant conversation during

the day takes the place of formal conferences. If WI does not approve of whet

CR does they talk it over and come to a mutually agreeable solution; at any rote

HZ doss not assume that she is necessarily right in the situation. If she is

pleased with something CR does, she tells him: "that's great, fantastic!" In

her estimation CH takes her recommendations to heart, but is not afraid to sug-

gest better ideas.

Inasmuch as CR is not formally trained by MX, she says that he learns by

watching her: how she sets up the room, whet explanations she gives to children,

haw she Uses her voice. She recognizes thet CR "instinctively" knows as such

about the emotional needs of children as she does. Nor is she averse to learning
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from hip; for instance, she picks up ideas from him, which he, in turn, has

picked up from other teachers he has worl:ed with in the past. She has also

learned from him how handle "difficult, especially' fatherless kids."

In the second classroom, the teacher FY and her aide DG are satisfied with

their communicational arrangement. Neither of them likes a formalized situation

of supervision, which would inhibit spontaneity between them. They hold informal

discussions during rest time or after the children have left for the day. If the

teacher dose not like something that DG has done, she discusses it with him at

the end of the day; if she is especially pleased, she praises hid.

She fleell no need for formal training of the aide: "Dennis LDE/ is like a

sponge, he just seems to absorb the right things so easily...it's been virtually

unnecessary for me to actually point things out to him. t mean we've sat and

discussed things, but I've naves thought of it in the sense of teaching his any-

thing because he always seemed so aware of whet was going on anyway. Aa4 so,

while he's learning, it's done on a very tolerant basis." tike the teacheria,

1T appears to have learned as such from her aide as be has from her. Thus, when

she first came on the job, "he knew more of the routine than I did, supplies,

ham to arrange trips, he did a lot of instructing me."

The aide DG corroborates FT's description of how he learns: be watches the

teacher, imitates her, copies the songs, art, games which she teaches. Vs has

come to understand the whys and wherefores of classroom activities from FT's ex-

planations of benefits which children may be expected to derive from them. Fur-

thermore, she has taught him certain skills, particularly in arts and crafts.

In the third classroom, the teacher NZ made a transition, between a more

formal supervisory relationship with her aide VW, when they first star'ld work-

ing together, to a more informal one, akin to that prevailing in the other two

classrooms. Thus, at the beginning, NZ instructed NW about the structure of the
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room, the routines,, trensition between activities, basic ground rules. She

taught her aide Ipy style of teaching...he must adapt to that, than he can go

off on his own and add his ideas." Now her relationship to NW is more informal:

"There is never formal supervision. We're always talking about things going on."

lS corroborates NZ's description of their relationship: "1 don't think of

Nicole pi/ as a supervisor because of that teamwork spirit....1 don't feel like

I'm being supervised heavily like somebody's watching all my movements...in that

sense I'm on my own. But I have SOMBOOO available to me whom I want to know

something, there's a good give-and-take between Nicole and me..." ft relates

that they talk together about what they are doing and the ideas they have during

the course of the day and evpecially after school. Some topics of conversation

are: disruptive children and how to handle them, parent-teacher relationships,

the daily plan for the classroom, and trips. NW feels that he has learned a

great deal from NZ, such as how to structure the Ammon and schedule time

for different activities and how to conduct himself to get the best responses

from children.

The Paraprofessional, as a Bridae_Datween Professionals and Parent%

The teacher aides at Adams center appear to perform Lees of a bridging

function between teachers and parents than at the other centers because there

ere no cleavages between professional staff and the clientele of the linter.

Also most of the professionals and paraprofessionals live in the area, so that

paraprofessionals are not privileged insiders with respect to knowledge about

the community and its residents.

Thus the teacher NI claims that there is no ethnic or racial basis for a

bridge function: "Paraprofessionals have no bonds with parents that I don't

have." She says that parents communicate easily with her

NZ says that neither parents nor children are "the typically disadvantaged"
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and that she finds it easy to talk with parents, although there are a fee emeeP-

tions in parents who find it more comfortable to relate to the aide. NZ dis-

claims having learned anything about the community from her aide.

FY also makes the point that "the backgrounds of people at the center are

not too dissimilar," most people, according to her, being lower-middle and

middle-middle class. She maintains that come parents may even be better educated

than she is, so that her aide (who has had less education than she) could hardly

function as a mediator between such parents and herself. Whatever problems

parents have are learned directly from them, rather than from teacher aides or

the social service staff. Rather than unilateral learning from aides about the

community, what takes place is exchange of information and common discussion of

Problems about the community on the part of the entire teaching staff, most of

whom live in the neighborhood.

One out of the three teacher aides sees matters somewhat differently. Thus

CR reports that sometimes parents approach him with questions that they are

loath to ask the teacher MX, because they feel uneasy with her on account per..

heps of self-consciousness about their English. He is thus placed in the posi-

tion of an unprejudiced, accepting role. Be then talks to MX and ultimately

arranges a conference with all three parties repreaented. He also attempts to

make the teacher more approachable by telling Parents a little about the teach -

er'a life where she lives, what she is intereated in, that she is not wealthy,

etc. HO thus sees himself as 'bridging the gap" between parents and the teacher:

because aides have worked at the center longer than the teachers have, they know

the children and parents better, so parents are more at ease with them and the

aides are more at ease with parents than teachers are. It should be noted that,

according to CH, AA yenta him to attend parent meetings "that might help ease

tensions with the parents."
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The aide MR corroborates NZ's report that he has functioned as a 'middle

ground" between parent and teacher on occasion and established more adequate

commwnication between them. Thua, one could speak of his performing mad hoc,

rather than an institutionalized, bridging function. The presence of the teacher

aide doss not automatically affect the parent-teacher relationship; "it depends

on personalities."

Finally, the aide DC states that there is no need for a '..ridging role since

the children are "just like WASP middle-class children"--they are interspersed

in the neighborhood and absorb middle-clews values -and since lines of communica-

tion between parents and teachers are open and parents talk to both teachers and

aides.

Identification Patterns

According to both teachers and aides, teacher aides identify most closely

with their respective teachers. This identification pattern is pertly determined

by the perception which children and parents have of teacher aides.

Thee ICC says that parents perceive CR as a teacher "because he's half

teacher...I man he plays a terrifically important part in everything that

happens to thus children..." Children see Ideas teacher because he does the

same things MX doss in the classroom; they listen to and respect both of them,

and "they love Charles ow, they hugged kiss blame readily as they do me."

Apparently they sometimes see teacher and aide as lb:mend Daddy," and this CR

takes exception to: he doesn't went to 'a "father Snags," but rather wants to

be seen by the children as a eau, a friend and an equal to the teacher. Hs says

eat Mt gave him the opportunity to introduce himself to the children not as a

subordinate person in the classroom but as one of two adults and the children

respect both of then accordingly.

In the case of the aide DG, while children also see him as a teacher,
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college student, es an aide helping the teacher, and as their children's

teacher. DO identifies closely with the teacher end wants to be seen "not just

as an aide," but as a teacher.

In a way analogous to CH, the aids IN speaks of children sodas the teacher

tad aide as boy-teacher and girl-teacher and as being married, but he does not

seem to object to this designation. He is seen by parents as closely associated

with the teacher NZ, although he occasionally performs another role vis-a-vis

tires, namely, as a babysitter in their homes. NA feels very close to the teach-

ers "because I can speak as a friend with them, not as a professional" and, in

case of conflict between the teacher and a parent, he tends to aide with the

coacher. Re definitely thinks of himself as a teacher: "12 have come to think

of myself as a teecheg/ just recently...When I first came hers I didn't know

what I was, I was really that lost. And then I began to realise that I was an

aide and.when I was doing menial tasks to kind of learn WI way around. Now I

feel that I can do the things Nicole igil does and that our jobs are almost

interchangeable."

No specifically paraprofessional identity has emerged owns the three aides,

though one of them appears to think that meetings between cemwtaiessional

teaching and social service staffs might be useful to express feelings outside

of earshot of professionals and another believes that ideas should be exchanged

between different combinations of staff people.

Thus Cli says that paraprofessional teaching and social sesvice staffs

should talk together "because there's not that separation of degrees and years

of experience and we're on * little more of the 0804 level." He stresses the

difficulties which the teachers have in conveying to parents that children

should not be late in arriving at the center and that they should be picked up
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we time when school is over. Thus, b thinks that the teacher aide, could convey

to social service aides the concerns of teachers with these matters and that

social service staff, because they are parents themselves, could eonwinee the

ether parents to do the teachers' bidding.

The third aide, 11W, vehemently denies the value of a paraprofessional iden-

tity. Be opposes meetings of paraprofessionals at the center, saying: "there's

very little tie between what our Jobs do...our paths hardly cross...our jobs

don't really relate..." Furthermore, be is opposed to attempts by paraprofession-

als to form a union and states unambiguously that ha ',would not go on strike

against the center to get more money."

Work Etti4q,

According to the estimation of the teachers, the teacher aides are very de-

pendsble, work very hard, "don't goof off," and are concerned about the coverage

of their classrooms when they unavoidably have to take a day off. One aide ap-

parently began by being habitually late in the morning and was also unreliable

in other ways. The teacher held several discussicts with ftim about the impor-

tance of being on time and being responsible. Since then he has taken her re-

proof to heart and has become as punctual and reliable as the other aides.

Work Relation Between Teactsse_jugUiplei

The work relations between teachers and aides at Adams center appear to be

smooth and amicable as they are described by them and also underscored by the

consulting psychologist: "there has been a situation of outstanding harmony

between the teachers and the teacher aides in all three classrooms. I don't

think I have observed any conflict whatsoever." These work relations are bol-

stered by a congruence of basic educational goals between teachev and aide in

two of the three relationships.

112 makes a case for the necessity of basic agreement between teacher and
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aid. about the stance to be taken toward children: "I think there has to be

certain amount of agreement on basic things like what a child is, how to treet

child, That you respect r child, that you Ann't talk:down to a child, that you

don't frighten the child....if you're in agreement on those basic things, then

it's all right if one thinks it's more important that they learn numbers and an-

other one thinks it's more important that they learn letters, because then the

children just get more. They get extra."

She need not have added this disclaimer since she and her aide concur come

pletely in their aims for the children and their philosophy of education. She

wants the children to leave Head Start with "a strong, healthy, well-integrated

ego, able to handle life and make it in school." Teaching academic skills is

secondary in her estimation, although she assigns them a place I-7. her curriculum.

Her aide CH speaks in concurrent terms: children in Head Start :mould get a feel-

ing of self-respect and accomplishment and should develop a strong ego; the

stress should be on the emotional life of the child and learning skills- -such as

the alphabet, colors and forms, etc.--should be deemphasised. He states that MX

end he have similar aims; that academic learning is secondary and that children

should distill an essentially enjoyable experience from Head Start.

Aside from this basic congruence of purpose MX and CH speak of their rela-

tionship as being one of constant "collaboration" and "team work," in which dis-

cussions are held daily about the learning., emotional problems and personality

conflicts of children. According to MX, CH is well able to take constructive

criticism and CH states that MX is truthful with him about his performance and

that he likes it this way. He also waxes enthusiastic over HX's occasional

lavish praise of his performance, when she shows his art work to other teachers

and parents.

She claims that there has never been a cloud over their relationship: "We're
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much too such in tuns to ever have 10 disagreement/....libeve never bed a problem

tilos I wanted to do it one way and he felt that vas wrong and one should do it

another way." Ons possiblo source of temslookappersetty does sot nibs any dif-

ferent*: "I'm not jealous of the fact that some kids, particularly father's,*

ones, relate better to Charles oil than to ma."

PY and DC also have a superlative relationship, although it is not under-

girded by a similar philosophy of education. PT says: Nhen ve first started

working together, of course we didn't kaov each other at all and vs stood at

opposite ends of the room and looked at each other. But then it was vary easy

and..../ man it Joel' cane naturally that ve started working as a teem. There's

no kind of personality conflict. Vs enjoy the same types of things where the

children are concerned and find humor in the same types of situations." She con-

tinuos an the same vsin: "I found in this school a very unique situatio* that

I've ewer had with an assistant before...A almost don't consider Dennis ips/

an assistent....1 don't see it as...en overling-underling type of thinsWO

an equal is many respects in dealing with the children....Hs responds to than

much the same way that I do, like a big brother....In terms of dealing with the

children I could hardly use the term 'essistent'...in referring to Dennis or any

of the boys that work in the school because they're ki e. of a unique group of

young fellows."

DG is correspondingly appreciative of being considered as an equal: ",As I

view what an aids is in a claserotekI should be in a subordinate position work-

ing under the teacher. But...with all three of the teachers I worked with it

hasn't been." HO appears to be surprised: "I'm not taking orders and yet T.

don't have toads of responsibility on my hoed.t/hen someone has all the re-

sponsibility, then usually they're giving you the orders." Be feels that he is
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treated by FY as a "co-worker" and stands on 9a personal basis" with all the

teachers. Re also relates how much he is depended on by FY: 98he is always

saying I'm her right arm man and 'this is the kid that I couldn't function with-

out.'"

IT believes that she and DO hold similar views on educational goals, yet

when separately queried, their educational emphases diverge. Thus FY stresses

social development: children should be taught positive attitudes toward education

and toward teachers, how to relate to others and respect their rights, how to

function as a group, that is, play and solve problems together. 'Along the way,"

she states, "L teach the colors and numbers." A secondary emphasis is placed by

her on physical development, such as manual dexterity which is fostered by en-

couraging children to engage in art work.

DG, on the other hand, wishes to "give children the bast possible education

end compensate for the deprivation of educational stimulation from their environ-

ment." He stresses "intellectual development": they should learn "to solve probe

lems, understand relationships, understand the city, be able to count, develop

reading skills."

It should be noted that, in this case, as is true at other centers, the

differences in educational ideology between teacher and aide do not lead to con-

flict. On the contrary, DO states: "it is not important that the teacher and

aide agree on aims. Each can emphasize what he wc.ts. All these things can

operate at the same time"; while the teacher, FY, as we noted above, is not even

aware of the issue.

The relationship between NZ and FM was marred at the beginning by NW's lack

of punctuality, but NZ, after remonstrances to 11W, aucca*ded in getting him to

come in on time and to acquire a greater sense of responsibility toward her and

the children. After initial difficulties, she says: SIj really became friends
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ship: "the most thing is her manner....She changed my manner so I was more able

to communicate....It's accepting, it's cheerful, it's open, it's willing, it's

interest. And it's a willingness to have a good time with one another...to enjoy

what you're doing and make it en experience rather than a-job....I feel like

personally Nicole's friend...and that when we're working together we're really

Napkin each other....Just about everything we do is together. It's mutual sup-

port what we're doing."

NZ also expresses her absolute dependence on her aide: 'When we're together

it's good...we both can sort of relax a little because we're both depending on

each (Wm....There are some areas where, if be weren't here, I would be almost

lost...sed that's esseelailv,at rest time. Is has mighiemasol over time chit-

droll and they won't listen to anybodr but him."

When WW doss something with which LIZ disagrees, she is not loath to criti-

cise and Mappers to respond to her criticism: "I like to be told what's

wrong end bow to improve." When a problem arises with a child, they consult

each other end work out a strategy of maeasement together.

NZ encourages NW to use his initiative and introduce his own ideas into the

curriculum and she feels that his efforts have been productive. She also appears

to learn from him in the context of specific class activities: thus she claims

to have watched WW when he organises the children to participate in the making

of a mural and speaks of his superiority to her in bringing off this enterprise.

Their philosophies of education are very similar: both spook of developing

in children certain basic socioemotioeal attitudes and behavior: a positive at

titude toward school and learning, curiosity, relating to others and working in

groups, self-control and responsibility. Both place a secondary emphasis on in-

tellectual development: reading readiness, colors, numbers, etc.
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But the consensus about educational goals does not seem to add much to the

relationship, any more Limn dissensus detracts from the quality of the other

teacher-aide relationships we have described. A. MW remarks: "I don't think it

would be harmful if the teacher and aide didn't agree; maybe you'd get a better

balance of curriculum against social learning....I don't think it of major im-

portance." MW sums up his relationship with NZ: "1 feel much freer, looser

with Nicole than I did with my previous teacher. I can express myself better.

It's much easier to talk to Nicole....I was inhibited with the other teacher."

Chart. of Steams and Persons

TAW=
CH

BA* VW

By the time of our second contacts with Adams center, all three teachers

had left as well as one teacher aide. Of the two teacher aides remaining, 0ms.

CH, bad permanently assumed the responsibilities of bead teacher, the other,

had become head teacher for a few weeks until a teacher was found, upon which he

reverted beck to functioning as a teacher aide.

CH, the teacher aids-become-teacher, experienced some difficulties in assum-

ing his new responsibilities: "/ had always been a co-pilot, now I em a pilot

....I an only able sines recently to be able to accept my role and coordinate..."

Be admitted to having been "a little afraid at first, insecure." His aide is a

parent whom be respects highly sni attempts to treat as he himself bad been

treated in his days as a teacher aide: ''How I an her supervisor and I as trying
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to do for her what other people have done for ms. I respect her as an adult, as

my senior-.she knows more about the world than I do. Is places where I do have

more experience I share it with her in a way that doesn't hurt her or put any

gap between us."

The teacher aide KW enjoyed the few weeks he spent as head tescher"Injoy*

ing the freedom of deciding what the class would be doing and expressing myself

with the class." HA would have liked to continue in this position, but since he

was neither certified nor *lose to completing college requirements for certifica-

tion the was not going to college at the ttle), he was coupelled to reassume his

former position as teacher aide.

lid appears to be unhappy about his current relationship with the newly hired

toacher 1114 with whoa he works. Looking back sostalgieally ups hie relation-

ship with NZ, the teacher he worked with a year earlier, he says: Idith III I

felt like a coteacher more than I do now with IA, I have lees responsibilities,

I have fewer decisions to sake, I as not involved is plessisg....I feel like I's

expected to stick to a smeller role than loot yeas. I feel out of place stepping

out of that."

Conferences with IA are infrequent, be bee not expressed his feeling to her

and thisks that she is interested neither in hie feelings nor is his ideas about

the contest of tbs program in their glossae's. In only ass StiglliaBiCie
which ho is expert and SA is set, does she leave the initiative to him.

NM is definitely thinking of resigning from his job and looking for a see

lies of work, vainly because his eatery is low end he doss not feel that educe.

tics is the right career for btu.
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CHAPTER 6

IMEILIMILMEISL

chiltalisatutuksilttrimi.
Team 'Usk

PO 101

AI DR

BR BC

Attitudes toward the Employment of Peraorofeestaaat

All three teachers at this center had very positive, accepting attitudes

toward the employment of paraprofessional teacher aides in their classrooms.

Thus PG states: It's a definite help, absolutely. You really need two people

--you need an assistant in the claserome....Because the young children, you need

to be with them all the time. They need a lot of supervision, they need a let

of extra attention, a let of extra help. Gee, without an assistant W. really

hectic....As you know, with small children they are forever going to the bath-

room. They spill, they're always spilling when they're having the Juice or hav-

ing lunch ....And the assistant is I1e7-so something happens, she can grab...

take over this table. Or a child has to go to the bathroom. You cannot leave

the room to go to the bathroom with this child and leave 14 children in the class-

room by themselves....You have the block area, which I feel is the most dangerous

area in the room. This bas to be supervised at all times....One person cannot

Just be right at hand to prevent an accident. So an assistant is most helpful."

The teacher BK wishes that she could have even more help in the classroom

than she now has: NI would like to have three people in the classroom so that

I could do more. It would enable me to work with more children, small groups of
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children, give *cre children individual attention. For instance, I do Wive two

or three children who are really, I feel, Are first grade people and they really

can do mom formal learningwords, phonetic sounds....I do not have a chance to

work with the child at all...because there's two teachers in the room and if the

aide is working with five or six and if I were to take just this one child, it

would be seven or eight children, you know, unattended." for her, the assistance

given by the aide improves the quality of her work "because it helps me to do

better work, betimes she's *sainting ee....Without her I couldn't do it, the

same type of work."

Yet these two teachers appear to feel some concern over the effects of pars -

professional employment on professional standards. Thus SK states that although

professional standards are not precisely lowered, "1 do think they could be ele-

vated if you bad persona with professional training...a persom who has some com-

mend of elementary education." And 7C, who felt that in peerel aides are even

more committed to their work than teackiirs and who had 4.. most ideal relationship

with her own aide, reluctantly formulated one objection to the use of aides:

she says they speak lungrammatically" and thus constitute poor language models

for children.

1211ALLIMAILM1

In FC's classroom the aide MN participates in all activities: 'She's my

assistant. And usually assistants work along with the teacher. And we share

our responsibilities. Her duties are the same as mine. We have circle time

together. During activity period we share that together. We both supervise

all areas. We both serve the lunch to the children. We both go to the bathroom

with' them."

Teacher and aide plan the daily schedule together, they make home visits

together, they write up separate reports on home visits. They are both involved
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in writing progress report. on the children and each his e notabak is which,

during the course of the year, observations on children are jotted down. When

the tine coma to write a final report, this information ie,correlated and they

both writs the report, which is written in final font by the teacher. PG de-

pends very closely on MN who is purported to have a good emery and therefore

remembers idiosyncrecies of the children. The only activity which PG does not

share with MN Se holding parent-teacher conferences. However* FG shares the con-

tent of the conference with MN, wee also reads IC's report before it io tame-

mitted to the central office.

Housekeeping tasks are evenly divided between teacher end aide. As PG puts

it, "it's all shared. Even to cleaning the room. ...If MN of the dishes have to

be taken to the kitchen after lunch...ws do thatwhoever is free at that tine

some child spills milk and if I'm the nearest, I'll get the mop and sop

it up. We don't wait for each other. Whoever is free or cies., to the situa-

tion just does it. there is no one parson in the rem that has to do the dirty

work. We do it together. We share it. I mop up, sweep up, clean up as such as

she does."

She stresses the importance for the teacher of participating ie such tesks:

"In talking with a lot of my co- workers, lot of teachers feel as though they

shouldn't as teacher have to sweep the ram or wipe up the water, washing

dishes* utensils and things that they use. But.% feels little different.

First of all, I feel like it is your elssaroosand these rte thing, that you are

doing in the room. I feel as though that's part of the teacher's job....This is

part of your program, your responsibility for the little menial things that

have to be done." She states an importat reason for sharing housekeeping tasks

with the aids: "I feel like in the classroom you're teaching health, safety,

cleanliness and everything. If you don't portray these things how can you rosily
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tench the Ahildren thin things thnt you don't curry out yonrnelfl I could not

leave n clonnroom that in untidy."

!;ince uhe nohea It vouniblo for thn aide to rnetleipite in all aetIvItien

i a the clasnroom, ti in not aurprtning that FG ntnti:n that when Mae in ubnent,

"I don't havn to worry about the classroom when alio in there because uhe can

take over and nix knows what to do." FC underlinen the importance -J1E the aide's

role in "filling the tncher's shoes": "I feel as though an assistant to a

teacher is just the name as the: vice-prenident or assistant secretary. If for

any reason he is out ill or hnc to be away, then Lis assistant is able to take

over in his place and carry on in the same manner."

The aide MN agrees that she is involved in all activities, including art,

which she at first did not like; but was encouraged by FC to participate in, and

reading to children, in which she has developed some proficiency. ;he corrobor-

ates that FC shares equally in the "dirty work." Commenting on the characteris-

tics of this classroom, our observer notes that the children "respect the author-

ity" of the teacher aide as much as that of th. eacher and that the aide plays

a "very responsible role" in the classroom.

The teacher AI and the side DR also there mast classroom responsibilities,

including planning the day's activities and writing reports on children. The

holding of parent-teacher conferences, however, is the teacher's prerogative.

AI makes a special effort to give DR extra tasks, such as fixing the bulletin

board or decorating the room for a party, "to make her feel as if she really is

somebody."

AI is eager to participate in housekeeping tasks: "You know, first they

came out with the word 'assistant teacher.' But then in Head Start they came

up with the word 'side,' which meant the aide is supposed to pull out the paints

and so-to-speak she's supposed to do the dirty work. But I don't feel this.
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And I don't allow this to happen, because I vtll do the dirty work faster then

Mrs. R like appears to raleent ox's reluctant participation in doing house-

keeping tasks and, when she criticized her Jokingly for chit', DR'. response was

t At "elle ia no cleaning woman."

In the third classroom, the role allocation pattern is similar to that in

the two classrooms Just described. Tasks are interchangeable, with the exception

of parent-teacher conferences, which are held only by the towbar. The teacher

DK *Peek. 01 her aide BC's role as "assisting the teacher in whatever the teach-

er does. I think she is the second teacher and whatever the tacicher is trying

to put over, I think she aaiscs the teacher. If that teacher has been ailment,

she steps in the role of the teacher and takes on the responsibility of the

teacher. And this is doing...in the teaching process and the physical process

and ell the duties of the classroom..." EC has a perception of her role which

is congruent with that of PK: 'Hy aim as teacher's aide is to do all I can to

support the teacher, you know, be right behind her....I would like to just work

with her hand in hand....Whenever she make up the agenda for whet we're doing...

ihatever she decidms to do I want to be able to just follow through on it..."

BK encourages EC's autonomy: "...I allays tell her, any area she wants to

work in, anytime she feelo that she wants to initiate a new project or anything,

feel free...because I would like for her to feel comfortable." EC apparently

has introduced her awn ideas in the area of art and in the teaching of concepts

during "circle time"; she has also introduced some new peas.

Tbe housekeeping work is rotated between teacher and aide. BK explains:

"I never say, you know, the clean-up is yours. I, usually, one week clean the

mots, the next week she cleans the easels. One week she does the floor and

tables, the next week I do the floor and tables, so that she doesn't feel that

she's just there to do all the physical work." BK is perfectly confident that,
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in liar absence, EC "can carry on the same as 1 could dn." Yet out observer's

comments on this classroom do not validate the teacher's and teacher aide' des-

cripritonaof role allocation between them. According to the observer, EC is

largely inactive and does not seek out the children. Furthermore, according tc,

"he delegate al; icy director, EC is the only side in the agency who does not

fully share responsibilities with the teacher.

lopislization into Work Rle

4itbin a context of informal supervision and training, the aide MN has

learned it great deal from her teacher FG. According to the latter, MN is very

observant, she watches FG end is eager to try out activities on her own (such

as art work, reading stories, singing songs) which FG hoe shown her by example

how to carry out. Thus FG says: "I wilt give her a little suggestion, she tries

to carry it out. I imagine it's like the old saying: she tries to follow in my

footsteps." MN has learned new activities introduced by PG, se that she can

take ever the classroom if PG is out of the room. FG has attempted to instill

self-confidence in MN by constant encouragement and MN is now laore efficient,

more sure of herself than when she started, she is more comfortable doing things

...she has bloomed." MN concurs with FG: 'hrs. G really has Learned me to try-

ing to express myself more because a tot of time I knows the answer, I knows what

I want to say but I'm afraid to bring it out, thinking that it may be wrong....

She always tell me, even if it's wrong I must say it anyway because alt of Oat

is a part of learning."

FC feels that MN is very receptive to her suggestions and often asks for

information and guidance. If FG criticizes MN she does so sparingly; she praises

her for good performance. There also appears to be some reverse socialization,

that is, the teacher FG has Learned from MN art ideas which the latter brought

back from her inserviee training at New York University.
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Tho teeefter AX and the aide DR also appear to Luca from each other. Thus

Al taught bR various arts and crafts activities and DR in turn taught AI coking

skills. AI feel that her supervision of DR. concerning the way to handle chil-

dren, ie m'nieal !Actium) "Roro's a young lady* who' had three children of her

own. At certainly she would, without going to ,, she would know hov to

deal with children, because she's had some. This is experience, you know, what

she's done for her children."

AX appears to be afraid of exercising any supervision whatsoever: "Mere

ire soma things that I might see her do that I don't go along with but she might

not know it. But I might not dare say anything: I night wait - -maybe at lunch

time. And in a kidding way I eight say something to kasp from hurting her. Be-

cause she appears to be very sensitive. And I think that you have to know a

person and pick the time when to really say and when not to really say." Thus

DR took it amiss when Al one day suggested she do some cleaning of the classroom

and since then Al has been loath to exert her authority.

IP the third classroom the teacher BK holds both informal talks and format

conferences with her aide EC. She explained to her the meaning of different

areas of the classroom to children so that BC would know how to use these areas;

she has also explained the benefits which children derive from different activi-

ties. Vet, although BR and BC have worked together for three years, BR gets very

little feedback from BC when she supervises or trains her. BC seldom asks any

questions and BK does not know how BC feels and is forced to assume that BC

understands what she tells her. .Nzain, as in the relationship between Al and

OR, BK hoe to be very croOul L. expressing criticism because BC is "highly

sensitive and may defend herself for what she's doing."

1'
*DR is actually considerably older than AI.
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In one case out of thtfe the teacher aid. does ept functio-% es co intermed-

iary between the teacher and parents, in the second ease he does so functioe,

And in the third instance it is impoestble to determine whether she performs

that role since teacher and aide offor tontredictory accounts.

Thvs, FC states unambiguously that her aide MN does not affect her relation-

ship .71,:n parents or children and that parents feel free directly to talk to her.

As a mettor of fact, some parents even come to her with problems o! housing and

job location, which are properly within the province of social service staff.

Thus, rather than the teacher aide or social service personnel functioning as a

bridge between parents and teacher, it ts the teacher in this case wh consti-

tutes the first recipient of requests for help.

The teacher AI disclaims that her aide OR takes any part in establishing

the teacher-parent relationship and she states that when parents want to ask

questions they always come to her, unless she happens to be absent. OR, on the

other hand, stye that many parents talk to her rather than to AI because she is

"more friendly" and "they feel more at ease with me": the teacher aide is from

the same community ae the parents, they know one another, are on the "saes level"

and "eau talk better." Once parents have talked to her, she refers them to the

teacher who, she feels, is better able to respond to their coneerna.

The teacher BK clearly feels that her aide EC is initially closer to par-

ents than she is and that "I would not bo as close to thew without her." EC

lives in the community, has gone to school with some of the parent, and it is

therefore not surprising that these parents feel more comfortable with her.

They share some of their problems with EC, who then relates thee back to BK.

EC is also better informed than BK about community happenings :and family events

and she transmit. this knowledge to BK. Nevertheless, BK doss not permit EC to
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er should interpret 'he program to prevent possible misunderstandings by porno,

Identifirellon_retWne

All threo teachers state that they want their teacher /ides to be perceived

by both parents and childrea as teachers, not aides, carrying the seem ineponsi-

bilitien an themselves. They also state that teacher aides, indeed, perceive

themselves as closely identified with the teacher -Pm work with. 'feather aides

concur that they are respected as' teachers by chili:en ono parents and that they

think of themselves ae teachers, closely related to their respective teachers.

Thus, teacher aide MN remarks that at this center "you don't know which is

the (certified/ teacher," BO indistinguisheblo have teacher and side t2-,110 in

the eyes of children and parents. She also reports having heard parents say to

their children when she give goodbye to them: "'Don't you hear tour teacher

talking to you! Ssy goodbye.' They respect me .ow."

None of the aidee appears to have developed a paraprofessional identity.

One aide, EC, explains that paraprofessional meetiess would Just be "gripe see-
.

stens," that teaching staff and social aorvica staff 'have nothing in common to

teak about" and that, if teacher aides have complaints, they should relate them

to the teachers they work with.

Work Ethk

All three teachers state that their aides are extremely dependable and

punctual, that they call the teachers if they are to be unavoldebly absent,

that they work hard and are conscientious.

VSMILRILUAIL114211rskiarlAr13141044340

Teachers and aides appear on the whole to enjoy harmonious work relations,

although each relationship is marked by a strong disparity between the teacher's

and the aide's' educational emphases.
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The toaeher Ft. orywks attesit the beginning of her relotionehip to MN .n

these terms: "She unit Pert of n little to,sity. w little nervous, a little tiltod

who, . o.ot lertrwing Whet' type of person x was going to be to work v::%.

-he had .eeie-lees t- -king with someone she didn't get any help, any strength

from And in about e*o or three umaks she wee lust so delighted. She Just

Mee up to m -me day and put her arms ,round ma and said: 'You're just marve-

lous. You're- just _-,:ndorful.' And she says: 'When I heard I was getting e rev

reacher I wonder f, ,,w she's going to be and I wonder am I going to please her.

Haw will she accept me with my ohortcomiugs..."

VC relates how it "beautiful relationship" developed between them as she

made of ' rts closely to involve her aide in the life of the clot:N.00e: I really

just made her a part of the program, of the Em and just bring'sg her ett in

On it, not to put her aside and say: 'You're hare to do the mania? jobs of the

teacher and I'm taking charge, this is my room,' which happens to a lot of pro

fassionals: 'This is my room, I as the teacher and I run the room and you do as

I say,' which is very bad. This is not the way that I work. She right away

understood that 1 1955 there g.,t only to help the children, also to help her, in-

clude her. And it just started off in a couple or weeks wit long as a beautiful

relationship and so many people have come in and have admi*.d and spoken about

the relationship we have in our room."

FC make,' it a point never to let MN forget the important role which she

playa in the clasaroom: "I don't lot her forget she is a vita part of the pro-

gram and especially in the claseroom....I just let her know. Just telling her

like what a help she is in the room, how wonderful it to work with her and

how well she works with the children and I always let her know...that she is

really appreciated..."

FG and MN consult together every day and FC invitee MN's initiative in
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propoelmR mow ac.1,.ttl-q. AI,. feels 'hit MN has 'A J. of Rood Maas anl suttee-

tiOnm" which the Plit Into enc.,: 'It 'r not '1 'reacher say, teacher do'....

We compromise, WA Cfno to A mut)lally agr erlhle defiaion." When decisions are

mode es to what *twee of the rlsssrootm will he orPqn and who will supervise them.

PG consults with MN as to what AIMS she would like to supervise, rather than

telling her: "I want you to supervise..." FG also depends on MN for nbeervation

of the children: "Sometimes another person may see something the teacher didn't

notice. The teacher may overlook, the assistant sees it."

FG speaks in superlative terms of MN: "Let me say this about my assistant:

she's fabulous, outatanding. a wonderful, wonderful person to work with, very

warm, very understanding, very cooperative....1'm quite pleased with the way she

performs in the classroom....She reads wonderful, has a beautiful handwriting,

spells well."

The aide MN ale', waxes lyrical about FG: "She is an outstanding teacher,

she know, her work. She is a wonderful teacher, the children Love flat." MN

isrceives their relationship as that of a team and tbair work relations as egal-

itarian: always thought of teachers es upper level and I am a lower level.

Which now, I am different. I Just picture teachers just as another individual

....So really I think they're just down-to-earth people just like I am." MN

doesn't think of Ft as a supervisor in any way: "she used to always tell me

both of us is teacher. in here." She has been encouraged by FG to introduce

her own ideas into the program, some of them garnered in New York University

inservice training. All in ell, she sums up her relationship to FG in these

words: 'Wye never had a cross word. If she was unhappy about anything, she

didn't let me know."

Teacher and aide agree that their work together has led to personal growth

on MN's part. Thus PG says: '%Je work so closely together and I have really
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worked with her through a lot of personal things that I seem to understand her.

She understands me and I have helped through quite a lot of personal ordeals.

And even the director feels as though we belong together as a team ....I have

given her strength and I have given hers lot of er.couragement....The director

feels I've been very good for her. And I've done wonders with her." Asl! MN con-

curs: Nat. C really brought me Mt." She felt very unsure of beveelf when she

started working with FG and now she has become able to epee.% her mind.

PG and MN have become quasi-inseparable. Thuo 11V says of MN: "She thinks

I'm the greatest teacher and I am excellent. She kept urging me to accept this

LA/ position, 'because you are the *arson for it end you are just marvelous.'

She says: 'I hate to lose you, I hate for you to leave me.'"

Despite the excell,;At quality of their relationship, PG and MN have diver-

gent educational alms. Discussing what she thinks children should get out of

their Mead Start experience, MN says: "We teach them how to use a fork, table

manners, to say thank you, you're welcome, please, good morning, first and last

names, their address and telephone number." PC, on the other hand, stresses

developing self- confidence, stimulating their intellectual interests, particular-

ly through books and stories, developing an awareness of environment and getting

along with peers--she emphasizes both emotional-social development and the in-

stillment of cognitive attitudes, whereas PIN is more, interested in concrete

'earnings in the areas of etiquette and beginning academic skills.

These differences in basic educational goals between teacher and aide are

dismissed as being of little import by PG: "I don't feel as though there should

be absolute agreement. I feel as though everybody has their own ideas and it

doesn't have to be an absolute agreement of the way I feel. She doesn't neces-

sarily have to feel the same way. We are different individuals..."

The teacher AI and the aide DR also see themselves as a team. As AI puts
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it: "We work wry closely together. And we never have arguments. So it has to

be so a team. We have not yet had any disagreements or anything..." Al empha-

sises the necessity for a close relationship: "It has to be togetherness'." Her

evaluation of DR is positive: DR it hard-working, interested in the children,

bright, she Writes well and would make a very sped teacher.

An incipient cleavage between teacher and aide over educational goate -AI's

are more social - emotional and DR's more academic-has not really materialised

because AI has decided to emphasize academic skills in order to meet parent ex-

pectations. Disagreement over basic educational perspectives would probably not

have been tolerated by AI, in'contraet to the attitude of the teacher PG (see

above), since AI states that "...it's impossible to work in a room with a person

always disagreeing, or there's no communication." The aide ZS, also states

that it is important for teacher and side to agree over educational goats.

Vet there is a source of conflict between teacher and aide over the appro-

priate stance to tsk vie -a-vis children's play and work. AI is critical of

DR's overdirectiveness: "She does things for children instead of letting them

do their own thing and find out their own mistakes. I can't get this aver to

her to let them do things by themselves. I tell her to leave children alone."

The relationship between AI and DR appears to be less egalitarian than that

between PO and 124: thus, according to the side DR: the teacher AI decides what

area each will work to and she is less amenable to incorporating DR's ideas into

the program, having, for examples turned a deaf ear to DR's suggestions for

teaching numbers. Our observer of this classroom notes that there was "Sot mach

contact between teacher end aide" and that they evidence "little warmth mit:ca-

nes. for each other."

In the third classroom, both teacher BK and aide EC state that they work

closely together and share experiences. According to EC, BK welcomes her
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suggestions. As EC putt. it: "We really have a beautiful working retatieeehip.

I think if there was anything going wrong she would feel free to tell me." And

BK relates that once, when she told EC that sue was thinking of taking another

job, EC had said: "Wherever you go, going too."

Again, in this cases we note wide discrepancies in educational perspectives.

The teacher BK 6encribes her philosophy of education in detail: the emphasis

should be on the 'whole child"--sociel, aesthetic, moral, emotional; curiosity

and independence should be fostered; children should team how to get along with

one another; they should have hapry years in Head St'vt. She minimizes academic

learning, speaking cf it as incidental to the main task of social and emutiunal

growth. Rather than giving in to parents' wishes, ag the teacher AT did, she

explains to parents that knowing names and ABCs is less important at thts age

than the total social-emotional development of the child. Her aide EC, on the

other hand, when queried, upholds an academic emphasis; children should be

taught letters and numbers.

Apparently BK and EC are unaware of the basic discrepancy in their orienta-

tions because both state that there is agreement between them on educational

aims and methods. Thus EC says: "hkgreement between ue/ is very important be-

cause I don't think we can get anywhere, both of us pulling different wart....

The children would be all mixed up."

At one time there had been soma disagreement between them in matters of

discipline. Thus BK relates how EC had used "the old way of discipline" (that

is, coercive and punitive), but that she had learned a more psychological, ver-

bally- oriented mode of setting limits by watching BK's modus operandi. However,

according to BK, EC in still not at ease in dealing with disruptive behavior and

she leaves the handling of difficult children to BK.
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;wart ofatetusee and ieruns.

UV*

AI

LK

Ault

DR
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At Jefferson center at the time of our second contact, one teacher, VC, had

left the center and her side, MN, now worked with a new teacher, UV. MN feels

that her role has not changed since our first interview with her. Housekeeping

is shared between MN and UV. MN states categorically: 'Some teachers make the

aide tee/ they are at the bottom. Mrs. V is not like that. Some teachers just

want the aides to do the dirty work." However, she is leee involved in planning

activities with UV than she was when PC %two her co-teacher.

MN states that her relationship with UV is an egalitarian one, that they

share information about the home situation which children and parents give them,

that UV has learned a good deal about handling younger children from MN (UV had

been used to older children), and that she leaves the handling of difficult

children to MN. MN thus feels that she has some responsibility for the class-

room, she is proud that the teacher UV is dependent upon her skills in some Teo

spectst however, she does not speak of her relationship with UV in the sans

superlative tones she had used when speaking about her relationship with the

former teacher, PC.

The teacher AI continues to be pleased with her aide DR and is positive in

her attitude toward the use of pereprofescionals in the classroom: "i think

this is the greatest thing that ever happened. With 15 children there has to

*New.
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be a second person. There needs to be really a third person. Having other

adults in the classroom makes it much easier. Tho children get more out of it."

AI appears to deviate from her earlier position of dividing housekeeping

work equally between herself and the side. She states that it is DR's responsi-

bility "to see that the room is in order-dustiog, cleaning, sweeping." However,

she qualifies this remark by saying that Ma "p_tches in" when the aide cleans.

tonetheless, she is ambivalent shout giving chief responsibility for cleaning to

the aide--in view of the aide's feelings on this score: ',Mrs. R pg/ told some-

body that she was like a scrub-woman and I think she wants to be recognized as

not being a scrub - woman. She wants to do soap nice clean things too, so we

don't get into the bag where she has to mop. I don't went her to feel that just

because she's the side she has to do this."

Shades of authoriterienism have crept into AI's relationship to DR. Thus

AI monopolizes planning and communicates her owls to the aide, who is expected

to follow bar recommendations; she also states that "children know who is the

'teacher'sand, by implication, who is the teacher aide. She describes her

perception of her relationship with DR as follows: lira. R never seem to be

resentful, no matter what it is. And she has a clear Ides that I am the teacher,

that I am the one that has the highest authority and I am the supervisor and she

has to follow this. And I think this will eliminate pressure and arguments and

hurt feelings if this is recognized." And she adds: "ro me we have a beautiful

undemanding." DR appears to have adapted to the somewhat autocratic manner of

AI: she reports that she has no difficulties relating to AI.

The teacher SK hes remained favorable to the employment of pareprofession-

sla in Head Start: "It's something that must happen. I couldn't function with-

out it." She sees her relationship to her aide EC as basically a partnership,

tempered by her greater knowledge of child development: have a one-to-one
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relationship, like partners. I feel 1 !should know more than she knows about

child development, that she should ask. and I will tell hair some of the thing,

she doesn't know, but it's a partner relationship: we share with each other."

Thus BE *twos explains the whys and wherefores of activities end leStfUe

tionel techniques to MC, with particular emphasis on the benefits which children

are expected to derive from them. Or. the other hand, EC shares with BE her

knowledge about families and the community. Thus, on a day when Father's Day

cards were being made by children, BK's knowledge about whether the children had

fathers or not brought about a modification of some cards to apply to other adult

male friends of the children. Nevertheless, BK has some reservations about the

bridging function of EC via -avie parents. While it is all right for EC to

transmit concerns of parents who feel closer to her than to BE, BE frowns upon

EC's assuming a role of interpreting children's behavior and the classroom pro

gram to parents because she is concerned that the information EC would give

ight be misleading.

BE feels that she and BC have similar educational perspectives, although

EC is more concerned than BE with problems of behavior and discipline: "1 think

her concern is the same as mice: the development of the child intellectually,

creatively, emotionally, socially. I think she might be more concerned about

the behavior of the child, if it's conforming to a certain standard, his disci..

pl fa* "

IC appears to be satisfied with the quality of her relationship to SE: she

feels that she has learned shills from BK and that she has experienced GO diffi-

culties in running the classroom with BE.
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The attitudes of teachers toward the employment of paraprofessionals are

uniformly positive and accepting:* Aides are indispensable because the else of

classrooms is beyond the managing and teaching capacity of one person. Secondly,

the quality of teaching is improved and children benefit in their learning be-

cause more activity areas can be opened and more individual attention can be

given. Other themes are that children have the opportunity to relate to differ-

ent style. of teaching and personalities (Williams and Adams canters) and that

paraprofessionals who are of the ease ethnic background as children relate to

them better than the to:wher do (Hull center).

Some teachers particularly value the special charactristie' which parapro-

fessionals bring to the job: experience in child-rearing, which leads to compe-

tent* in measeevnt of children in the classroom (Williams center), indigeneity

in the community, which implies knowledge of the background of children William

end Mull centers), and personal qualities such as nateralnee' and spontaneity,

which permit good relationships with children (Adams center). Melees center,

teachers are particularly appreciative of having male aides because they provide

masculine image, particularly to fatherless children.

Teachers at ell but one center state that professional standards are not

threatened by the employment of paraprofessionals if the teachers themselves

wite exception is teacher $.1 at pull center, who doubts that the aide contrib-
ute significantly to the operation of her classroom. Work relations between
SJ and aide BD are so divergent from the pattern characterising work relations
between teachers and aides in our sample of four centers that they will be
euenerised separately at the end of this section.
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maintain high standards (Hull and Adams centers) and that standards may become

even higher if teacher, think of themselves as models for paraprofessionals

Wass center). At Jefferson center, an exception to the pattern, one teacher

thought that training of aides in the area of early childhood education would

improve professional standards and another teacher objected to the "Ungrammati-

cal" speech of her aide.

Little differentiation of roles characterizes the work relations between

teachers and aides in all of our centers: both professionals and paraprofession-

als refer to the interchangeability of tasks between them. Planning of class

room activities is generally a joint function, as is creating a learning environ-

ment, that is, setttng out materials and equipment. Areas which teacher and

aide supervise are rotated. losponsibillity for directing group learning is also

rotated, although the teacher predovinatee in instructing children in learning

basic concepts. The performance of housekeeping and custodial tasks and the

toileting of children, often referred to as "dirty work" or menial work," is

shared equally by teachers and aides. Teachers almost univernally affirm their

conviction that such work should not be relegated by them to aides or a mockery

would be made of the egalitarian relations which they would like to see prevail

between aides and themselves. As oir observer on occasion noted, after doing

classroom observations, "Someone who did not know would wonder who the teacher

in charge was."

The role activities which teachers generally monopolize are: the holding of

teacher-parent conferences and the ttriting of progress reports on chilJren.

Even with respect to these activities, there are instances where teachers would

willingly share them with their aides (Hull center) if the latter were willing,

and where a teacher and aide write separate reports on children, which are even

tually combined (Jefferson center). At least one teacher (Adams center) is
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uncomfortable with the incongruence between complete interchangeability of roles

and the large difference in salaries between her aide and herself and she opts

for a marginal differentiation of roles by allotting the planning function to

herself.

It cen be stated with some confidence that the miZzinstlry of role epeeist.

ization between teachers and aides at all four centers underlies the facility

with which aides cen take over classrooms from teachers, when the latter are

absent.

At all four centers there appears to be some reluctance on the part of

teachers to speak of the socialization process which aides undergo es they learn

their roles in terms of supervision exerted by the teacher. They deny that any

eupervieion,in the formal sense, occurs. One teacher (Hull center) end two

teachers (Jefferson center) refer to informal supervision and other teachers in

our sample think of their relationship to sides as one of lautual consultation,"

that is, teacher and aide pintly review each day's activities and events and

plan for the next day on the basis of their independent experiences and observe..

tione in the cleasroom.

Aides are socialized into their roles and activities mainly on the basis

of watching teachers guide arts and crafts activities and teach academic skills

and modeling themselves arter the teacher,. A minimum of ebetract verbal explan-

ation on the port of teachers, for instance, explaining the meaning of different

areas and the benefits children derive from them, accompanies this learning pro-

cess.

Some reverse socialization also takes place: that is, a teacher may learn

from her aide competencies which she does not possess: cooking skills (Jefferson

center), how to handle disruptive children (Hull center), how to deal with

fatherless nhildren (Adams center).
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Whether or not the teacher aide performs a role as intermodiery between

teacher and parents varies across centers and within a particular center. Thus

teacher aides at Mull center are said to bridge the communication gap between

teacher and parent: they are considered more knowledgeable about families and

are a source of information for teachers, they are (14,einad more senaitivc to

parent concerns; one aide is considered more sensitive to children, the other

aide transcends the language barrier between some parents and the teacher; and

both nides are used to overcome misunderstandings between the two parties.

At Adams center, on the other hand, the aides, with one exception, are not

mediat-.rs between teachers and parents, principally because they feel there are

no rac11 or class cleavages between professional staff and parents and there

is, therefore, no particular basis for rapport between aides and parents.*

Williams and Jefferson centers present mired pictures. Each center offers

an instancl where the aide is a bridge between teacher and parents, and another

instance where the aide hap no such function. At Jefferson center, in the in*

stance where the aide eases communication between teacher and parents, the

teacher expresses some reservations about the fuller use of the aide as inter-

mediary: to prevent possible lmisunderstandings" by parents, she does not allow

her aide to int2rpret the educational program to them. This, added to the un-

certainty about whether a bridging function occurs in the instance where the

aide affirms it and her teacher denies it, points to the unease with which teach-

ers at Jefferson center contemplate the distance between parents and themselves

and their embivolemc* with respect to their sides' "bridging the gap."

All the teacher aides in our sample identify more closely with their

*Actually there are differences in ethnic and class status between professional
staff and some parents and it is not clear why teacher aides deny them.
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respective teacher thnn they do with parents, and they see parents as perceiving

tnem more as staff members closely rotated to teachers than (for those who are

parent.) ea parents like themselves who happen to have Jobe at the center.

Purthermore, all aides claim that children see the teacher and aide as co-

teacher* and that they are interchangeable in children's mind or considered

inseparable, a* at Adams center where they are perceived as Ikansy and Daddy."

The work identity of aides is thus chiefly determined by the treatment accorded

them by children and by the perception parents have of them. In addition, the

fact that most teachers boheve toward their aides as co-teachers is a vital

contributory factor determining the nature of the aides' work identity.

Aides perceive themselves as "helpers" or "sseistants" to the teachers,

but at least one aides at Hull center, points to the problematic character or

her self - identity: she sees herself as a teacher, and yet she knows she lecke

the full status of teacher, es embodied in title end salary.

At none of our centers did the aides develops sense of collective identity,

as paraprofessionals occupying a unique position in the Dead Start organisation.

No solidarity has been generated among themselves or between them and social

service eider. With one enception (at Adams center), the teacher aide* saw no

point in holding meeting, from which professionals would be excluded; they had

no clearly articulated grievances which could be aired at such meetings, and

they felt that they had too little in common with social service aides to make

such meetings worthwhile.

As concerns the work ethic of aides, all teachers in our sample report

favorably on it. Aide. are described as dependable, responsible, on the whole

punctual, conscientious and committed to their work.

The work relations of the teacher-teacher aide WNW at 011 four centers

can be described as harmonious and egalitarian. Respect, trust and friendship
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are expressions used by both teachers and aides to characterise their relation-

ships. Teachers and aides evaluate their partners in the classroom in positiva,

if not superlative, terms. Aides are mate to feel that they are vital to the

operation of the classroom and are; genes:ally regarded as co-teachers. Their

ideas and suggestions are welcomed ..y most teachdra and incorporated into the

:iaseroom program. A teacher aide may even have her way in introducing an ac-

tivity against the better judcwent of the teacher (Hull center). The egalitar-

ian ethos of work relations is also made manifest in those instances where the

teacher aide sets an example in some area of her competence and the teacher ac-

cepts the aide's leadership (Williams and Adams centers).

Yet, despite the harmony of work relations and the absence of open conflict,

sources of dissension exist at Williams and Jefferson centers, though these re-

main latent due to the absence of full communication or because of the minimiza-

tion of the importance of these sources of dissension.

Thus, at Williams and Jefferson centers, teachers and aides hold disparate

educational perspectives, the teachers all emphasizing the social-emotional de-

velopment of children, whereas the aides stress narrow academic goals. Teachers

and aides are either unaware of these differences or they state that the latter

have no importance: each person has a right to his or her own ideas, each one

can emphasize what he or she wants in the classroom.

In two instances (one at Williams center, one at Jefferson center), the aide

is considered by the teacher to be too directive in guiding children in their ac-

tivities. At Jefferson center, the teacher has, without succese, attempted to

have the aide moderate her directiveness. At Williams center, the ..eacher aide

is docile and occasionally withdraws from the classroom in response to the teach-

er's criticism perhaps because the teacher has not discussed fully with the aide

the need for a balance between too great directiveness and total withdrawal.
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Teachers exprese some reluctance to criticize their sides at Mil and

Jefferson centers, due to fear of hurting their feelings. Thus at Hull center,

one teacher, disapproving of the speech patterns of her aide, especially when

rending a story, could not bring herself to voice her objections until ta aide,

feeling that something was wrong, prodded the teacher to reveal her reservations.

At Jefferson center, one teacher resents her aide's low participation in house-

keeping chores, but she doeo not dare say anything to the aide, who is purported

to be cuperseesitivc to criti.Asm.

In conclusion, the work relations between teachers and aides are on the

whole close and amicable, despite what appear to be to them insignificant dis-

parities in perspectives on early childhood education and despite the absence

of open communication at two centers.

The work relations between SJ and BD at Hull center deviate considerably

from all other instances of work relations between teachers and aides at the

four centers. The teacher does not enthusiastically support the employment of

paraprofessionals to aid in the operation of the classroom. Assignment of teske

to the aide is rigid, limited and often inappropriate. Often the aide has noth-

ing to do because she has been assigned to a corner of the room where nothing is

happening. She is excluded from planning and from setting up the room.

Supervision consists of formal conferences organised by this teacher, rather

than informal consultation. The use of the aide as an intermediary between par-

ents and the teacher or ma having expertise on the community and families is

firmly rejected by the teacher. In contrast to the pattern of identification

prevalent among other teacher aides, this aide felt definitely closer to parents

than to the teacher and believes that paraprofessionals have interests of their

own which could be furthered by meetings among themselves. Also an exception to

the work ethic which characterizes moat other aides, this aide is not punctual
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and is described by the teacher as less than fully committed to the job. Work

relations are marked by the assertion of authority on the part of the teacher

and rebellion by the aide.

Thus, with respect to the limited role the aide plays in the classroom,

highly. :truetured mupervicion, reaction of identification with the teacher,

poor work ethic of the aide and the antagonistic relation() which prevail between

teacher and aide, we have identified a deviant pattern of role relations which,

though prevailing only as a minority patternindeed, a class of one -in the

centers of this sample, may pertain in larger proportions in other Head Start

centers or in elementary grades in public schools, where the employment of

teacher aides may be less fully legitimized than in Head Start.

TIME TWO

The attitudes of teachers toward the employment e paraprofessional aides

remained highly favorable at all centers. One teacher (Williams center) v:nt so

far ss to question the validity of difeorences in responsibility, title and pay

between teachers and teacher aides since she felt that paraprofessionals were

doing the seam kind of work as professionals and some of them were more exper-

ienced than the professionals.

There was no change in the division of labor, which remained egalitarian at

Williams and Hull +centers. Where there was some marginal differentiation of

roled between teachers and teacher aides, at Time Teo we found that this differ-

entiation had become obliterated {Williams center, where an aide was encouraged

to write progress reports on children which she had not been permitted to do at

Time One). One exception to this general pattern occurred at Adams center,

where a teacher aide felt that the new teacher WIMP working with allowed him

less scope for responsibility and less of an opportunity to make decisions then

he had been accustomed to at Time One and that his role had generally contracted.
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At Jeffslaon center Also, one tese.sr relegates most of the housekeeping wow -k --

clenning, (hinting, sweepind--to het nicht, who appears to resent being placed in

the role of a "scrub women."

Supervision remnined informal or non-existent st our centers (except for

one teacher-teacher aide relationship at Jet .erson center, where thi. ketichor

gives clear directives to the aide, Iho is expected to follow hlr recommenda-

tions). Supervision is described as really being "an exchange of ideas" where

teacher and aide loam from each other or as "just like an everyday conversation"

and Will centers).

We can state that at Will center aides have indeed continued to be bridges....

conduits of inftrmation about tomtit.s for teachers - -they also talk to parents

who feel uncomfertable with the teacher and relay parents' questions to the

teacher; tnr. :tee the aide, .Jho is Spanish- speaking, relatee to Spanish-

speaking parents butter than the teacher does; an exception to this general

pattern at Will center is the case of one teacher and one aide, where no bridge

is needed since the teacher it e neighborhood resident and works as a parapro-

fessional htrelif part of the day.

At Williams center, one teacher denied the need for her aide to serve as an

intermediary between parents and herself and the other teacher related how leech

she had learned both about center families and the community from her aide--a

pattern simiter to the one we found at Time One.

At Jefferson center, our information about whether or not tha aide performs

a mediating fosnorion is limited to the relationship between one teacher and her

aida. In this case, the aide indeed shares her knowledge of families and the

community with the teacher, but the teacher has resarvationa about the bridging

role of her aide: it is all right for the aide to transmit concerns of parents

to her but the aide should not interpret children's behavior or the nature of
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the program to parents, because the information might be misleading: here *gain

the teacher restates almost word for word the position she took when interviewed

at Time One.

Work relations have continued amiable and egalitarian in most cases, and

Hwy have Improve(' in some casco. For instance, at Williams center, one teacher

reparts that her educational pecdcave and Oat o2 her aide haw merged, where-

in the aide has come around to the teacher's point of view that it is all right

to have many different projects going on at the same time and that there is

nothing wrong with s noisy classroom. The other teacher pointed out that the

different educational viewpoints held by herself and her aide did not matter in

the least and caused no disagreement because the aide is a person different from

herself and that she has a right to her own view of educationacademically

rather than socio-emotionally oriented--which she is able to implement when she

works with the older children.

At Mull center both teachers and aides report on the harmony of their re-

lationships and the openness of their communication. Aides tell of the fairness

of teachers toward them, the respect in which they are held, the absence of

"put douns" by teachers. In each case, both the teacher and the aide speak in

superlative terms of their relationships. (It should be remembered tiat, at

Time Two, the role occupants were different from what they were at Time One, so

that we can only speak of continuing harmony in work relations with respect to

the center rather than with respect to specific persons.)

At Adams center there had been a replacement of four out of six persons in

the intervening period. The only teacher aide at Time One who continued as

teacher aide at Time Two appeared dissatisfied with his relationship to his new

teacher. He claimed that he felt more of a co-worker with his former teacher,

that he has to accept a smaller role in the classroom and that the teacher
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appeare to be little interested in his idea' or feelings.

Jefferson center presents a mixed picture. One teacher had left and her

aide, now working with a new teacher, does not speak of her relationship to that

teacher in the same glowing terms she had employed at Time One for her former

teacher. Another teacher and aide speak of their relationship as a partner re-

lationship and they appeas to be satisfied with the quality of that relationship.

They hold oimilar educational perspectivesboth emphasizing the overall intel-

lectual, emotional and social development of the child--yet the aide, in the

teacher's eyes, is more concerned with behavior and discipline than she is.

Although the third teacher and her aide appear to have no difficulties relating

to each other, the teacher IA the most authoritarian in our total sample of

centers at Time Two: she btates that she plans the program and expects the aide

to follow her recommendations, she claims that the aide recognizes her as having

the highest authority and that the children are well aware of who .1e teacher is

and who the aide le. At Time Ons this relationship had been described as the

least egalitarian of the three relationships at Jefferson center,
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CHAPTER 8

MILINILSSEL%

Cksart

GS Social Work Director

SK Family Assistant

IY Family Worker

TS Family Worker

Attitudes toward the Employment of Paraprofessionals

At Williams center, the social worker indicates some fear that paraprofes-

sionals may eventually replace professionale: "Head Start may say workers can

do the professional's Job, but nothing substitutes for training and experience.

Workers are good as aides to the social worker." For instance, she thinks that

many tasks can be performed by paraprofessionals, such as collecting information

on families, but that she "must take over where correspondence is concerned with

other professional agencies." She adds that "paraprofessionals make a great

contribution and are here to stay....It's not lowering social work standards,

as long as they are supervised and get some training."

We Allocation

The social worker performs core tasks -- psychological counseling of parents,

work with multi-problem families, development of community resourceswhich she

does not delegate to the social service staff and she is freed from tasks which

she does not consider to be "professional" in naturerecruitment of children

and families, clerical work, accompanying children to the hospital for medical

screening, etc. The roles of family worker and family assietent are not dlffer-

satiated. The family assistant slices the Job of workers," says the administra-

tive director, "whereas she should be supervising." There is a great deal of
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overlap between the roles of family assistant and family workers As the social

worker puts it, "They do the medical program together, home visiting, record

writing,"

The social worker appears to emphasize the casework aspect of her role to

the neglect of group work. As the administrative director puts it, her role

should include working with parents as a group, getting them to participate in

community programs, informing them on public issues. The parents' personal

lives would he affected by their participation in changing institutions as well

as by the individual problem-solving presently carried out by the social worker.

As of the time of interviewing, the administrative director contemplated hiring

a person to deal with the group work and community organization components of

the social work role, heretofore neglected by the social worker.

There appears to be some resentment on the part of social service staff of

the quality of "Jack-of-s11-trades" inherent in the definition of their roles.

As a family worker puts tt: "1 cook, I take over a class, I work where I'm

needed...The job is not clearly defined ....! would like more of a routine Ivery

day, whet's expected of me. There's no dayto-day schedule. You never know

_what you're going to do. Tou get called and something is added..."

leglalAsetion intollerkitole

Social service staff had been given no orientation to their roles by the

social worker or central administrative staff. As one family worker says,

"People are not told enough about what's expected of them." A new family worker

was instructed only by the family assistant or other family worker. At a later

time, the former, in turn, by virtue of her seniority, provided some orientation

to the job for * new family worker. Thus, role induction is carried out through

peer socialization rather than through orientation by professionals.

The administrative director deplores the poor supervision of social service
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staff by the social worker, which she contrasts with the excellent supexvision

of teacher aides by teachers. This she explains, end excuses in part, by point..

in to the scattered premises of the delegate agency, which make it difficult

properly to supervise social service staffs at all centers.

TheTe are no social service staff group conferences And the social worker

states that supervision takes the form of individual conferences, often initiated

by an aide. However, social service staff are reluctant to call the social

worker on the telephone when they think the matter "is not important enough to

bother," so that individual conferences are infrequent. On the whole, social

service staff carry out their activities using their own initiative and with

little consultation with the social worker.

Although the social worker insists that social service staff should get

training, for instance, in record writing and learning how to use and teach

parents to use camunity resources (hospitals, legal services, job training

programs), we have no indication that systematic training is being offered to

staff through regular inservice training conferences. Undoubtedly, acme train-

ing on an individual basis occurs, but it is not systematic group training. The

administrative director indicates that there are many skills which the social

worker could impart to her staff, but that professionals in general ought these

selves to be trained about haw to carry out teamwork and especially how to super-

vise and train paraprofessionals.

As far es extra- mural training of social service staff is concerned, such

as the courses which are offered at New York University, she thinks that staff

cannot apply the newly - learned principles end skills if the professional with

whom they work is not knowledgeable about what they have learned and has not

gone through the training herself. That training at NYU appears to be irrele-

vant to role performance at the center is asserted by a family worker who says:
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"I can't use NYU ideas at the center. Central staff says 11110 is only a school

and you're back at work now." Thus, two suggestions she made about possible

parent activities, which were stimulated by her inservice training, were turned

down by the social worker.

IheParrofessgejletwegagageontA_
A family worker, 1Y, asserts that the professional social worker's methods

"don't work" for this population. The social worker "has been taught in school

a way to do things she lives by it." This family worker, on the other hand,

tell, the social worker that ohs "knows how parents feel and must do things in

a particular way," based on htr feel of what tbi parents are like and her own

knowledge of backgrounds and problems. That lays socialisation may better pre-

pare emit how to relate to a clientele from which they derive, is acknowledged

by the social worker who leaves the ways of relating to parents to the staff's

discretion.

At this center, family worker IY is the best exponent of the bridging func-

tion of paraprofessionals. She thinks of herself as a go-between between parents

and professional staff: Thus, she lets the social worker know why parents fail

to show up for Bootlace, what parents' needs are; and, similarly, she explains

to parents "why teachers do things a certain way," what professional staff can

do for them and help them achieve, what (MM2, the funding agency, expects of

them.

She feels that paraprofessionals can reach parents better than profession-

als: They can find out "the deep part" of parents' feelings and attitudes.

She would like parents to see her, not as a social service side, but as a friend:

She talks to parents "as if learning to be friends," thus inducing parents to

relax and to make personal confidences to her. Thus, TY generalises, contrast-

lag the social worker's behavior with that of social service staff: "Social
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workers are cold....Family staff are closer to parents, warmer." Parents invite

IT to their homes for dinner, but not the social workers "I seem on the same

level with parents. Parents are afraid the social worker is above them."

The social service staff obviously perform a cathartic function for parents,

who can "let off steam" with them and they constitute the :first line of service.

When problems require professional expertise, parents are referred to the social

worker, who can counsel them or act as an advocate with bureaucratic organisa-

tions such as the Department of Social Services and the Housing Authority.

Identification Patterns

Social service staff describe themselves 40 being closer to parents than

to the social worker. One family worker, TS, sees herself not so much as an

assistant to the social worker as helping to run the center with the assistance

of parents. The other family worker, IT, strongly identifies with parents. She

shwa her eupathy for them when she resonates with their 'Upside about coming

to meetings, with their reluctance to be visited too often at home by social

service attff. Thus, she states that she herself does not like meetings, nor

woad she like frequent home visits. In the latter case, she actually reduced

the number of home visits the social work= enreetad 11,r to± **eat thus showing

her identification with parents and her distance from the social worker.

The social worker complains about the "over-identification" of paraprofes-

sionals with wastes Some identification is to be expected and, indeed, is

necessary for an optimal level of relatedness, yet "getting too chummy and too

involved gets in the way of doing their jobs."

Meta of the social service staff members appears to have cultivated an

autonomous pareptofession..1 identity, as evidenced in the lack of enthusiasm

for the organisation of meetings for paraprofessionals only.
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Work Ethip

The social worker at this canter complains of her staff's poor work habits.

They arrive late in the morning, take long lunches, sit Ground doing nothing and

do not follow recommendations. On payday they are permitted to go to the bank

and may be gone all day. Although the center is supposed to phone attendance

to central headquarters, the person calling may "cover up" for late people.

The social worker bewails the 'unstructured situation" where social service

staff, who are given "too much freedom," take advantage. Thus, as the adminis-

trative director says, "Another agency would not be sympathetic" to the problems

which make punctuality difficult and, if Head Start is to be a training ground

for entry into other jobs, it should insist on high standards of work perform

once .

Work Relations BetwertieleSialljaralicsAitu

There appears.al be much resistance on the part of social service staff to

professional authority, although the social worker is not aware of the tensions

in work relations. Thus, she states that she is "not resented" by the social

service staff, that she treats them well and criticises them "kindly and gently."

The family worker., on the other band, avoid contact with her as mach as possible

--they do not call her up if they are unsure of how to proceed, but rather talk

the problem over among themselves or with the family assistant.

One family worker, TS, complains that when the social worker wants some-

thing done (for example, weekly reports on social service staff activities,

medical records on children), she "yells" and "stays on your back until you've

done it for her." This family worker, furthermore, states that there have been

no positive outcomes from her relations with the social worker: "She didn't

teach ma anything; she hasn't shown ma anything." Thia family worker, as the

chronic latecomer, particularly resents the social worker's telephoning the
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center to find out who is late, who is not back from lunch, etc.

Social service staff also resent the felt lack of appreciation for their

work. Par instance, the family workers feel that although they do what they.sen

to involve as many perfume as possible in activities and meeting., still they

cannot satisfy the social worker's demands that still more parents be involved.

As IT puts it: "The worst problem is parent participation. 'Top brass' insists

too much that parents participate, they push too much.." The burden of parent

participation is thus placed by the social worker on the social service staff,

who are not able to produce the desired outcome, and indeed have received little

active support for such efforts. They are also unable to communicate to "our

bosses," through their weekly reports, all the work that they have done during

the week: "You can't explain on a weekly sheet all the time it took to make

telephone calls and escort arrangements."

panther problem which the social worker perceived in the relations between

social service staff end ;assents is the lack of professionalism on the pert of

social service stein. Thus, social service staff is not sufficiently impartial;

ons family worker, TS, who was especially insensitive to the requirements for

impartiality, was finally fired. Furthermore, excess friendliness and over-

identification with some parents was seen by the administrative director as a

problem, particularly at the beginning of employment, when newly-hired staff

must make the "difficult" transition between the role of parent and that of

social service staff member.
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Chart_a_Stabges and Persons

GN Social Work Director

SO* Social Worker

EM Family Assistant

IT Family Worker

At Williams center, a second social worker, SO, had been hired since our

first contacts there. She assists the social work supervisor, GN, by supervis-

ing four centers of the delegate agency and she specializes in housing and wel-

fare problems for all centers.

SO feels that social work paraprofessionals play an invaluable role in Head

Start: "I don't know how we could do without the paraprofessionals, truthfully,

because many times they can communicate much better, and they do, than I would

because they're in and I'm out....They'ra a great asset to the work." At the

same time, she is critical of the paraprofessionals whom she supervises: When

they write records they have a "terrible grammar," they can't spell; they need

a course in English.

She notes that there has been no change in roles for paraprofessionals

over the period of time that she has been with the delegate agency; she is

critical of the overlapping of roles between family assistant and family worker.

The family assistant ZM does not seem to mind this overlap--she tells the family

workers what has to be done, she "tacks along with them and assists them": 'tie

do it all together, we work as a team." She speaks of "guidelines" for the job

which decree that family assistant and family worker should do the same thing

"so they can replace each other." Although roles overlap to a certain extent,

*New.
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the family worker IY still feels that the family assistant is mere of a coordi-

nator and a go-between between central office and the center, whereas she is a

jack-of-all-trades, performing duties which she resents, such as replacing

teachers, the cook, and the custodian, when they are absent.

None of the paraprofessionals had developed a paraprofessional identity by

the time of our second contacts at the center and when attempts were made to

unionise them, the majority of paraprofessionals at all centers administered by

the delegate agency opposed these efforts.

No difficulties are reported in the relationships between the social work

supervisor, CM, and paraprofessional staff or between the social worker, SO, and

paraprofessional staff. Thus, the family assistant EM reports that "t can sit

down and talk to Mrs. N," that GM shows interest in hoc ideas, although CM

usually "gets her own way" in tae end. GM also taught her bow to write quarter-

ly reports and has talked to her about furthering her own eduCation. The rela-

tionship between the family worker IY is similarly characterised. IY reports

that GM encourages her ideas and pushes her to continue her education.

IY sums up what she feels is the general tenor of relationships between

professionals and paraprofessionals at the delegate agency: "there is not in

the center/ that feeling of the professional and the paraprofessional. We all

feel like one big happy family. There is the closeness. We can go to Mrs. Q

the administrative director./ and feel we're talking to a friend."

As at other centers, the social work supervisor CM and the social worker

SO criticise the lack of "professionalism" among paraprofessional social service

staff. When a paraprofessional established too close a relationship to parents

--for example, when EM related personal confidences to parents--she was criti-

cised by the social work supervisor GN. SO states that personal feelings coma

out in paraprofessionals. work with parents, that they may not like some parents
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and show it, whereas a professional would smother these feelings, that parapro-

fessionals don't know how to cope with what is a "work-friendship" relationship.

SO feels that a proper relationship for paraprofessionals to have with clients

is the "detached involvement" which professionals achieve through training. On

the other bend, she cestigatsi# professionals for often not having feelings for

clients" which paraprofessionals obviously have In the end, she suggests that

both professionals and paraprofessional* could benefit from "sensitivity train-

ing."

The problem of confidentiality in record keeping looms large at Williams

center. Thus, IT says that she doss not put in records the kinds of entries

'hat are toe personal, in case she leaves. She ;: =mss that parents have confi-

dence in her, and not necessarily in the next worker.
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CHAPTER 9

11114.0103111
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SD Social Worker

WI Family Assistant

WC Family Worker

00 Family Worker

hitutadif twrLtialmelszeusALliragelsigignals.
It is obvious that in social work the professional could not service the

bulk of the clientele without the help of paraprofessionals. They relieve the

social worker from performing a number of crucial, often routine tasksrecruit-

ment, accompanying children for medical screening to clinic., filling out re-

cords, etc.for which formal academic credentials are not necessary.

Nevertheless, while social workers require aides to help perform the work,

the attitudes of social workers and center directors to the employment of para-

professionals have been less than enthusiastic because the letter's work ethic,

their general functioning, and their attitudes toward, and work relations with

the social workers have all left something to be desired.

Aloe, paraprofessionals in the social work area have been conceived of as

interclass communicators, who can transmit values and information across the

"Sep" between the middle-class institution and professionals, on the one band,

and the clientele, on the other, and who can bring these two classes of persons

into closse communication with one another. Thus, the center director at NO11

speaks of using paraprofessionals to transmit neighborhood values to the pro-

gram which you have to work with or work areund....Paraprofessionals may be a
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bridge as to where and how one can move one way or soother." "foot." she adds.

"this hasn't happened enough." Also, the social worker disclaims that a well-

working bridging function has been put into operation; rather, she states that

paraprofessionals Pkindermine" relations between the parents and herself.

Furthermore, the social worker at this center claims that her role lacks

clear definition - -she is not sure whether she functions as a staff member who

supervises social service staff or who acts as consultant to them - -and she

has heard rumors from Head Start circles that the social worker ought to func-

tion as a consultant to the family assistant who would supervise the family

workers. Netertheless, she is sure that the program: could not be enacted with-

out a strong dose of social work expertise, that the staff cannot function as

substitute social workers and that, unfortunately, Head Start has become the

paraprofessionals' program, in which it is the professional who feels out of

place and not part of the Heed Start enterprise.

Role Allocetbmi

The allocation of functions among social service personnel is highly dif-

ferentiated. The social worker allocates to herself the following teaks: psy-

chological counseling of parents, work with multi- problem families involving

contacts with a variety of social agencies, development of community resources,

and supervision and training of social service staff. She does not delegate the

above core tasks and, on the other hand, through the use of paraprofessionals

she is freed from taslcs which she doss not consider "professional" in nature,

such as recruitment of children and families to the center, clerical work, ac-

companying children to the hospital for medical screening, etc.

The paraprofessional social service staff at this center includes a family

assistant and two family workers. The components of their roles are the follow-
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1. Recruitment of children and parcnts to the program.

2. Sustaining participation of members in the program.

3. Enhancing health aud welfare status of participants.

4. Setting up an environment for social interaction en the part of parents:

buying supplies, making coffee, "setting up" the family room.

S. Organizing parent groups in tho center (acting as guides or advisors to

groups of Parents who form he policy-making machinery at the center and engage

in recreational activitins).

6. Enhancing parent-teacher communication.

7. Making referrals to the social worker when they encounter psychological,

marital, etc., prehlens in parents.

8. Miscellaneous (babysitting, filling in gaps in personnel).

While the family assistant role is, according to guidelines, differentiated

somewhat from that of family workers- -she is to supervise the workers and to cats

an active role in recruiting the parents for social activities and the governance

of the center--the family aasistant has reinterpreted her role to her own setts-

factionand it appears to be indistinguishable from that of the family workers.

Thus the director of the center and the social worker have defined the role

of family assistant according to the guidelines es "supervisior. and "group

work," but the assistant refuses to supervise because she does not want to lanes"

snybody and she is interested primarily in working directly with families and

giving them services rather than in engaging in such 'mundane" tasks as sending

off notices of meetings and incorporating parents into the structure of the

center.

We note here two facts: (I) the refusal to perform taskA allocated to her

rank: and (2) the idiosyncratic reinterpretation of her role. Since she is func-

tioning in a role similar to that of family workers rather than in the role
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envisaged by the director and social worker for someone in her position who also

&WAS a higher salary than the family workers, it is not surprising that the two

workers perceive her as like them in role behavior though unfairly more highly

rewarded by virtae of her title.

That the distinction between family assistant and family workers in both

titles and salaries is not matched by a corresponding distinction in roles is

true also of Williams and of a center which was part of ar; earlier study (Pro-

gress Report, Studies of the Social Organisation of Read Start, Document 2.

Washington, D.C.: 0E0, 1967). This discrepancy is resented by family workers

in all these centers and alluded to apologetically by the professional staff

(center director, social worker).

The idiosyncratic interpretation of role is not limited only to the family

assistant. One of the two family workers, RC, has also redefined her role in

the direction of "group work" with Parents and away free the giving of services

to individual parents. She likes to organise parents around issues - -like the

improvement of public schools--to get them involved it their children's educa-

tion and to teach them leadership skills which can bo used once they have sever-

ed their relationship with Read Start. She believes that not all parents have

personal problems (welfare, housing, health) which must be attended to by social

service staff and, as to those who do, she procrastinates and is only too happy

to have these problems taken over, by her default, by the other family worker,

the family assistant or the social Iforker.

Only one person, family worker 00, functions in accordance with the full

panoply of her job tasks, for even the social worker (by training and by incline

ation a caseworker) prefers to devote much of her time to counseling of parents

and neglects the group-work function of her supervisory role. Thus the social

service staff refer parents with difficult psychological problems to her but do
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not look to her for help with problems having to do with the recruitment end

participation of parents in group programs about which she hem no more expertise

than the social service staff.

To conclude our presentation of the division of labor, we reiterate four

themes: (1) high differentiation of roles between social worker end social ser-

vice staff; (2) low differentiation of roles between family assistant and family

workers; (3) resistance to assuming the full complement of tasks required by a

given role and idiosyncratic redefinition of roles; and (4) conflict between two

fundamental fields of practice in social work: casework and group work.

kostalizaonleto Work gait

Singe the social worker came to the Job after the social service staff had

been hired, she was unable to orient them when they were hired. Very little

orientation appears to have been given by the previous social worker. One

family worker, EC, remarks that when she asked the center director for assistance

in defining her role, the director quipped: "Do I really have to tell you!"

(This family worker had been the Policy Advisory Committee Cheirman for some

time end had, presumably in tea director's eyes, acquired some knowledge of

family workers' activities through contact with the staff.)

This family worker, rather than the social worker or director, was instru-

mental in orienting a new family worker, 0O, who said to us: "I didn't know

what to do when I was new on the job," and who thought that she was being hired

as a babysitter for the parents. She complained that the job was never explained

to her or a job description posted so that parents would know "who I was."

When we interviewed her, the social worker was working on a "guidebook"

which would explain recruitment, record keeping, medical forms, etc., which she

would expect the family assistant to apply in her orientation of new workers

(two vacancies were imminent when one worker was promoted to family assistant
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and the other worker quit her job).

The social worker at Hull would like to have supervision from, or at least

consultation with, a more experienced professional in her field. She cannot ob-

tain supervision from the center director, who is an educator. She does consult

occasionally with a long-time social worker in the counseling section of the

delegate agency, but this has not become a stable consulting arrangement. She

thus feels isolated, complaining that she "cannot communicate with anyone social

work-wise."

With respect to supervision of the social service staff, the social worker

holds weekly meetings in which the activities of the previous week are, reviewed

and decisions made as to "how but to help families." Unlike the teaching sit-
.

uation, where work processes are observablethat le, teachers introduce ways

of communicating with and guiding a child which are visible to the aide and

which he or she can follow, and the aide's actual performance is visible to

the teacher who can thus better supervise hare- neither the social worker nor the

social service aides are visible to one another while working with parents.

Thus, supervision is at a remove from the actual work process and is carried out

purely verbally.

Also there seems to ba some confusion about who should do the supervising.

The social worker refers family workers to the family assistant to obtain help,

but the family assistant is reluctant to supervise and the family workers prefer

to bypass the family assistant and to go to the social worker because she is

"trained" and 'wore knowledgeable."

One family worker, OG, feels that sha does not really get supervised by

anybody: No one follows up on what she does and she expresses a preference for

an individual conference with the social worker as a supervisory mechanism.

The other family worker, HC, states that she "hasn't learned such from other
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people...it's just sort of feeling your way along, learning u you go along,

more or less."

Inservice training meetings are held once a week by the social worker for

the social service staff. The social worker his tried various techniques aimed

at improving the staff's performance: role playing, reading books and articles

to be discussed at the inservice training session, loving one of the staff take

over the role of running the session. The role playing "didn't work out," the

staff did not do the required reading, it is too early for the social worker to

judge the effectiveness of Lee last technique.

The social worker thinks that, becauae of the resistance of staff to the

social work principles she tries to inculcate and their uneasy relationship to

her, inservice training should be given outside the center "in a classroom, lab

kind of way." The social worker states that she is not able to give staff what

they wart or need because neither she nor they are sure of what they vent or

need to function effectively. (Note that this was expressed by the social work-

er after she had been six months on the job! The difficulties in the relatioa-

ship between social worker and social service aides, to be made explicit below-

see pp. 141-142. revolve around cultural value differences.)

yaw Bocieliaatton vs. Professional Socialleationt or "amerience"-vs.

mile
The social service paraprofessional, seem intent upon asserting the super-

iority of their common sense and practical lay experience over the professional's

"book learning." One of the family workers, MC, emphasises her experience in

raising a family: 'You can't knockdown a mother's experience with four children

....Nobody trained a parent to be a parent, yet it's still a profession." Com-

paring herself to the social worker with whom she worked prior to the present

one, she claims that that social worker should never have been hired because she
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had no children and was an older woman. Being a mother herself, Me "Can under-

stand parents' problems." The professional might have book learning, but "When

it comes to practical things," the paraprofessional knows batter.

The, family assistant also asserts that social workers go by the book, and

that they should spend more ties with people, and should use common sense.

TUrthermors, they make an iseppropriate use pf the professional vocabulsrys

"Professionals use big words, they don't talk plain English." For her also,

practical experience is just as important as academic training.

Nevertheless, some reservations about the suipariority of pragmatic exper-

ience to professional training is expressed by RC when she admits that, though

she has lived in the community for many years, knows everybody and is aware of

people's problems, the professional has a trained capacity to put things in a

perspective which is unavailable to her: "The director of the center is trained

to be aware of certain things that even though I live in the community I might

not see."

The Paraprofessional as a Brides between Professionals and Parents

The most important bridging function performed by the. social service staff

is to draw parents to the center. Thus, the family assistant is praised by the

director of the delegate agency for bringing the Spanish community to the egency

and the Heed Start center: "You have been like a bridge..." This recruitment

function is facilitated by the attempt to match the social attributes of the

social service staff member with those of parents. Thus, the older Puerto Rican

family assistant is largely assigned to the older Puerto Rican woman; the black

family worker works mainly with black parents, and the younger Puerto Rican

family worker work(' mainly with the younger Puerto Riess parents.

Because the social service staff have lived in the neighborhood for many

years and know many of the parents "from way back," parents approach them more
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easily then they do the professionals. If a parent is unhappy about an aspect

of her child's development or resents something the teacher does, she may ap-

proach a family worker, who then arranges a conference between the parent and

the teacher. As family worker 00 puts it, "1 maintain liaison between the

teacher and the parent. I am the middle person who brings them together if the

parent is shy." The other family worker, HC, also puts great emphasis on her

linking function between teachers and parents, and social worker and meats,

to the extent that she thinks of this role as all-encompassing, to the detriment

of other social service functions which have no bridging component.

The bridging role of social service staff is felt to be eapecielly impor-

tent because parents are reluctant to talk directly to professionals, since the

letter are "outside persons" and the parents do not know them, end the eoctal

service staff have the interpersonal skills to relate to parents in their own

language and in a manner which appears to the parents to be trustworthy. Thus,

the family assistant points out that when she talks to parents she Idoeen't act

like a worker but like a friend or neighbor": "1 talk casually and'suggest

thins. I don't act cold or businesslike. You can find out a lot that way."

Then she can relate to the teacher the information she has gathered about cir-

cumstances in the family which may be pertinent to understanding a child's be-

havior.

'away worker HC contrasts her own behavior with that of the social worker:

"The social worker relates less well to parent, than workers. It's more of a

business for her...Family workers feel their way along. They live with people

and know them as neighbors and friends. They relate to them on a neighborly or

friendship basis." She adds, stressing the ambiguity inherent in her role, that:

Vslily staff know that they have a job to do. business, but then again

it's not as set up a thing as the social work."
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Though emphasizing the social worker's outsider status, her "ignorance"

about the families recruited to the center, her tendency to "apply the book all

the way" and the parents' reInctence to approach her, the social service staff

refer parents to the social worker for counseling purposes--an endeavor which

they realise they are not competent to carry out. But this kind of referral,

particularly on the pert of the family assistant, is half- hearted according to

the social worker, who states unambiguously that the family assistant, by her

protectiveness of the parents, "undermines relations between me and the parents."

The social worker qualifies her remark that social service staff do not act

as a bridge between herself and the parents by stating that she has gotten some

knowledge from social service staff about culture patterns and values of parents

from different ethnic groups as well as knowledge about the community.

jdentification Pattern,

Social service staff, in contrast with teaching staff, identify more closely

with parents than they do with other staff members, especially the social worker.

Thus, the family worker NC claims that parents see her more as a parent like

themselves because she has young children, and interests and problems similar

to theirs. In her estimation, parents see her as a parent-activity worker- -

concerned with stimulating parent interaction and organisation -- rather than as

an assistant social worker closely allied and working with the social worker.

She, on the other hand, teals closest to parents because she is a parent and

can have conversations with them about her family.

The family assistant reports that parents see her as a neighbor, rather

than as a staff member, asking for assistance from her in such matters as writ-

ing a letter or filling out an application for project housing. They also con-

fide in her "things they don't tell anybody." Although the family assistant

thinks of herself es an assistant social worker (she has done casework in her
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earlier years under the supervision of a social worker), she nevertheless feels

closer to parents than to the social worker. It should also be noted that when

conflicts arise between the expectations of the social worker and those of par

ants, the family assistent is likely to ally herself with the parents.

Family worker OG appears to be in some ways an exception to the above pat-

tern. Summing up her position she says: "/ am still seeking my identity."

Parents see her as a parent like themselves, they feel at ease with her and she

feels closer to the parents than to other staff members. Nevertheless, she

vents to be seen as a staff member: "You have to bend with the parent. If

you're too polite the parent feels uncomforteble. But you shouldn't bend too

much because it breaks the relationship. Then she's not looking to you as a

steff person, as an authority. She's looking to you as an ordinary friend and

this is the way she'll treat you. I don't think that should be, because you

lose something in the relationship."

In her interaction with parents, OG makes it clear that she is also a par-

ent so that there will be a clear basis for understanding parents' problems with

their children, but she feels that she also needs a separate identity as a staff

member "so that parents have more confidence": 10 parents think of family

staff not as part of staff but ss regular parents. This is good to find out

grievances, but to help them you have to establish what you are, identity your-

self as a family worker." While desirous of an identity other than that of par

ant, nevertheless she does not sea herself as a social worker because she claims

not to be qualified enough to Live by such a role perception.'

L. This family worker, who had the strongest need of any on the social service
staff for an autonomous identity as a paraprofessional and a parallel rejection
of a parent identity, is also the only person presently enrolled in college and
planning for a social work career.
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Since 00 appears as the only oue among the social service staff to get

along quite well with the social worker, it is perhaps not surprising that she

feels that meetings between paraprofessionals from which professionals are ex-

cluded would serve no useful purpose: "I don't think meetings of paraprofession-

als would accomplish anything. The social worker is needed."

The family assistant, on the other hand, whose relations with the social

worker are tense, claims that meetings between social service aides and teacher

aides would be worthwhile because paraprofessionals could express their resent-

ment of professionals. Here the assistant is not so much setting forth claims

for the validity of solidarity and self-consciousness among workers sharing a

similar position, but rather seeing the values of such intercourse for express-

ing personal feelings about the professionals.

Work Ethic

In contradistinction to the work ethic characterizing teacher aides, the

social service staff allegedly come late to work, are not dependable, sit around

talking when they should be making home visits or writing reports, do not follow

recommendations, do not like to attend staff meetings, and in general do not use

time efficiently. They are also said by the social worker to be "not motivated,"

"not committed," and having "little sense of responsibility." One family worker,

for instance, failed to show up for work for one week out of anger, according

to the social worker, when she was not promoted to the position of family assiw.

taut.

The center director ascribes these problems to lack of supervision stemming

from turnover of social workers and the part-time nature of their work at the

center.

Work Relations Between Social Worker end Social Service Staff

In contrast to the work relations among teaching staff, the work relations

between the social we:Mr and social service staff appear to be tense and
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conflictful and characterized particularly by avoidance of, or resistance to,

professional authority.

After a year at the center, the social worker is dejected and dispirited.

She feels that the job descriptions she had formulated were not being used as

guides to role behavior by social service staff; that the records they wrote

were made up of short entries instead of full descriptions of what had trans-

pired between staff and parents; and that over-identification of one family

worker with some families precluded adequate servicing of those families' needs.

The social worker sums up her disappointment over the performance of social

service staff by stating that all along there had been resistance to her train-

ing efforts. While formally acknowledging her professional expertise -- social

service steff eska for her opinions and advice--they do not implement her recomm

mendation$: 'Outwardly I have all the answers; underneath it's not true." After

many month* on the job she says: still at the point of trying to establish

a good, trusting working relationship with two-way exchange."

What are some of the sources of strain in the relations between social

worker end social service staff? We may classify them into three categories:

status incongruence.; differing expectations about role behavior; and vela.

conflicts.

Status Inconeruences. There are several status incongruence. between social

worker and social service staff on the dimensions of age, residence and length

of time of employment. Thus, the social worker is younger than social service

staff; she is an outsider to the community, whereas they are.long-time residents;

finally, they have seniority over her having been employed at the center long

before the social worker was hired. These are all reasons why the social worker

is less than fully accepted by social service staff.
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Rigferine_fgeectationsapptIole pehaylkt. The social worker has set up

guideliess for role behavior by staff to which no heed is paid, esch person bov-

ine interpreted her role idiosyncratically and thus functioning the way she wets

to (see above, Role Allocation).

Value Conflicts. A principal source of strain is the'conflict between

social worker and social service staff over the appropriate perspective- -lay or

professionalwithin which to view parents' problems and to service parents.

Thus, the social worker, despite her bast efforts, has found the staff Intrecep-

tive to social work ideas

1. They "do things" for parents, instead of acting in the role of enablers.

2. They do not respect parents' rights to make decisions for themselves,

but rather want to force particular courses of action on them.

3. They evidence inadequate self-management of feelings and attitudes:

a. They are partial to some parents instead of treating all equally;

b. They are ovolrfriendly, not knowing the difference between a "profes-

sional" and a friendship relationship;

c. In some cases, they are overjudgmental with respect to parents' atti-

tudes and behavior.

4. They reject psychological causation: The psychological cause -and- effect

relationship is foreign to them: Thus, they refuse to explore parents' feelings

and also their own feelings when helping parents with their problems.

S. They do not respect the existing structure within which helping rela-

tionships can be developed: For example, they want to help everybody, including

non-members of the Mead Start community.

6. They overdo one aspect of the professional ethic -- confidentiality -to

the point where the social worker "doesn't know what's happening."

Although the social worker hos tried to inculcate social work principles
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and attitudes in staff, her efforts have been to no avail. Thus, she attempted

to explore a family worker's feelings about not wanting to become involved in a

family's problems because she over-identified with them. The family worker used

joking as a defense in the interchange and thus did not permit a mutual probing

of feelings and attitudes. The social worker also tried a variety of techniques

-role playing, giving reading assignments in social wcrk materials, etc., to

induce staff to adopt a more professional perspective. In all these efforts

she was unsuccessful.

£t

Chart of Statuses and Persons

BD Social Worker

OC Family Assistant

NN* Family Worker

TO* Family Worker

At the time of our second period of field work at Hull, the family assts..

tent, NI, and one of the two family workers, MC, had left; the other family

worker, OC, had been promoted to family assistant and two new family workers,

titi and /0, had been hired. The social worker was also to leave soon.

As concerns division of labor, the social worker was chiefly responsible

for agency contacts: Department of Social Services, Catholic Charities, Rousing

Authority, hospitals and clinics. She was responsible for getting people an

welfare, getting emergency welters relief, securing homemaker services, etc.

The family assistant also took some responsibility for agency contacts. The

social worker also ran social service staff meetings and discussion groups for

parenta.

*New.
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Each family worker was responsible for classroom committee meetings, at

which they kept minutes, MN for the morning classes and TO for afternoon classes,

they both did home visits to inquire about children's absence from the center

an3 to discues how the children were doing in school and they wrote reports on

the visits; they babysat for children whose mothers were attending Policy Advis

ory Committee meetings or had emergency business to attend to. TO was also the

medical side, that is, she accompanied parents and children to a clinic for

medical screening of the children, persuaded parents on the need for these ex-

aminations and explained doctors' procedures to them. The family assistant was

responsible for Policy Advisory Committee meetings. Occasionally a family worker

acted ae an advocate in court, for example, she would accompany s parent and

speak for her in a case where the woman was cueing her husband for non-support.

Bare, as at other centerw, babysitting was resented, since parents often

tried to overstep their rights to the babysitting service by claiming it in

cases where there was no emergency, clinic or welfare center appointment, but

rather when they wanted to do some shopping or go to the beauty parlor.

The division of Labor between family assistant and family workers waa not

as clearcut as the social worker would have Liked it to be. Thus roles over-

lapped somewhat as the social worker BD noted when she said that the family as-

sistant OG performed tasks that the family workers should do (such as helping

them With minutes of meetings and record keeping).

Orientation, when they first came on the job, apparently was a sketchy

affair for the family workers--not enough time mes spent by the social worker

end the center director in explaining all elements of their role and, at the

time of our interviews with her, TO was still confused about her responsibilities

es a medical aide.

A major focus of supervision on the part of the social worker and busily
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activity, concerned about their performance with respect to spelling and grammar,

end they appreciated the help given by the family assistant and social worker.

U the social worker pointed out, however, there was no true case recording in

detail, 'mere I could talk about how they are using themselves in working with

families, problems families have....I just do 'practical working with staff':

did this family get to the hospital, etc." Thus she stated that no case material

existed which the staff could discuss, that there was no organised approach to

helping a family through continuing contacts and that staff helps families only

in crisis situations.

Weekly conferences of the social service staff were held in which the social

worker attempted to have staff "role-play" various situations, such as a home

visit, so that the "proper" approach to parents would be employed. When BD

wished to hold individual conferences with each staff member as a form of super-

vision, they were resentful, preferring the joint conference, and individual

conferences were dropped.

The social worker felt that the family assistant did not know how to super-

vise the family workers: she wielded authority in a way threatening particularly

to NN, who had many personal problems for which the family assistant halt no

sympathy. Thus, the social worker BD felt that OG should "soften" her approach

to people and be more concerned about the problems which affect the performance

of b' supervisees. The family assistant, OG, appeared reluctant to supervise

family workers. She said: "It's not in me to supervise a person. I can tell

them what has to be done and...if they don't do it then, you know, I can't do

anything more." Since she was younger than the family workers she stated that

it is not easy for them to take orders from her.

At any rate, BD stated that the lines of authority were unclear: family
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workers were supervised by the family assistant OG, by herself, and also by the

center director. Family workers in this situation tended to reject both the

family assistant's and the social worker's authority and to listen only to the

center director, who has "absolute authority."

The two family workers reported that parents usually appr-Ached them with

their problems, rather than going directly to the social worker. TAUS TO said

that she talked casually with parents "on a friendly baste," which encourages

them "to be more confident with you so that they then tell you things they

wouldn't if you weren't on a more friendlier basis." She thought that Puerto

Rican parents in particular may be "a little afraid of being very confident"

with the social worker but that with the family insistent who was Spanishspeak-

fog "they feel more confident because she speaks their language." Once a parent

had approached a family worker with a problem, that worker usually went to the

social worker for help on how to alleviate the problem.

The social worker BD, on the other hand, asserted that there was no gap to

be bridged by paraprofessional social service staff between parents and herself:

she saw herself as relating well to parents and claimed that what she learned

about Puerto Rican culture was from the parents themselves rather than from

paraprofessionals. Yet, that SD had learned something from the paraprofessionals

is undeniable, ae in the instance where the family assistant "filled in the

social worker on what she didn't know, for example, how to make applications to

the Housing Authority."

Of the two family wrkers one NN, was unsure of how the parents saw her

and had no clear sense of her identity, stating only that she did not want to

be thought of as a social worker: "1 juit don't like the term...the name of it,

the sound of it." The other family worker, TO, related that parents perceived

her as a family worker, not ae a social worker, and this is how she liked it.
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In her opinion, if she were Arceived as a social worker, parents would be more

formal; furthermore, social workers think they are superior to clients and TO

does not feel that way in the least. Basically TO would like parents to see her

as a friend rather than a worker and to show her "the aims trust that they would

show their friends." Neither of the family workers had developed a clear sense

of identity as a paraprofessional: they felt that the solution of problems at

the center demanded the full cooperation of professionals and paraprofessionals

and they rejected the possibility of the pareprofesaionale meeting among thew

selves to air their grievances.

As concerns the observance of a work ethic, the social worker stated that

one of the family workers, NN, 'tae out a lot" and usually leaves the center

early, and that the other family worker, TO, had her child with her and had to

look after him. Both workers "sit around a lot" and are more interested in the

financial benefits of their work than in doing the job. In contrast to the

family assistant, who is oriented toward personal growth and mobility, the

family workers "don't see the jcb as developing themselves and moving up." NN

in particular has not been helped by the job: she still has "poor feelings about

herself."

As far as relationships between the social worker and family staff are

concerned, one family worker, TO, was loath to express any opinions because she

interacted very little with the social worker and claimed that she had only had

infrequent experience with social workers in general and thus could not judge

whether BD was doing a good job at the center or training paraprofessional staff

adequately. She spoke in negative stereotypes about social workers as of the

time she was growing up: they were "snobby and snooty"; 'Social worker was a

dirty word...they just had no feelings, they were cold-blooded." Her outlook

on social workers became more positive later on in her life as she met rePraamt-
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motives of the profession who seemed to care about her. At the time of our

interviews with her she felt that sociat workers were needed in Head Start

"because Head Start families are at the poverty level. Some can't speak English

and can barely write their name. These are the people that really need the

social worker."

The other family worker, NN, stated that the social worker BD was really

different from the stereotype she held of social workers in general. BD tried

to "put herself" in the position of clients, in contrast to other social workers

who "put themselves into the position where they're better, than anybody else."

Speaking as of the time when BD had just resigned, NN said: "She'll really go

on and be great."

The family assistant, OG, appeared to have a clone and positive relationship

with BD. The latter encouraged OG's ideas on how to help parents when OG con-

sulted her about the next step to take in helping a family. OG also transmitted

to BD her knowledge about the ins and outs of New York City agencies since BD

came to the center from another city.

The social worker herself, interviewed just before she resigned her posi-

tion at the center, was deeply unhappy over her relationship with peraprofession.

al staffboth those employed at the time of our first contacts and those at the

center during our second contacts there. (She excepts, however, the family

assistant OG from the generalizations that fo'otow.) She had contemplated leav-

ing the center already a year earlier and had stayed out of guilt that sha might

be ,:ontributing further to the already high social worker turnover which charac-

terized the center before she started working there.. She summarized her frustre-

tion: "I haven't felt particularly gratified about my work with family service

staff. It's just been a real drag for me." She 'Wed that her impact on the

program had been minimal, that the staff was at the same level as when she first
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started working with them, that they felt uncomfortable when she called a meeting

"to talk about 'social worky' things," that her role-playing sessions had not

worked out, that family workora didn't follow her directions and that she had

completely given up on supervision, which is why she vas leaving the center.

Thus, the aim which the social worker ought to have in Head Start, accord-

ing to her lights, was not realised: 'tty understanding has always been that the

social worker, her goal is to work herself out of a job and that when she leaves

...paraprofessional people there should be able to give some counseling service

to families and refer when they are not able to do it."

It is also possible that her unhappiness with the situation IA the center

may Partly have stemmed from the absence of a professional social work reference

group. As the center director pointed out: '"Social work somehow requires- -

involves direct supervision and fitting into a pattern. Social workers are

unhappy if they arenti: getting this. "k

*It should be noted, however, that the delegate agency which sponsors the
center has a social work counseling service. ghy the social worker at the
center made little or no use of it for consultation purposes is unclear, al-
though it could be surmised that the utilization of this resource might have
reflected negatively on her feelings of adequacy.
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CHAPTER '0

ADAMS MIZE

MESHUMlliiNEUSEEME.

NT Social Worker

VR Family Assistant

FD Family Assistant

TU Family Worker

GI Family Worker

At Adams the social worker expounded in great detail on her practices for

recruiting paraprofessionals. In recruiting persons for paraprofessional posi-

tions only parents of children attending the center are considered, though none

of them might be fully qualified. As the social worker explains, the Personnel

Practices Committee felt that they should not go beyond the Head Start parent

group to fill positions: "The job is for parents....Hake the best of it."

In filling staff positions, the social worker bee excluded such considera-

tions as age and ethnic background. She claims that "people are judged as human

beings." Thus she lists the following as ideal qualifications for the position

of family assistant: experience in working with groups and individuals; sensi-

tivity to individual needs; ability to keep a group 'moving "; ability to make

people feel comfortable, to help them speak up and decide what they want to do

to improve their situation; spontaneity, ability to express emotions; eagerness

to learn; commitment to welfare rights; sympathy to problems of the poor.

For the position of family worker she emphasises: ability to listen and

understand people, enthusiasm for the program, good mental health. Thus she

has persuaded the Personnel Practices Committee, when hiring, to exclude from
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consideration persons who are manifestly "ngocentric" or "paranoid."

Nonetheless, she does sot think that it is possible to recruit persons who

nobody all the ideal qualifications, particularly as concerns the position of

family assistant. She also undercuts her own ideal recruitment criteria by

balancing the qualifications of candidates for a position with their "needs."

Thus, jobs are given to persons `who need it most and can't gat a job elsewhere

over someone with more experience who can gat another job." Aldo the position

of family aesistant, when vacant, is given to a family worker in preference to

another candidate "so that there's some career," whether or not the family

worker's performance has been satisfactory.

Thus, when the position of family asstatent became vacant, the social

worker felt that none of the applicants could do the job by herself. The posi-

tion was split and two part-tike family assistants were hired, both to create

work for two people instead of one and ..n the hope that the two assistants would

complement each other and perform the work more satisfactorily.

Tice social worker thinks that she made a big mistake in promoting one

family worker to one of the two family assistant positions. She had over

the family assistant's capacities: the latter's horizons were narrow, she

had no patience in working with families, she tme almost illiterate, she could

not use the position as a pre-social worker training job and was not interested

in pursuing a social work career. The social worker thinks, in retrospect, that

she had overidentified with this person and wanted her to be successful to such

degree that she had conveniently overlooked her liabilities. She now wants to

dismiss her, but feels constrained: "You never fire anybody from a program like

this. It would be a political mistake. Some people on staff gave ample cause

to be fired."
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Mettudqs toward the Employment of ParaUdessionalt

The social worker appears doubtful about the value of paraprofessionals for

the Head Start program, though she is well aware of the meaning that work in the

center holds for paraprofessionals' lives. Thus she says: "1 don't know whether

the employment of paraprofessionals is helpful to the program; it is helpful to

the paraprofessionals...This is a marvelous job for low-income woman with little

education and no job skills to find out what she'd like to do....It's an entry

level job..."

She perceives their usefulness in terms of running errands, doing escort

service and setting up coffee and lunch, but otherwise Ily bias is I think I can

do it. Sometimes its easier to do it yourself." This type of denigrating cos-

orison between her own role performance and that of paraprofessional staff came

up repeatedly in our interviews with her and we shall describe it in greater de-

tail in later sections on role allocation and work relations. The condescension

evidenced by the social corker does not appear, however, to have been communicat-

ed to the staff.

pile Allocation

When speaking in ideal terms about what her role should be, the social

worker claims that she wants to be %ore of a teacher than a practitioner, ex-

cept for serious personal problems of parents that require professional help."

She state. that her work should be to train paraprofessionals and aupervise

group work with parents, with some casework and referrals in connection with

parents who have psychological problems.

However, as we shall see below, her training endeavors appear to be minimal

and she is engaged such of the time in attending to administrative details. She

also does the proofreading of the center's weekly newsletter. Aar one clearly

professional social work activity is to hold family-lifa discussions with parents
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end paraprofessionals. She also "goes around letting parents know I'm interested

in what they're doing, such as sewing and woodwork, because paraprofessionals ere

also parents and they are so involved in themselves that they don't have much

interest to give."

As far as the family assistants are concerned, one takes responsibility for

the Policy Advisory Committee and claasroom committee meetings, as well as meet-

ings of the Personnel Practices, Grievance, and Finance committees. She is the

liaison person between the center and the community: thus she accompanies the

Policy Advisory Committee chairman to Head Start meetings and Check,. that minute*

of meetings gat done. The other family assietcnt works with parent clubs, such

as knitting and sewing, does home visiting of ill parents, checks attendance in

classrooms, makes visits to ascertain the reasons for children's absence, and is

responsible for forming a club of parents who are alumnae of the center.

The two family workers take care of housekeeping, run errands, and act as

hosteasas in the parent room. They "set up" the parent room, shop for milk and

cake, make coffee and lunch for parents and spend much of their time with parents

in the parent room. Each family worker is responsible for a parent club, one

for the gra class, the other for a cooking group. They may also escort children

to and from the center and accompany mothers to clinics.

Escorting is very much resented by all paraprofesaional staff members. The

family assistant, FD, feels that she is being taken advantage of because escort»

ing is not a "learning experience" and "I couldn't get another job on that basis."

Nonetheless, ahe complies with the expectations of the social worker who "doesn't

think it's a waste of time." The family worker, TU, also feels that "it gets to

be a drag picking up children when it'a cold. But / can't complain because I

was told about this when I got the job." The other family worker, GI, also

claims that escorting is the least satisfying part of her job and that the
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service is often unnecessary because there is no emergency. She feels exploited

by the mother for whom she performs this service and by the social worker who

allocates the responsibility to her.

The social worker is aware that only a small number of parents from the

entire parent body come regularly to the parent room and to various parent clubs

and she feels that family workers should be responsible for reaching hard-to-

reach parents, but confesses that she does not know how to train them for this

out-reach effort.

The family workers are enjoined by the social worker to make friends with

parents, to make them feel comfortable about coming to the parent room, to get

them to talk about emotional problems: 'All the parents want is sympathy: they

tell their story over and over again. If they talked to me 1 would work on the

problem. But the mothers only want to talk about it. The staff has no sophisti-

cation about emotional problems, but they can listen." However, she demurs:

"I'm such more sensitive to emotional pain than the staff is. They won't pick

it up. I pick it up when a parent is unhappy."

While she feels that staff cannot handle personal problems of parents and

that it is inconceivable that they could run a family.lifn discussion, she

grudgingly admits that they can perform well h an area such as community onset..

satien, for which social workers (and she includes herself) do not have much

training in school. "This is the easiest area where nonprofessionals can tabs

over. It doesn't take much social work skill to organise a meeting and ram it

with an agenda and Roberts' Rules of Order." However, she adds: 'A nonprofes-

sional cannot do as good a job as a professional. I do a better job than my

nonprofessional staff does."

While she relegates family workers to relatively Bonilla tasks, she is not

occasionally averse to performing these herself in order to diminish the social
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distance - -which is implied by tho extant division of labor--between herself and

staff. Thus, she gets involved in making lunch for parents "out of the need to

let family workers know that not all dirty work is piled on them..../ help with

coffee and lunch and escort service because I hate to have anyone feel that there

is a great caste distinction and that God forbid I should dirty my hands with

coffee. I do it to be a good sport." Her ideal social-worker self, however,

questions this 'MAO of her time: "That isn't a very good allocation of responsi-

bility. I'm not sure I should be doing things like that."

The use of time is also a problem for social service staff. As the social

worker comments, 'A lot of things are make-work. It's hard to keep them busy.

There's not that such to do. There are only ten mothers in the parent room."

locialisation into Work Role

The social worker's efforts to provide socislisation for paraprofessionals

pertaining to the performance of their roles appear to be scanty. WO orientation

was provided for new staff, who were enjoined "to listen, see what's going on,

get the feel of it." Some staff members received job descriptions when they war*

hired, some did not. Family worker GI suffered from role confusion at the begin-

ning: "At first I was confused, I didn't know what to do, what was expected of

me. I got an idea of my work cs I vent along." This family worker was told by

the social worker that "The longer you are on tha job the more you'll know. It'.

a learn-se-you-go job."

There is no formal supervision to speak of, the social worker claiming that

it is hard to find time for staff conference' and that there is no space to sit

down and talk. She partially attributes her failure to get the social service

staff together at set times to her open-door policy, which implies interruptions,

parents walking in at any time, etc. She practices informal, individual super-

vision; for instance, she discusses parent meetings with the family assistant
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responsible for setting these up and keeping track of their progress. This type

of supervision comes naturally to her: I enjoy having pereprofeasionais coming

to me for advice."

Social service staff also state that it is difficult for all of them to get

together with the social worker because there are always interruptions. If a

problem arises in the course of their work they can always "'gob" the social

worker for a few minutes and have a 'Lint- conference" with her. Social service

staff appear to be satisfied with the minimal supervision practiced by the social

worker. Thus family assistant FD speaks of the social worker's "gentle super-

vision," her receptivity to FD's opinions and her tedency to make suggestions

rather than to give orders. Family worker CI states that the social worker

"doesn't say: 'You do this' and 'you do that.' She Lets us work things out

among oureelves . Lib) who goes to Policy Advisory Committee meetings."

The social worker is aware that she should provide Mrs forest supervision

as veil so training. She claims that she does not know bow to allocate tasks,

that she does not know how to train paraprofeseionals in techniques for drawing

hardto-reach parents to the center. She is not certain what kind of training

peraprofessionele should receive since "they are not sophisticated enough to

get the training graduate students get." Thus, as problems come up in their work

she discusses them with her staff on an informal, individual, sd hoc basis:

"They learn by doing." That She is not satisfied with this mode of supervision

is evidenced by her comma that 'Lost of my problems are really mine. They

are receptive, cooperative, enthusiastic."

Yet three out of four social service staff members claim to have improved

their role performance as a result of the social worker's supervision or train«

ing. Family assistant VK learned how to evaluate a parent group activity and

bow "to recognise mental states in individuals." Family assistant FD learned
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how to listen to parents and bQ sympathetic. Family worker TU was taught by the

social worker how to handle a clasa committee meeting .which a parent monopo-

lized the proceedings. Only family worker GI appears to hove derived no benefits

from her contacts with the social worker and she voiced her disappointment in the

letter's almost non-existent training efforts.

The paraprofessionalas a Bridge Between Professionals and Parents

The social worker denies that paraprofessionals fulfill a bridging function

between the clientele and herself: "1 think that a good professional with train-

ing does a much better job than a nonprofessional. The paraprofessional is sup-

posed to be a link between the social worker and the client, assuming there is

a great deal of social distance between the educated professional and the poor

client. But a good professional can establish a relationship with any client."

Nonetheless, the social worker's rejection of a bridging function for para-

professionals is limited by acme qualifications: 'the only thing that the para-

professional does that the professional doesn't is the intimacy, friendship re-

lationship. I am nobody's friend, I cultivate a social worker rote. I can't

have 50 friends. If I have one, there would be jealousy, favoritism..." While

she appears to underline the different quality of the paraprofessional-parent

relationship, :e contraated with hsr own relationship to parents, she denies

that this relationship is conducive to the solution of parent problems: "Some

parents feel more comfortable discussing intimate problems with a fierol than

with a professional. But once paraprofessionals receive the confidence they are

not able to do anything about it, they are not able to help. They are usually

floored: 'What do I do now?'" Thus, the social worker tells the social service

aides to encourage parents to go to her: "Sooner or later parents have to come

to me with r.otolems"

The social worker admits that paraprofessional. transude some of the concerns
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and preoccupations of parents to her. They have helped her to understand "how

terribly important Head Start is to parents." They have also made clear to her

how seriously they take the Christmas holiday, thus making salient to her the

differences between her life style, on the one hand, and the life style of para-

professionals and parents, on the other. But in acquiring knowledge about fami-

lies and the community, the social worker claims that she learns as much directly

from parents as from staff, thereby downgrading once again the bridging role of

pareprofeesionals: 'qty staff are parents with whom I have a slightly different

relationship." And she adds: "The paraprofessionals at the center are part of

the social group of parents, so they can't be as objective and sophisticated

Las the social worker /."

Only one family worker, TU, saw herself occasionally functioning as an

intermediary between parents and the social worker. She relates that the lack

of success of the social worker in reaching a mother, who never came to the

center, induced her to call on the assistance of the family worker: "If you

call her, being you're e mother here end you have a child, she would listen to

you." TU also points out that parents feel more et ease talking to social ser-

vice staff, who are also parents in the program. Any problems parents have are

eventually related to the soeial worker, who than takes over.

The other members of the social service staff deny performing a bridging

function. Thus, family assistant VK says of the social worker: %he's teaching

me so much. I can't really objectively think of anything that I have contributed

to her knowledge about the community....Although she lives in a beautiful apart-

ment she is able to sympathize with the poor." If parents approach VK to talk

about their problems she refers them immediately to the social worker, voicing

her ignorance about how she could be helpful to then.

Family assistant FD explicitly rejects a mediating role: "The family
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assistant should not run back and forth between a parent and the social worker.

She should train parents to be able to talk to the social worker and the social

worker to talk to parents." However, she claims that social service staff who

get along with the social worker may have "a good effect" on the relationship

between parents eta the social worker because, unlike some centers were social

worker /social service staff relations are poor, they "don't pass a feeling of

mistrust to parents." Furthermore, she claims that the interpersonal style of

paraprofessionals may be more appropriate with respect to low-income, little

educated parents who feel inadequate. Parents may prefer to talk to someone "at

their level," whose conversation is "casual, concerned, not nosey," rather than

with a professional person "who acts exactly right, looks exactly right...and

uses social work jive."

Family worker GI is adamant that social service staff do not function as

intermediaries because the social worker is well liked and is an exceptional

social worker: "Poeple just love her and she has no problem with the mothers."

Yet, in another context, she mentions that some parents have come to her to com-

plain about a teacher because they were hesitant to talk to the social worker or

the center director. This she ascribei to her own lack of identification with

staff, which makes mothers eager to confide in her: "Parents feel all staff

members are for staff members. I don't act like a staff member and they tell me

these things."

It can only be concluded from this discussion that some social service staff

members occasionally fulfill bridging roles, although a well-formulated and legit

imized mediating function does not exist and ambivalence resides around its ac-

ceptance in a context where the social worker and clfentele appear to relate well.
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Identificstion Patterns

According to the social worker, paraprofessionals identify with parents or

with one another. No one identifies with her because "I never take sides and

they don't think of me as a person because I always keep my temper." She seems

to be presenting here her (desirable) impartiality and equanimity in opposition

to the (undesirable) subjective and partial self-presentation and interpersonel

style of the paraprofessionals.

The social service aides all claim to feel closest to parents and to be

perceived by them as parents like themselves, although one of the family assis-

tants, VK, entertains some reservations about whether this is all to the good.

The family worker GI says: "I like Lthat mothers see me as a mother like thee

because, if they felt I was more close to the staff and Nancy INT/, they would

start feeling like I was sort of almost professional, like cold and everything,

but now I'm just like any mother. Aod...they talk to me like they would talk

to me if I wasn't working." Family worker TU says that "parents consider staff

as their friends that they can go to with problems."

The family assistant VK has some doubts as to whether she should be seen

as a mother who has a job, yet she does not want to be perceived as a social

worker or closely identified with the social worker at the center: 'It's not

good that mothers see me as a mother. A certain degree of professional distance

is advisable. It's all chummy peers, friendly, equal type of thing. I'm not

necessarily authority, responsibility, someone to go to. They relate to me in

a friend sort of way, not in a social work way. But I don't want to be seen as

a social worker. I don't like the words, they have rsmifications. People have

inhibitions about approaching a professional..." Her uncertain identity becomes

problematic in certain situations, such as parent meetings, where she is unsure

what her role should be: "...sitting in a meeting and being both a mother and
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a staff, do I really have the right Co get in there and tell my opinion too or

am I supposed to sit back in the social work capacity and try to guide somebody

else to say what they feel....In other words, dot have the right to eey what I

feel 12a...which your social worker isn't supposed to do?"

None of the social service staff had developed a sense of paraprofessional

identity among themselves or with paraprofessional teaching staff. Two claimed

that social service and teaching staffs had no problems in common that would be

worthwhile discussing and that, even within the social service staff, there was

no need for communication because each person was concerned with her own special

responsibilities which she did not share with others. A family worker pointed

out that "(without the social worker present/ I don't think we would know what

we were talking about."

Wok Ethic

This center is the only ono where the work ethic of social service parapro-

fessionals was deemed satisfactory. With one exception, social service aides are

always on time and do not make it a practice to leave early. The social worker,

however, is concerned with the proper utilization of time under conditions of

overstaffing: "The one problem we have is that there's not enough work for five

people. I can always make work for myself if 1 want to, but there are times

they're just sitting in here and I can't think of a thing in the world they could

be doing. So we call that 'establishing a relationship with the mothers.'"

According to the social worker, the staff, while not deeply committed to

abstract overall goals such as education, health or nutrition, are very much in-

volved in the center. Theycareabout it (for instance, they are considerably

upset when sounding belonging to the center is stolen), they consider their

interaction with parents in the family room as "like being part of a huge family,"

and all of them think about their work when they are at home.
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A problem in work relations between the social worker and her aides is posed

by the fact that the aides, while they are employees at the center, and because

they are also parents of children attending the center, may easily slide into the

role of clients. The social worker seems to express some ambivalence about the

center's recruitment policies. On the one hand, she says that if aides were re-

cruited from outside the Head Start parent body, ul wouldn't have to worry about

their families, I wouldn't overidentify with them, which is my problem," and the

relationship would be a strict employer-employee relationship. On the other

band, the center's policy in hiring is to give preference to parents whose chil-

dren attend the center and the aocial worker is fully committed to that policy.

In her role enactment she has to maneuver between the directive style which

she feels is appropriate to the employer-employee relationship and the non-

directive style appropriate to the social worker-client relationship: 'When

you're a supervisor you can't be so nondirective. Things have to be done be-

cause I say so, because I'm the boss. For escort service I say: 'Please pick

her up.' Or: 'The parent room is not clean enough. It's not clean and this

is your job."

Thus, the social worker speaks in terms of a hierarchical set-up when chas

aeterizing the social work component of the center: 'One person should be in

complete charge of the parent program. I am in charge." She rejects Head Start

headquarters' notions such as that family assistants should supervise family

workers (which she describes as "asking for trouble," since they all have equal

experience and are all mothers) and that the social worker and family assistant

should consult each other, since ideally the family assistant is en expert on

the community and the social worker is an expert on casework. Her possessive-

ness shout the socfal service component is clearly evident in her remark that
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"The parent program is really mine and 1 make the decisions."

Yet she appears at times to encourage egalitarian decision-making on the

part of paraprofessional staff: "I try so hard to encourage them to say what

the7 really feel and they really think. 1 sort of wonder whether I wouldn't get

more done if I were the boss and I told them what to do and we were sort of ef-

ficient about thingsWe sort of talk everything over and everybody tells what

they think of my ideas and what they want to do." On the whole, according to

the social worker, staff appear to want direction from her. While they often

think that whst she proposes is "social worker crap" they are mostly willing to

try out her suggestions, though sometimes showing "passive resistance."

The major focus of discontent among social service staff at the center (as

in all the centers in our sample) is escort service for children. The social

worker explains her recommendations with respect to escort service, that is, her

view of families who pled escort service (such as those in which a parent is al-

coholic, sick, depressed, etc.). But staff still feel they are being taken ad-

vantage of; they are resentful of both the social worker and the parent who is

being given the service and they feel that the social worker is "too soft."

The social worker holds up what she considers to be a basic social work

principle: "Po establish a relationship to someone the first thing to do is to

give concrete help....Bvervone is deserving of as much help as you can give them.

Help them until the relationship is established....Then perhaps they can help

themselves. But they don't have to do everything for themselves. People ere so

overburdened that you should help them." The social worker would like staff to

feel that they should help liwith what the parents want," like escort service.

She notes that it is difficult for paraprofessionals not to decide for themselves

what kind of help people want.

Also, paraprofessionals wants clients "to get well right away and if they
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pickup a child one day, that's: it...IIVO done it." The social worker comments;

Ibis is a problem of paraprofessionals. You give help and the next day the

problem isn't solved. They don't know that problems take a long time to develop

and it will take a long time to work on them." Thus, one of the arses of con..

flict between the social worker and her staff is the ties perspective within

which to perceive client problems and provide service and the low tolerance

level of paraprofessionals for clients' difficulties that do not fade away. In

another context the social worker remarks: "This Le one of the hardest things

in working with nonprofeseionals...to help them cope with frustration in reach-

ing the hard-to-reach. They don't want to go back and back. If the aide goes

to the trouble for something, parents should appreciate it, they feel." Accord-

ing to the social worker, the professional social worker understands the raisons

of people who are what aides call "lazy"; she knows that if people are Idepres-

e0d," they are "hard to motivate." As she Putt; it, "The aides are upset because

they think I should be firm and 'you tell these people what to do and then

they'll do it.' Hy philosophy: 'You can't make people do what they don't want

to do.' I get hostility--'a social worker again.--but I CSC live with it be-

cause I tosilI'm right." Thus, not only is the conflict between the social

worker and paraprofessionals centered on the foreshortened time perspective of

the latter but it also partakes of the differential interpersonal styles and

attitudes toward the nature of intervention in clients' lives.

The social worker would like to be able to train her paraprofessional staff

around these issues, but she does not have the know-how: "Social workers don't

know her to train paraprofessionals. I need help myself." On the other hand,

she does not expect too much from any short-term training, saying that a two-

year course in social work at a professional school cannot be boiled down to

five weeks for paraprofessional workers and that "a little knowledge is a
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dangerous thing."

She also tends to accept the chasm between her own professional perspective

in judging and interacting with clientele, which is derived from a psychiatric

paradigm (thus clients are termed "depressed," "neurotic," "paranoid"), and the

naive, commonsense outlook held by paraprofessionals, which focuses on character

traits (e.g., "lazy") and is inimical to a disciplined psychological and psycho-

dynamic perspective. While she often attemptb to control staff's gossiping about

parents, which obviously runs counter to social work principles, she does not

really expect to be successful: "I wish they wouldn't gossip but I don't really

expect them not to. I talk to them about how destructive it is but I can't stop

them."

While the social worker has occasionally communicated her way of categoriz-

ing and labeling people to social service staff, she has not attempted in any

concerted way systematically to transmit her social work ideology and has not

tried to transform her staff into carriers of the social work tradition. She

obviously accepts staff as they are, feeling that they could change only through

immersion in the professional milieu of a social work school. It should be noted

in passing that the social worker feels very positive about her social work

training experience at one of the leading university social work schools in the

country, which may help explain her superior attitude and her skepticism about

altering attitudes and behavior of paraprofessional staff who have not benefited

from similar exposure to professional social work ways.

In contrast to Hull. center, the social worker does not make an issue of her

value differences with staff. Because she does not put pressure on them to con-

form to social work role expectations they are able to make a life for themselves

which $.s less fraught with the tensions, resentments, periodic crises and hostil-

ities evidenced in Hull center.
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All four social service aides think that the social worker performs an in-

dispensable function in keeping the center's program going. She is st4en as tak-

ing care of emergency problems, as generally helping parents with problems that

social service staff are not able to handle, as successfully holding family -life

discussion* that only a social worker would be qualified to hold, as being al-

ways there when she is needed.

thus, family assistant FD states that "1 don't see how they could possibly

train a parent to do a job without a social worker around....LThe program/ could

get along /without a social worker/ for a certain oariod of time, like if she

went away for a week...but for a long period of time I'm sure that situations

would come up and we would have to run to a social worker." Family worker GI

concurs: "I think the professionals really hold Lthe 'ograe together and

really keep the schedule going smoothly. Because if /s,da social worker/ didn't

come, everything would go down. She keeps the standards up." According to

family worker TU, "The social worker does so much. She holds up the program,

the helps a lot of people, she pushes mothers into activities. She's on the

ball. The center would be lost if she didn't come in every day."

We should note that, although the social worker denies that any authority

by family assistants over the family workers accrues to them by virtue of their

position, the two family workers claim that they turn to the assistants for ad»

vice when the social worker is absent from the center and that they may turn for

help to the assistants on routine or "trivial" matters which do not demand the

social worker's expertise.

All social service aides mention ease of communication with the social

worker as an outstanding characteristic of their relationship with her; they

claim to have learned psychological skills and attitudes from her; they feel

that they are valued by her-7she listens respectfully to their opinions and
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suggestions; and some turn to her for advice about bow to bring up their own

children. Two of the four paraprofeamionals do not admit to having entertained

preconceptions about social worker., partly because they bad had no direct ex-

perience with social workers prior to their employment in Head Start.

The family worker GI describes the social worker as being "very nice, easy

going, shows no anger, always has a smile on her lips." She explains that "Nancy

Ltirj goes overboard not to be unfair to staff, putting too much work on them,

especially dirty work like assisting in the toddlers' room." Her feelings about

the social worker are such that she is tempted to follow in her footsteps:

"Nancy is the kind of social worker that loves her job so she makes you want to

become a social worker."

Family worker TU speaks of being able to take any problem or complaint to

the social worker: "She asked staff to tell bar bow they felt, not gossip about

it among themselves. It's bard to do because she is the boss. She said: 'If

you don't tell me about problems I'm not doing my job.' She made ma feel much

better; I didn't have to feel embarrassed or shy. In most jobs you do your job,

period. You can't complain." The following comment by TU epitomizes the feel-

ings of all the paraprofessional social service staff about their social workers

"I think everybody likes Nancy. She's very easy to take to. She's the type of

person...she wants you to be honest with her. If there's something about your

job that you don't like, you can always go to her and tell ber...end she'll talk

it out with you. And we just get along...it's just great, you know, it's like

a family really, it just works out very well."

The amiable relations between social service staff were also stressed by

our observer at a social service staff meeting: she remarked on "the open and

spontaneous style and atmosphere that prevailed; good will toward one another

seemed to pervade the liscussion and exchanges."
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charkst, teLicacise AgLIAreim.

NT Social Worker

VK kamily Assistant

FD Family Assistant

TO Family Worker

GI Family Worker

The social worker appears to hold more positive attitudes toward the employ-

ment of paraprofessionals than ahe had when she was first interviewed:

I think that if they're good they're marvelous. I don't think
that you can make any generalization. I think there are some
professionals who are marvelous and some who are perfectly
terrible and I would say the same about paraprofessionals. It
depends very much on the person. I think that in many ways
paraprofessionals interpret the parents' point of view to the
professional. I think that getting to know the parents who
sre paraprofessionals has enriched my understanding. I think
I've learned a lot from paraprofessionals. One thing they do
is sort of evaluate me and tell me how I can be more helpful
and what I'm doing right and what doing wrong and I find
that very helpful and sometimes very surprising.

The organization of work among social service staff had altered somewhat

in the intervening year: Work was now allocated to two teams, each made up of

one family assistant and one family worker, who have similar interests. One

team deals with group work, chiefly parent committees; the other team works on

the health program and clerical detail work. Although the social worker had

assigned supervisory responsibility of the family worker to the family assistant,

she states that their relationship is more one of shaving responsibility rather

than supervisory. This is (negatively) confirmed by the family assistant VK who

feels that roles overlap, which she feels is not a good thing if career ladders

are truly to be instituted, and that there should be a supervisory relationship

between family assistant and family worker. The other family assistant FD also
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comments that "if there is a supervisory relationship it's invisible." However,

family workers see themselves as "helper*" to the family assistants. They also

do more escort service than family assistants and they tend to work more with

parent, outside the center (e.g., home visits), whereas family assistants are

more concerned with center programs.

As far as socialisation into work roles is concerned, the social worker

still feels that she does not know how to go about training paraprofessionals

and she remarks that there are no scheduled meetings with staff, each staff

member coming to her individually with whatever problems she encounters in her

work. The social worker is especially unhappy with having "to be on top of

things all the time," "giving detailed instructions," "nagging them to do things

like follow-up on an absent child." She comments: "I wish I knew how to help

them develop a sense of purpose and a sense of persistence in their endeavors."

She believes that professionals too should receive inservice training: 'Moat

professional social workers haven't had any preparation for working with para..

professioaale."

At least one family worker, GI, feels that the social worker delegates more

tasks to paraprofessional staff than she did in the past: "Raney now trusts us

more with things to do. In the past it was sort of like she did everything her-

eelf....In the Past she would rather go and do it herself than tell one of us to

do it. She realized that that was her problem." GI ascribes this change to the

social worker's assumption of the directorship of the center, which left her no

time to do more mundane tasks, which were assigned to social service staff.

Reversing her previous stand that paraprofessionals perform no bridging

role between parents and herself, the social worker now states that paraprofes-

sionals have Isducated" her with respect to parent problems. She also cites the

example of a parent who thought her a "phoney" and whom a family worker induced
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to go talk to her after interpreting bow she saw the social gather to the parent

and helping her communicate with the former.

Relations between the social worker and the social service staff at Adams

have remained amiable. The social worker, NT, feela that staff are responsive

to her recommendations, with the exception of the family assistant VK, who has

a "negative transference" to NT and resists her directives. Indeed, VK speaks

of her difficulties with NT on grounds that the latter maintains double stand

erd in her expectations of staff: one level of expectation for those with some

years of collage and another level of expectation for school dropouts. Thus,

VK feels that those who are dropouts are not expected to function as they should

and that NT's double standard is insulting and a "put down" for those who have

not reached a certain educational level.

The other staff members are pleased with their relations with )D, with some

reservations. For instance, family worker :11 is unhappy over tba infrequency of

consultations between neeself and NT. The family assistant FD comments: 'Nancy

brif is very easy to get along with. She's not the kind of boss who's going to

hit you over the head if you do somathing wrong. She's very patient." But she

expresses some unhappiness over NT's style of servicing parents: 'When a parent

presents a problem NT asks them: 'What do you want to do?' People say: 'But

if I knew what to do I wouldn't be talking to somebody.'" According to FD, this

is "social work jive": "'What do you want to do, how do you feel, how is it

affecting your life?' The social worker should giva answers and alternatives."

The family worker, GI, summarizes her relationship to NT as follows: "She is a

very understanding person. Sometimes 1 blow off ataam with har....That's because

I'm angry and I use her as my whipping boy....I usa her because she understands

me. I like her. You seem to attack people that you like the most. And she

listens to you. And sha has sympathy."
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The value perspectives of social works-7 and social service paraprofessionals

do not appear to clash in this center are they do at Hull and at Jefferson. The

social worker relates that socinl service staff "do not do things for parents"

but rather they want them to do things for themselves. They respect parents'

right to make decisions for themselves. Although they may be partial in their

feelings toward parents, they do not act upon these feelings but rather treat

all parents with respect and try to help all of them. Social service staff may

be "overfriendlyu with some parents, but the social worker feels that there is

nothing wrong with staff developing friendships with some parents (she comments,

hoiner: %Wm I am unprofessional"). Staff are becoming less and less judg-

mental because they have acquired "s much better idea of the concept of emotion-

al difficulties." The social worker has helped them to understand psychological

causation and the staff have become interested in motivation: 40hy people, why

children do things." They have also become much more aware of themselves and

their own feelings, although NT states that "they still have a long way to go."

Finally, the principle of confidentiality does not interfere with staff's trans-

mitting to the social worker, NT, what they know about parents: "They are very

open. Probably they tell me everything, including what's said behind my back."

Social service staff confirm the social worker's perception of their growth

in the direction of internalizing social work values. Thus, family worker 01

learned from the social worker how to menage her own feelings, particularly

when they are negative toward some parents. Family assistant FD has switched

from a moralising perspective on parents who are deviant in some aspects of

their behavior to a psychological-psychiatric framework, wherein she accepts

the explanation "the parent isn't together enough to..." (whatever the "proper"

behavior is).
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The difference in time perspective betvesn NT and social service staff,

which was so salient at the time of our first period of field vork at the center,

appears to have become attenuated: NT relates that staff areymnch more aware of

the length of time it takes for people to change and to solve their problems.
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MOTU 11

=UK
Chart of Statuses and Persons

DE Social Work Supervisor

KT Social Worker

RU Family Assistant

VW Family Worker

LS Family Worker

PT Family Worker

Attitudes toward the Employment of Paraprofessionals

At this center attitudes toward the employment of paraprofessionals in

social service are mixed: on the one hand, paraprofessionals help to get work

done which could not be performed by the professional Social worker; on the

other hand, paraprofessionals are perceived as threatening to professionals.

The social work supervisor DE, at the delegate agency, in speaking of atti-

tudes to social work, states that because "in the ghetto being a social worker

is a negative kind of thing, it's a negative profession," and paraprofessionals

provide services to parents which they would not accept so readily from profes-

sionals: 'More service is available than it would be if we just used social

workers, because we could not get enough social workers to do the job, and I

don't think that the families would be as amenable to working with social workers

as they are with paraprofessionals. It's almost sneaky in that you use parapro-

fessionals to get to the families and maybe train them to do a professional job.

And they couldn't get to the families if they were social workars....It's sneaky

because they're doing social work, but they're not representing themselves as
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social workers."

On the other hand, DE feels that social workers harbor some resentment in

sharing reaponsibiLities with paraprofessionals 'because they work themselves

right out of a job. Also if paraprofessional.s can do what professionaLs are

doing, who Deeds them! There's a Lot of insecurity. Social worker. are very

insecure people anyway because moat people think they Lthemeelves, can do social.

work. And that's very threatening. I'm not sure that we have a secure enough

body of knowledge that really belongs to us to feel nonthreataned when someone

feels that they can do exactly what we do because frequently they can. And it's

difficult to share this information with other people and to see other people

doing as well as you can because you're working yourself out of a job. That's

the whole point of this poverty program to work yourself out of a job. And it's

a difficult thing." According to DE, therefore, morale among the social workers

at the various centers of this delegate agency is Low because their work is

"self- defeating." One social worker reported to the social work supervisor that

she was absent from her center for a week and that when she returned she dis-

covered that absence had made no difference to the functioning of the center and

that she realized that she was not really needed.

Social. worker KT at Jefferson states that paraprofessionals can make contri-

butions that professionaLs cannot because "paraprofessionals' experience gives

them a real tie to parents. It's their community and they've experienced all

the problems of the underprivileged. This is not within the framework of pro-

fessionals: welfare, substandard housing, living in a crime area." The social

work supervisor DE, on the other hand, feats that the very qualities which para-

professionals bring to their work may sometimes be a disadv-Itage, She says:

"Paraprofessionals bring understanding, what it's Like to b, poor, they know the

.problems because they had them." On the other hand, "it's not always an advantage
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bcause they may have the same problem as parents. It may look hopeless to

them. This would not happen to a professional."

Rote Allocation

The social work supervisor DB defines the social worker's role at Jefferson

in the following term: "I see the total job in the center as belonging to the

family workers and the family assistant, and the social worker is the supervisor.

She covers only when necessary, when the worker is immobilized because a family

has the sane problem she has She should only do home visits if there's a par-

ticularly difficult situation which the worker can't handle. Her input should

be on the training and supervision level." DB also parceives the role of family

assistant as 4oing roup work and community organization and that of family

workers as being engaged primarily in one-to-one relationships with parents and

casework.

But the actual roles of social service staff do not precisely fit these

definitions. For one thing, work tasks are often assigned to or self-assigned

by staff members on the basis of interest, concern with a problem, or knowledge

of a situation. For example, an outside community meeting is attended by who-

ever is familiar with the issues being discussed at that meeting; or advocacy

for a featly vis-a-vis the Department of Social Services is performed by what-

ever staff member has contacts at a particular welfare center.

Secondly, the social worker KT is often involved in providing direct ser-

vices to families. She states: "I like to be involved with people, so I take

cases periodically, particularly if problems are in the area of welfare or hous-

ing." She also counsels families and takes over from paraprofessional staff when

a referral of a family to a mental-health or other agency is indicated. Further-

more, she does not hesitate to perform more mundane tasks, such as escorting

children to and from the center, which is officially part of the paraprofessional
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role, saying that no teaks are "beneath her" and that nothing is delegated to

paraprofessionals "that I don't want to he bothered with."

The family assistant, RU, is in charge of parent activities but she also

goes on home visits and works with individual families on their problems, fami-

lies that she has known for a long time and is unwilling to relinquish to the

family workers whose role, as ideally defined, is centered on one-to-one work

with families.

Each family worker is assigned to one classroom; she checks attendance and

makes follow-up home visits to parents whose children have been absent for more

than two days. One family worker, VW, is in charge of the medical ,rogram: she

takes children to the hospital clinic and dentist. The same family worker, who

enjoys working with groups, is in charge of the parent sewing class, the alumnae

club and the art class, and she plans for celebrations such sa Afro--' ,irican Day.

The family workers help to prepare lunch if the food aide is absent anu ay help

in the classroom if the teacher aide is out.

The social worker, KT, as her role requires, supervises the overall center

program she passes on the admission of children recruited by social service

staff in accordance with Head Start income and age criteria; she inspects medical

facilities where children are taken for examinations and supervises the medical

program carried out by family worker VW. She discusses with social 'styles staff

problems of parents which they have difficulty solving. However, she appears to

be excluded by the family assistant from any influence on parent meetings: wham

she wants to attend a meeting she must get permission from the family assistant,

who feels that "parents are my group." That the social worker, ET should go to

parent meetinga has been concern of the social work supervisor, who thinks that

KT could do a better job of recording the proceedings of the meeting than the

family assistant and that she would also have an opportunity to get acquainted
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with parents in other than a social worker-client relationship; however, the

family assistant's possessiveness about the parents as a group has continued to

stand in the way.

The social work supervisor justifies the salary difference between family

assistant and family worker. She sees the family assistant. job as requiring more

skill, for instance, higher reading ability--"the family worker can be almost

illiterate and make it " - -as being associated with a heavier work load and as re-

quiring greater availability- -the family assistant a always on call at home.

In the estimation of at least one family worker, there is no basis for the salary

difference since the work of both is similar, "on the acme level": "There's just

as much to do for one as for the other."

Original 0E0 guidelines, according to the social work supervisor, appeared

to favor a supervisory role for the family assistant; but this presented too any

problems since there is often so little difference in background end experience

between family assistant and flatly worker. Thus, they are expected to stand on

a peer footing and all to be supervised by the social worker. Yet the family

assistant EU reports that in the temporary absence of the social orker or in

case of social worker turnover (which occurred during the research period at this

center) she it: held responsible for the work of family workers and has authority

over them.

Here, as at the other centers, paraprofessional social service staff appear

to feel that the escort sorvtce component of their role is the leapt rewarding.

The social work supervisor, on the other hand, would like to instill in them the

attitude that no task is meaningless: "There's always a thing at the bottom of

a job description that says 'fill in as needed.' Everything can be meaningful,

even escorting children to and from the center can have a real meaning in terms

of a relationship with the child and..,getting to know him as an individual or
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product of a family. That has moaning. It's not a menial task."

Family workers also resent the large number of home visits that they Are

required to make- -six a year, in addition to visits made to ascertain the rea-

sons for a child's absence. The family workers are sensitive to parents' resent-

ment of what they consider to be "snooping around" and "harassment."

Sociallotion into Work Role

The social work supervisor, DE, states that decent supervision and training

of social service staff by the social worker is an absolute sine Qua non for

good paraprofessional performance: "1 believe that with good supervision para-

professionals can do almost everything that there is to do in the program in

terms of working with families, but it requires good supervision and good train -

ing....You don't just assign someone to a task and leave it and then say 'now go

and do it,' but you do it with some preparation and some ongoing training while

they're performing it."

The social worker, KT, exercises informal supervision particularly around

home visits, asking the staff to make them, going over their content with the

staff, discussing parents' problems and how to go about solving them. She had

started by scheduling formal conferences on an individual basis, but she "got

resistance" and therefore shifted to the impromptu informal conference. She

also holds weekly group conferences. She is wary of asserting her authority:

"I know one thing I try not to do is tell people I work with what to do....I try

not to come out with blank statements as '1 want you to see Mts. Soand-So and

talk about this and talk about the other thing,' because I don't think it would

go over with'staff." When social service staff do not take into account what

she phrases as suggestions on how to work with a particuler family, KT takes the

family on as part of her caseload and works Writ it herself.

Two of the three family workers feel they have learned little within the
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context of the social worker's supervision or from training 0, her. One family

worker, iS, relates that not only had KT not taught her haw to write reports,

but that "as a matter of fact, it may have been the other way around," that is,

LS may have suggested a better way to do it. She also states that at social ser-

vice unit metings paraprofessional staff make more suggestions on how to work

with families then does the social worker.

This family worker also draws a contrast between the professional's book

learning as against the concrete experience of paraprofessional staff: "They say

you can read about a thing....Until you have actually come into that place and

live around, work around these people, then you don't actually have any exper-

ience about how it operatea....You can't work with people on your book terms,

you've got to work according to what the situation calls for. If the book calls

for don't go there for two weeks and you find it's best to go there every 'lay,

You have to go there every day. You put that book aside."

ParsorozessioneL as a Bridize Between Professionals and Parents

The social work supervisor definitely perceives paraprofessional racial sew-

vice staff as intermediaries between professional social workers and parents:

"The family staff relate to parents that the social worker is a helping person,

so that their image of her chenges....Tbo family worker says: 'Wouldn't you like

to talk to my supervisor?' Her feeling about the social worker is translated to

the client. You don't get that negative approach that you would if the social

worker went in directly....The client seldom goes to the social worker directly."

She also states that because paraprofessionals are definitely more knowl-

edgeable about the community than professional social workers they can help in-

terpret the community to the latter. She also claims that the presence of para-

professionals affects professional practices. Thus, about her own case, she says:

"I've learned a lot from the workers. One of the things I've learned is that
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honesty, and I mean almost blunt honesty, is acceptable in casework practice,

where I never thought that before....Things had to be soft-pedaled, you say it

in a nice way. Now one of the things I've learned from the paraprofessionals

is that you can be blunt. For example, you can telLa mother that her house is

filthy and she needs to clean it."

The social worker, KT, emphasizes the rota which paraprofessionals play as

the first line of earvice: "...for the past thirty-forty years within social

agenciea they have been using professional social worker' and somehow the situa-

tions of the people haven't changed, you know, that much. It could be that by

/pains/ indigenous leadership from within the community which I think...there

is, I've seen a definite way that people in the community relate to my workers

which they don't relate to me in that way. You know, there's a bond, there's a

kinship, there's an understanding between some of the workers and the parents.

And I'm looked upon as a professional person and somehow the people relate dif-

ferently to community people..." Speaking directly about the black ghetto coo»

sanity in which she works, she says: "1 think that...there's a move toward com-

munity control within agencies and I just feel that the people themselves are

more responsive to people who coma directly from the community. There seems to

be a response that the community worker is able to get directly from the clients

....Even middle»class black professionals would have trouble." The family assis-

tant RU corroborates the tenuous position of the social worker vis-a-vis parents:

She states that social workers don't know how to approach parents and may drive

them away from the center.

KT feels that the use of paraprofessionals has changed professional prac-

tices in that, whereas in most agencies professional social workers work directly

with alt clients, at the center KT knows only some families which she services

directly and other families are known by her indirectly through the paraprofes

sional staff. The family assistant RU ie aware of the dilemma posed for the
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*octal worker by the extent of her involvement with parents: "If she gets in.

volved with families she does the family assistant's job, takes over her role.

If she doesn't, she feels left out."

Two out of three family workers function as intermediaries between the

social worker and parents. VW, if she cannot herself solve a parent problem,

talks it over with the social worker and then asks the parent 4-.o come to the

office where she introduces her to the social worker. After having gone back

and forth between both parties and thus smoothing the way, she says that "the

parent then feels free to talk to the social worker." She claims that in this

way she "got to the parent faster" than the social worker would have and that

the parent confided in her. VW feels that relations between the social worker

and pare J could stand improvement--social workers need to get "on the same

thinking level" as parents for good communication to take place, so that parents

no longer experience a "complex of talking" due to the educational disparities:

"I think social workers are going to have to sideline theory and put in more

practice....Social workers will have to get on the lower standards...they will

have to bypass that theory, some of the things they're taught and have to get on

some of the levels with the parents." VW also brings back to the social worker

information about the families and the coma nity, for instance, information about

the extent of drug addiction in the neighborhood. She often consults with the

social we: ?ler about agency resources, going back and forth between a parent and

the social worker, relating the needs of the parent to the social worker, who

calls up housing agencies or medical services for information, and bringing back

the information to parents.

The family worker PY also sets up appointments between parents and the

social worker, stressing the confidentiality of sessions to apprehensive parents,

but she sympathizes with their view of the social worker as distant and
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patronising: "/ ielk; that I could really get more closer to the people than the

social worker....I feel I was more on their level than the social worker. Some

people feel that the social worker always looks down. And they don't open up to

them." Yet she feels sufficiently unsure of herself when parents have serious

problems that she sometimes asks the softie' worker to clue along with her on home

visits to talk to the parents. Like the other family workers, she claims to know

more about the community than the sclial worker "because I'm in the community.

I'm so close to the people that we have their children and their problems. I

feel that I know more than most social workers."

The family worker IS appears to reject all intervention by the social worker.

According to her, professionals are strangers to the community and don't know

whet hardship is, and cannot give proper advice to parents: 'It's better if you

live in the neighborhood if you're going to work with these parent., otherwise

you're only looking in from the outside and you must live with it in order to

understand what they're going through." As far as she is concerned, "The social

worker is kept at a distance....She has nothing to do unless the family worker

gives her something to do in an emergency." IS describes her approach to parents

as follows: "Don't go in the home acting professional. Go on the same level as

the parents. Talk about something you have in COMM. You get more done by

being yourself, talking like you are a relative." On a home visit, if a parent

feels ashamed because she is not yet dressed, for example, LS responds that this

happens to her too and thus, she says, "the parent feels bet: g." She adds that

the home is a person's castle and "you can't just take over or try to rearrange

her life," which, she implies, a professional social worker might try to do.

Identification Patterns

For the social work supervisor, DE, a major assumption underlying the em-

ployment of paraprofessionals is that they will identify most closely with the
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community and with the clients of the center. Yet it has been her experience

that they identify more with the agency and the professional staff than with the

community: "she worker drops identification with the community as she moves into

the job. That makes her different from the clientele. She is now middle class..."

DE is hopeful that ultimately social service aides will develop a dual identifica-

tion.

Indeed, all members of the social service staff et this center state that

they feel closer to one another than they do to parents; however, they also re-

ject identification with the social worker. The family assistant RU relates that

parents see her as a social service worker between whom and the social worker they

see very little difference. One family worker, VW, is perceived as a family work

er by parents, and this is what she wants since, if she were perceived as a social

worker she would be on a more distant footing with them. Another family worker,

PY, is seen by parents as both a staff member and a parent end this is hew she

wants to be perceived; she does not think that parents see her as a social worker,

although she remarks, "I sometimes have the feeling that I am a social worker, if

I can help someone."

Yet, despite being perceived by parents as paraprofessional social service

workers and despite their feelings of closeness co one another, they do not act

on their common paraprofessional identity. The family assistant opposes parapro

fessioaal meetings as divisive. She also feels that too close relations between

social service staff should be proscribed because friendship relations are inimi

cal to good work relations: "I like unity, but I don't like ell that buddy-buddy

stuff." The family worker VW sees no point in separate peceprofessional get-

togethers because nothing can be accomplished without the cooperation of profes-

sionale; gripes, she thinks, should be aired publicly. Family worker LS deni-

grates the possibility of paraprofessional unity on the ground that social service
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and teaching staffs have nothing in common to discuss.

Wor'4 Ethic

The social work supervisor points out that some paraprofessional social ser-

vice aides never held Jobs prior to their Heed Start employment, that they do not

know what it is like to hold a job, that they have to learn to come in on time

and not to leave early. The social worker at the center also refers to the lad:

of punctuality of social service staff and to their eometime idleness: "They sit

around without working sometimes."

The social work supervisor states that, although paraprofessionals, when

first hired, do not evidence much commitment, "it comes with working in the

center. It's kind of catching in a way." The family worker LS certainly demon-

strates a strong attitude of commitment to work: "I don't want to go to a job

Just for the money. When I want to do something I want to do something because

want to do it. You're supposed to have feelings for what you're doing, not for

the money..."

w octal or r an

The social work supervisor describes the ideal relationship which should ob-

tain between the professional social worker and the paraprofessional social ser-

vice aides: They should learn from one another those skills, understandings and

perspectives in which they are respectively competent. Thus, ehe feels that pars-

)rofessionals had something to teach her, that she learned a great deal from them

about the community and its people, particularly as she had no experience in urban

poverty work. She also realized, through discussions with them, that a psycho-

analytic orientation to common social work problems such as the unmarried mother,

with which she had been imbued at social work school, was inappropriate: The psy-

choanalytic point of view is "complete nonsense; it doesn't apply to the lower

class." DE's comments are ambiguous about who learns from whom to understand
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human behavior: 'Workers recognize that social workers have skills that they

don't have and that they can learn from the social worker in terms of skills and
ow.

understanding human behavior. But there are instances where they feel they

understand human behavior better: they know more about the community and about

baing poor than social workers."

At any rate, DE thinks the social worker is a/vantaged in an important re

spect over the paraprofessional staff: she has the petapeccive from which to view

problems and solutions because she Ls distanced from concrete situations. Thus,

she says: "...the social workAr is one step removed from the actual work. She

can see things the staff can't sea. t am two steps removed. I can sea things

the social workers don't. I am less emotionally involved, I am not close to the

situation. So staff accepts help from me because % am removed..." Yet social

service staff do not always follow her recommendations. This is not threatening

to her: "!hay are free to challenge me, because they may know a better way to

do it. Because I'm not always right and I learn a great deal from them."

Uncertainty about the distribution of expertise between the professional

and the paraprofessionals and conflict in decision-making between duly consti-

tuted authority (the social worker as supervisor) and ad hoc authority (social

servIce aides as experts on the community and poverty) characterize the raletion-

ship between social worker and family staff at Jefferson.

Thus the family assistant, RU, feels especially keenly the opposition be-

tween her need to respect the social worker, based on the office which sha holds,

and her condescension toward the social worker on account of tha latter's lack

of supervisory experience and expertise on the community: "When tha social

worker comes I look for her to know a area deal more than I do and be very re-

sourceful, or she's no help here, no help whatsoever....1.1iss T LIM/ was definite-

ly not a social worker when she came in hare. I mean sha did not know apithin/
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ebout the work. And I had to tell her and yet respect everything she said,

whether it was right or wrong. And see, that's kinds hard."

After having been oriented by RU in her first steps at the center--receiving

infatuation about the Head Start program, being held back from working with s

family before she had the requisite knowledge for working with that etc.- -

the social worker came to depend on the family assistant for guidance: before

undertaking an action she is wont to ask her: "Lid like to do so-and-so...what

do you think?" But the family assistant resists a permanent reversal of roles:

"L don't want her to think she has to come to me to ask me. That's not right

either." She is somewhat angry at hiving been put into the role of "teacher" to

the social worker: "L Particularly resent...when they send the young social

workers, maybe just out of college, and send them here. No experience, nothing to

tell me. And I'm not teaching any more social workers. I don't get the pay. I

don't get the recognition. I'm not teaching any more social workers."

RU resolves her dilemma between according respect and the impossibility of

doing so by partial withdrawal from contact with the social worker: 'When they

start bringing in an inexperienced social worker who couldn't tell me anything,

this is where I begin to shut them out. I didn't disrespect them...I just shut

them out...because they don't have anything to give me...I don't need their super-

vision.If you don't know, you can't supervise me....Becauee, you see, I could

reed and experience taught me more than they could tell me."

Although the family assiotant often has the Last word in disagreements with,

the social worker, some conflicts arise which are not resolved. Thus, RU was not

used to calling a parent before making a home visit: "Les not a friendly call

when you have to make an appointment....If you call parents they tell you not to

come, they think of the family staff as welfare investigators....Mise T in/ upset

the routine, she started the business of caLLing..../ hold to the fact that Head
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vice and we have to bays 4 different knack. I think thee& where the octet

worker end I disagree."

But RU has had *nem influence on IT, particularly in the matter of how to

approach went.: "i didn't like her approach to parents. It was patronising.

She identified too much with blocks. I set down with her and told her. She

lightened to me and admitted her faults." Thus, although throwing up her hands

at the inexperience of KT and unwilling to be superviesd by her, RU hasn't given

up on her entirely: "I think she would learn. I think in time she would become

s very good social worker, but this Lher patronising attitude toward parente

was something she hed to overcome." RU claims that the family workers listen to

her more then they do to the social worker and that she has sore influence on

them, although according to DI she is not supposed to do any eupervisit.g of them.

Two out of the three family workers see little need in the progress for a

'octal worker. Thus VW states: "I'll tell you really, we, the family workers,

ars really doing social work becaues we do all the contacting....And we solve

the problem ourselves without ever calling the social worker. So, seriously,

her role isn't as important as family 'militant and family worker....We're doing

more..." ma family worker IS appears to be indifferent to whether or not the

program has a social worker: it along without them and we get along with

thew." She emphatically thinks that social work is an everyday activity which

can be perforeed by anyone and which only requires basic humanitarian values and

she downgrades the necessity of s degree: Nell, actually, any fors of social

work, you don't hove to have a degree. I think social workrooms from your heart.

You gonna help someone *cites the street. Mat'. social work. If you can stye a

person some food, some money to buy some food if their children are hungry, that's

social work. You don't need a degree to do social work, it comes from within you.
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'woo** tno Jaw litin:17 make you do anything, it doesn't ooch you

l/thing. It w 01* ( Obit . only helps you td better what you already

pivrA r rt theentng for what you already know. And once yix learn

the basic fondementaln f ltfs, you don't need a degree....You can go out with an

eighth grad. oducott,In and 4o the same Thing: is somiwne who's Ant the degree.

You sight not know how to write 1:, mak. i: look more preeentsble. OWL/ tell

it like it is and you find ;Asa you 4-an accomplish a lot."

Only one family worker, FY, fosla that the social worker sakes contribu-

tion to the work of the social service unit: She reeds report" on home visits

written by social service staff, she makes suggestions on how to write reports,

she can give help to soma parents (for example, to those with marital problems)

whets paraprofessionals are not equipped to do so. singles out the greatest

somet in having a social worker: by virtue of her position and title the social

worker is better able to handle relations with other agencies, to get information

and mnke referral" that; the peroprofeseional staff--Iths word 'social worker'

opens a lot of dorms."

The family workers rs.t IS, speaking 0 their relationship to the social

worker, claim that they do not know where they stand with her: They are unsure

of what the socisl worker's expectation. are because, as VW puts it, "She doesn't

say you're doing good or bad," and she does not point out strengths and milaknesses

in their work. LS describes the social worker as "secretive," "strange," "'tub-

born": "She doesn't lot anyone know how she feels inwardly."

Both family workers appear to resist the social worker's authority in case"

when they think she gives the wrong advice on how to work with parents. But

their resistance is no more than covert because of their respect for the official

hierarchy. Thus IS says: If you speak up, you speak too fervently, you'll be

in hot water. So it's best to keep your mouth closed. Because, like I say, when
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than you, eo....You know, even on your job in prtvate industry you can't speak

up to your boes...1 don't like you, so-andso.' So some things you just have

to hold your tongue because if you don't....You have to teke as well es give."

LS resents the fact that a social worker was hired, who was inferior in se-

patience to the family assistant: Nell, I think you ahouldn't bring in someone

that hasn't hod too such experience in social work and put them in a position to

be a supervisor when you got say like Mrs. U Lfamily assistant/. She's an old

hand. She's been here ever since Jefferson center started...Ws hard to bring

in someone new into that place and let them supervise people. You know, it's

very hard, it makes you foel very uncomfortable." And she comments chat 14rs. U

has no degree, but she teaches Mrs. T &octal worketi, who has the degree, in-

steed of the other way tound. Mrs. U is more of a professional than Mrs. T,

but she can't get her job. It's unfair."

About her specific feelings toward the social worker, she says; "I didn't

really look down on her ci anything, you know, because it wasn't her fault really,

it wasn't her fault. Become she said that she was a certified teacher. She

didn't make any bones about it. Just that you get to feel a little uncomfort-

able." Besides rejecting the social worker on grounds of inadequate background

in social work, LS also points out other barriers to effective work by the social

worker: she is middle class and therefore knows little about poverty and she is

an outsider by residence and therefore cannot understand the community and the

parents as well as paraprofessional social service staff.

The social worker, XT, ie moll ttare that her authority is being rejected:

"I have run across the feeling (expressed by paraprofeesionalg/ that 'these are

11211 received her B.A. degree at the end of the year.
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ey people, I live in this community, I know the problems, I've known these people

...for numbsr of ysars, end 1st's try this approach.'" KT has tried to counter

the weighting of knowledge about poverty and the community in favor of paraprofes-

sional staff by relating to this her xperinnces in an interracial housing project

where she lived while she was growing up. Sut this seems to have made little im-

pression. She also ascribes her difficulties in working with social service staff

to age disparities ("Host workers are old enough to be my parents") and to her tow

seniority in relation to them.

Realizing that she cannot play the role of expert, KT encourages social ser-

vice staff to implement their own ideas ii. inrking with parent and to divide up

their responsibilities in ways that are congenial to all. Thus, she says: "1

don't consider myself as someone who is very authoritarian with the family workers

and the family assistant. They have a lot of experience and work well with fami-

lies. They have ideas..." Yet she tries to exercise some supervision over the

leaking and the reporting back of home visits and over tb medical program.

Astd from difficulties in work relations stemming from structur41 differ-

ences in experience, socioeconomic status, residence, ago and seniority, work re-

lations are also affected by disparities in values. Thus, according to KT, social

service aides' perspective on parents is judgmental - -a mother is "Lazy" if she is

not clean housekeopar--wheress KT perceives such parents as physically or emo-

tionally tired. Paraprofessionals also come down herd on parents who do not per..

ticipat in the parent program and are resistant to accepting the social worker's

interpretation that parents bays problems which have to be alleviated before they

can be free to participate in the center's program.

Another issue which mars the relationship between social worker and social

service staff is confidentiality about the information which parents provide

staff. ler wants staff to enter this information into the record, but staff
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resist writing down what the, ilel has 1)t1 told to them in confidence.

=LW.
Chart of $tetjilimulmilunon

DE oriel Viirk Supervisor

AB* Social Worker

RU Family Assistant

VW Family Worker

LS Family Worker

While tho social work supervisor, DE, at the delegate agency is positively

inclined with respect to the value of using social service paraprofessionals in

Head Start programs, sho has some reservations about the kinds of paraprofession-

als that are hired: 'T still feel that paraprofessionals have a very important

place in the program. In terms of communicating with parents, being aware of

problems of parents, I think paraprofessional. have great advantage over pro-

f...tonal social workers. I think we tend to hire paraprofessionals who have

middle-close strivings so that a great deal of their effectiveness is lost. They

become different from the people that they were with before. They now have a

regular Job and they're middle class, they are no longer lower class. Its in-

teresting that the parents choose people with middle -class strivings."

If we contrast DE's statement with the one made by the social worker, KT,

at Jefferson center when we first interviewed her--"Paraprofessionele bring

understanding, what it's like to be poor, they know the problems beamse they had

thes....Apn the other hand/ We not &Ways an advantage because they may have

the gam problems as parent.. It may look hopeless to them"--we are at a toes to

determine just what kind of paraprofessional would be an advantage to the program:

*Nev.
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She should not have Iaiddle-class *trivia's"; on the other band, she should eat

be too much like her clients --even thaagh that too is an advantage. A view of

the kind of person who would be the most effective paraprofessional is elusive

indeed!

/hexa has been no notable change in role definition- ! staff since our first

contact with Jefferson, except that the family essieteet no looser expected to

do individual casework and home viAts, but rather spends ell her time on parent

activities. Rather resentfully she remarks that her title should be "parent co-

ordinator" rather than foully assistant.

Although paraprofessionals continue to act out a mediating function, the

social work supervisor, DE, questions their bridging roles between social worker

and clients: "A good social worker doesn't need a peraprofeesional to help her

communicate with parents...A good social worker can coamueicete. That's part of

what a social worker is ell aboutcommunication skills. Social workers have

gotten a really bad reputation in terse of how they function. We've allowed our-

selves to be allied with the Istablishment. i see paraprofessionals as being

used to do things that an agency can't pay social workers to Jo....I Just feel

it's a dirty excuse to say that we use them in attempts at interpreting the social

worker to the parents or vice erse."

Indeed, the social work supervisor believes that after a period of %parkins

in the agency the social worker establishes an egalitarian relationship with

parents:

Social workers change a great deal when they coma into the
agency. /heir way of relating to paraprofessionals end
parents is...very professional....That's the rtareotype:

professional. When they are her six months there is a
gradual change in their way of relating. They don't need
to be the stv:soLype "professional." They can relax and
relate to people in a much mare relaxed, friendly, meaning-

ful way. So that they're not so unapproachable...Parents
feel: This is a person who cares about ms, who's willing
to be involved with me on all kinds of levels. She works
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with me on sowthing we're working on together....And
when we get professional social workers in the agency
they coma in with that attitude, more Establishelent-
oriented. They change. They don't need to be quite so
Establishment for their security....They be^ome more
oscura and I give thee a great deal of support so that
they can function in s relaxed kind of way end they don't
need this formality between them and the parents, they
don't need to keep this distance. Ths social worker cmn
participate with parents in social activities in a ittrk-
ing-together kind of relationship, in addition to giving
them some counseling and guidance. They have a leader-
ship role without mmintaining the distance.

The relationship that PerAPrqfeseionals have with their prmeent mole social

worker, AB (this is 6e third social worker at Jefferson in a period of one year),

is charged with hostility. The family assistant's (KU) objections to the social

worker ar_ many: She claim" chit paraprofessional staff are well experienced,

uheteee the social worker is not, yet that he will not ask for help from staff

when he is ignorant about n particular situation. An she puts it, lie alto at

his desk and gives orders and doesn't know what he's doinR....He toes not went

to lose his image or him superioriv). He does not know anything about Head Start

and will not ask." She soya that parents as well as staff are dissatisfied with

the so,:ial worker, that they can tell "phoneys" from their lack of sincerity era

involvement: "Social workers have to learn how to work with grassroots people;

they're not working with educated people or the middle class." She was apparent-

ly quite forthright with the social worker: "I told him 'there's an art to

supervision and you need to get it.' I told him his supervision of me was wrong;

I's on a higher level than family workers and I worked at my job longer than did

Mrs. I Lthe social work supervisol/." RU also feels uncomfortable about the

social worker's being a male: 'W men with four women, that's kind of hard. He

doesn't went s woman to tell him anything."

She sums up her relationship with the three social workers in the period of

a year as follows: "I'm not training any more social workers, They're supposed
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to know. They're ouppoesd to coma here and tell me something. There's not one

who knows enything. I can tell them 1 want th follow. All 1 do is have respect

for this *ut there'o nothing they can tell me, nothing!" mar dissatisfaction

with social worker. extends oven to the social work supervisor: "I told Mrs. lK

&oriel weak supervisoa, 'If you don't throw the book away and uas your own

lnd...' She'd thinking about what the book says to do with people. 'You may

ha:. in NSW but there are soma things you don't know.''

Two family workers at the center oleo indtceted some unhappiness with the

social worker, LS said that she learned nothing from him, that he site behind

his desk and doss not go to the fieId, that he is unfriendly and cold, that he

acts as though paraprofessional staff knew nothing, end that e man does not fit

into an ell-femels social service group. The family worker VW also notes '.hat

paraprofessional staff know the center families better than the social worker but

that the social worker pays no attention to what staff tell his about the femtiles.

The difficulties which affect the relationship between the social worker and

paraprofessional social service staff are chiefly due to the seniority gep, the

sax difference, the ego difference (he is younger than paraprofessional staff),

lack of experience and particular characteristics of the social worker. There

are also basic conflicts at this center between professional social work perspec-

tives and the perspectives of paraprofessional staff. Thus, the social work

supervisor DI notes that pareprofessionais tend to do things for parents" rather

than encouraging autonomy on the parents' part; they reject psychological causa-

tion of problems, particularly when it touches this personally; they evidence in-

adequate self - management of feelings; and they overdo confidentiality: This is

a problem....They don't trust the agency and I think they don't understand the

loaning of confidentiality, They don't understand that the agency can really

protect the information....The concept of receiving information as a paid employes
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mid the inuseation not reall; belonging to the uorilar to a concept diffLult

ivr thor veep." DI 'Ingle* out the fomily Asoistent as being particularly

+secretive A' protective of her information. Indeed, paraprofessional staff at

the cant r do not transmit to the social worker and the agency what they consider

to be c' ridantisl information. The family assistant, AU, states that each staff

member "has to figure out whet you tell and what you don't tell." ma family

worker VU says that "If it's personal business, like marital problems, it does

not belong to the esency and 1 don't tell the @oriel worker."
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Attitudes towerd the emplayment of paraprofessionals in the social work com-

ponent of Head Start are less than enthusiastic, es compered with the attitudes

held toward tbs us. of peraprofessionals in the teaching field. Although profes-

sionels ere gratified that paraprofessionals rslieve them from performing routine

(albeit crucial) chores so that they can concentrate on core social work tasks,

they are not satisfied with the general performance of paraprofessionals, their

work ethic and the generally poor relations between paraprofessionals and them-

selves. Even at Adams, where work relations are not conflictful, the social

worker holds a skeptical attitude about the value of paraprofessionals for the

Need Start program: She sees tha value of paraprofessional employment as accruing

only to paraprofessionals themselves--this is the only type of work for which

paraprofessionals, who are deficient in education and job skills, are qualified- -

rather than to the program.

A factor in the ambivalent attitudes of professionals toward paraprofssion-

als consists in the fear of some professionals that paraprofessionals will be

deemed capable of running the social work program by themselves and therefore,

that profeseionals will lose their jobs. Discussions were held at city-wide Mad

Start meetings during the period of the study which focused on the nature of the

social worker's role. The social workers in our sample were exposed to concep-

tions emphasising a consultant rots for the social works': rather than a direct

service and supervisory role. Social workers may have been understandably anxious

and insecure about the role which might be assigned to them in the future and may

have perceived paraprofessionals as threatening competitors. Two social workers
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(Williams arn1 Null) state. that profesolmel stenfint,la of aocis1 work can he op-

held only lf paraprofessionals mire properly nopervie.01 sod trained by profession-

el social workers end that centers cannot get along without a strong doge of pro-

fectional expertise at the center level, which a more consultant %meld not be

able to provide.

The differergation of rotas between social worker and the paraprofessional

*octal service staif varies Geroge centers, although it is universally higher

than role differentiation between teachers and teacher sides. Thus, at Williams

end :lull, social workers do psychological counseling, develop community resources,

and make contacts with agencies. At Adams only the social worker holds family-

life diecusoions, attendee by both staff end parents. At Jefferson the social

worker shires casework with the family assistant. but Oa supervises the recruit-

ment of familiar' to the center and the medical program. Supervision at all

centers is in the hands of the social worker, and this I. resented and evaded at

Williams, Null and Jefferson. Two of the four social workers (Adams and Jeffer-

son) make. it a point occasionally to perform escort OOVVICO or make coffee or

lunch, eJ as to lessen the social distance between the sides and theeselves.

At two of the centers and Null) the social workere, casework spe-

cialists by training, neglect to supervise group work, that is the work of

social service aides in organizing parents for recreational, community action,

and center governance purposes. The social worker at Jefferson, who is prepared

to take pert in and supervise parent activities, is prevented from doing so by

the family easietant It is only at Adams, where the social worker had special-

ised in group work and enjoys complete control of the social work program, that

social worker takes charge of all group work.

Role distinguishability between family assistants and family workers also

Varies iliefella ewers. Thus, at Williams both categories of aides generally
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perform the nem. tasks: recruitment i f chillren and (settle*, checking children's

ottaudooce and Poking follow-op home visits to ascertain reasons for absence, sc-

compenyinA children for medical and dental examinations, organising parents for

recreational sod community action purposes, acting as referral persons for the

social worker, and miscellaneous duties such as escort service, bebysitting and

filling in gape in personnel in the classroom or in the kitchen. At Hull the

role, also overlap. At both these centers the social worker disapproves of this

merging of roles and steles a preference for the family assistant to exercise a

supervie,yry fuhrttott 'o'er family workers, At Jefferson, work tasks are to a large

extent ssigned on the basis of interest and special knowledge or concern, al-

though the family assistant is generally in charge of parent activities.

Adams evidencen a greater differentiation of roles between family assistants

and family workers. Thus, the nosily assistants are in charge of parent groups

which engage in the governance of th ,enter and moat parent clubs, whereas house-

keeping, errand running and hogteseing of the parent roe: are in the domain of

family workers. This center thus differa from the others in that there is a

clearer division of labor between family assistants and family workers, although

some role components overlap. Alan noteworthy is the fact that family workers do

not appear to resent the higher salary and corresponding atatus of family assis-

tants. This is understandable in view of the limited occupancy of positionsthe

maximum is two yearwhich was legislated by the parents' Personnel Practices

Committee and the eaohasis on offering a "career" of sorts to family workers by

promoting them to the family assistant position when their first two years are up,

over hiring to the assistant's position directly from the parent body. Thus,

rather than resenting the higher salary of family assistants, family workers can

look forward to a time when they themselves will occupy that position and receive

that salary.
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To conclude this discussion of role allocation, it should be noted that at

all centers paraprofessionals mnnifnac resentment of babysitting and escort ser-

vice: they feel exploited both by the social worker who aseigns them throe duties

and by the parents who require these services.

At none of our canters did professional, provide paraprofessionals with any

formal orientation to the roles which they were expected to fill. Induction into

these roles was most often performed through peer socializationthat in, a scciaL

service aide who had worked at the center for A period of time helping her newly-

hired co-worker to effect the transition from ;area (for those who had been par-

ents) to employee of the center. At Adams, the social worker explicitly denies

the value of easing a new paraprofessional into her job by formal explanation:

she informs all newly-hired personnel that "it's a 'learn-as-you-go' job: you

learn by doing."

Supervision of paraprofessionals varies from formal, scheduled group meetings

(Hull and Jefferson) to nonscheduled individual conferences (Williams and Adams).

Regular inservice training sessions are held at dull by the social worker; at

Williams they are conducted monthly by the consulting psychologist; and at

Jefferson, they are held weekly by the social work supervisor for all social ser-

vice personnel at the centers of the delegate agency. At Adams, the social

worker felt the need to provide systematic training for her aides but she did

not feel that she had the skills to do so.

At Hutt and Jefferson, social service aides resist supervision by the social

workers, in part because of their dichotomization of knowledge and akills- -the

social worker has book learning but they are superior in concrete experience

with the life problems of the clientele.

At three of the centers (Williams, Hutt and Jefferson), a well-defined bridg-

ing function for paraprofessionals is in operation and is accepted by both social
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workers and social service aides. Rather than parents going directly to the

social worker, the paraprofessionals are intermediaries between the two parties:

they see themselves as being friendly or neighbqrly in their relations to parents,

whereas social workers are cold, impeisonsl and businesslike; they can reach the

"deep part" of parents, that is, elicit attitudes end feelings which would not be

co easily ro*AosleA to rho rfiofm4.31onal. Paraprofessionals, once they have reached

parents, may then induce this to seek help from the social worker if their probe

leme are not amenable to paraprofessional expertise (Williams end Mal), or go

beck and forth between the parent end the social mortar to get and give informa-

tion, for instance, about outside agencies which may help alleviate the parent's

problem (Jefferson). {At Mull, rather than performing a mediating function, the

family assistant was felt by the social worker to be undermining her relations

with parents.) At the above three centers the social service aides contributed

to the social worker's understanding of the community's culture patterns and

values. At Jefferson, contact with paraprofessionals and observation of their

interpersonal style was deemed responsible by the social work supervisor for

changing somewhat her professional practices, that is, her way of relating to

parents.

Adams constitutes an exception to the general patterning of a linking role

for paraprofessionals. The social worker denies that paraprofessionals perform

a bridging function between parents and herself: she states that she learns as

much directly from parents as from staff. The social service aides also disclaim

a mediating role, stating that the social worker is well liked by parents. never-

theless, at this center too, there is evidence that some parents feel more com-

fortable in talking to a paraprofessional who can be more of a "friend" to them

than can the social worker and it is clear that, on occasion, the social worker

uses a paraprofessional as a link to parents when she wants to make an out-reach
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effort to involve nonparticipating parents in the center program.

Paraprofessionals at all bur. one of the contentJefferson, where they feel

closest to one another and believe they are seen by parents as social service

workers--identify most closely with parents rather than with other paraprofes-

sional staff or with the social worker. In their estimation, perents perceive

them as parents like themselves, as neighbors or friends, rather than as staff

iriembra.

Two paraprofessionals, one each et Hull and at Adams, are uncomfortable

with the parent identity: they would like to be perceived as staff members rather

than peers because they feel that a certain degree of social distance is neces-

sary to doing their best work. At any rate, all paraprofessionals at all the

centers reject identification with the social worker--an identity which has nega-

tive connotations for most of them.

With the exception of the remily assistant at Hull, none of the paraprofes-

sionals had developed a sense of paraprofessional identity, which would imply the

recognition of common interests among themselves and with paraprofessional teach-

ing staff. Social service aides reason that each has special responsibilities

not shared with tne rest of the staff (Adaco), that paraprofessional meetings

would be divisive (Jefferson), that they have no problems in common with teacher

aides (Adams and Jefferson), that meetings held in the absence of the social

worker would be meaningless: they would not know what they were talking about

(Adams and Jefferson).

Smoot:It at Adams, where the work ethic of paraprofessionals was considered

satisfactory and commitment to work was said to be marked, complaints were voiced

at the centers about the lack of punctuality of social service aides, their lack

of dependability, their idleness and their negativism about following recommenda-

tions of professionst staff. Furthermore, at Hull in particular, the social
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worker described her staff as lacking motivation, commitment and a sense of re

possibility.

With the exception of Adams again, where relations between the social worker

and social service aide. are generally free of expressed conflict, work relations

ere characterised by tension, resentment, hostility and resistance to professional

authority.

Antagonism toward the social worker is most marked st Hull end Jefferson.

Sources of strain are status discrepancies between social workers and social

service aides on the dimensions of age, residence and length of time of employ..

went. Value conflictthat is, different perspectives on how to perceive and act

on parent problems- -loom large, particularly at Hull. At that center, attempts

by the social worker to inculcate social work principles at with failure. The

paucity of social work and supervisory experience on the pert of the social worker

at Jefferson, in view of the considerable experience of paraprofessional staff, is

a cause for resentment and lack of respect for the social worker. The extent of

disillusionment with the social worker at Jefferson reached the point of putting

in question whether there was a need for a social worker at all. One family

worker claims that the practice of social work requires only humanitarien prin-

ciples and the social work degree is superfluous.

At Williams, the conflict between the professional and lay perspective' also

effects work relations. Social work staff in this case avoid contact with the

social worker whom they consider authoritarian demanding, for instance, a level

of parent participation which staff are not able to supply. This, of course, may

be due, in part, to the physical separation at this center between the social

worker, who operates out of the delegate agency 'headquarters, and the paraprofes-

sional staff, stationed in the center site. Probably because of the infrequency

of contact, the social worker is not aware of the true feelings of staff toward
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her, as rite social workers at Pull end Jefferson.

At Adams work relstiona ars marked by good will and poaitivo feeltnss

toward the ,.octal worker. Although value differences prevail here, as at the

other three centers, the social worker does not make en issue of the Lack of pro.

feesionalism with paraprofessional staff. She accepts staff as they are, being

profoundly skepticat about the possibility of changing their attitudes through

short-term training. There is no evidence, however, that her superior and con-

descending stance, based on her assessment of the high quality of the training

she has been fortunate to receive at a leading sociat work school, is transmitted

to her staff: They speak of the ease of communication with her, of having learned

from her and being valued by her; they all think that the center could not func-

tion without the social worker. Although the social worker vacillates between

giving orders and more egalitarian decision-making with staff, they feel that

they are being consulted and listened to with respect. The one focus of conten-

tion is escort service, where the social worker insists that it be provided for

parents whom she perceives as needing it, and that staff, although initially re-

sistant, must eventually do her bidding.

=UM
When we examine professional social workers' attitudes toward the employment

of paraprofessionals, a mixed picture emerges, At Williams end Adams, attitudes

were on the whole positive -- indeed at Adams, the social worker had become more

enthusiastic about her social service staff and claimed to have learned a great

deal from them; at Williams, however. while emphasising the invaluable role of

paraprofessionals, particularly as concerns their superior oral communicational

abilities (superior, that is, to professionals'), the social worker had reserva-

tions about the poor grammar and spelling evident in paraprofessionals' written

reports to central office. At Mal, the social worker felt quite negative about
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her staff, the relationship between them having continued to deteriorate since

Time One. At Jefferson, the social work supervisor and the social worker had

reservations about the kind of social service paraprofessionals employed at the

center--the social work supervisor feeling that they were too middle class in

their aspirations, thus making tires 4111'4 :eat hoz :Le paccnts they rc .sr: serving,

the social worker claiming on the contrary that their similarity to parents,

while an advantage in bringing about greater understanding and closer communica-

tions, might also be detrimental because paraprofessionals would have the same

problems as parents and they might feel hopeless about the parents' problems, In-

asmuch as they felt hopeless about their own, thus, no clear vimw emerges as to

what kind of paraprofessionals both the social work supervisor and the social

worker feel would be most effective in the programs

Thera continued to be a high differentiation of roles between social worker

and social service paraprofessionals at all our centers and the roles of family

assistant and family worker also continued to overlap, which was a subject of

concern at Williams and Hull. Professionals' supervision of social service

staff was informal at Williams and Adams--consisting of individual conferences

usually initiated by the paraprofessional it was more formal at Hull and Jeffer-

son, where group meetings were held. The social worker at Hull found supervision

an extremely frustrating experience, as she claimed that the paraprofessionals

did no true case recording in detail, which precluded discussion in depth of

family problems of parents and that, at any rate, family workers listened only

to the center director, not to her or the family assistant.

At Hull and Jefferson, and in contrast with Time One, the social workers

questioned the necessity for social service staff to play a mediating role be-

tween parents and the professionals: at Hull, the social worker claimed that
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there was no gap to be bridged ane that she related well to parents. At Jeffer-

son also, the social work supervisor said that a good social worker could cow-

municato directly with parents and that it was a "dirty excuse" that pareprofes.

sionals were being used to interpret the social worker end parents to each other.

At Adams, we find a reversal of attitude by the social worker in the opposite

direction: in contrast to Time One, she claimed that paraprofessionals hod edu-

ceted her with respect to parent problems and that they had helped parents com-

municate with her.

The work relations between the social worker and social service staff con-

tinued to be characterised by conflict at Hull and Jefferson, as they were at

Time One. At Hull, the social worker was deeply unhappy over her relationship

to the paraprofessionals (with the exception of the family assistant). She felt

she had sods a minimal impact on the program, that staff did not evidence any

"growth," that they did not follow her directions and she said that she had

given up on supervision altogether. At Jefferson, paraprofessionals were ex-

tremely hostile and resentful toward their new social worker, who was a man

where they were women, uho was younger than they inexperienced where they felt

they were experienced and, in addition, was cold and unfriendly and unable to

supervise them, both because of his lack of knowledge of the Head Start program

and of parents' problems and because he offended the paraprofessionals by giving

orders from behind his desk and never going out into the field.

At Williams, paraprofessionals appeared to have less difficulty in relating

to the social worker than they experienced at Time One. Yet, although the social

worker was receptive to paraprofessionals' ideas, the latter felt that the social

worker had her way in the end. Nonetheless, as one paraprofessional put it, "We

all feel like one big family, there's not that feeling of the professional and

the parepcofessional."
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At Adorns, work relations continued to be satisfactory from the social

worker's point of view, although reservations were entertained by the parapro-

fessionals. One paraprofessional was specifically rejecting of "social work

!ivermwherokby pliaet.? valitiOnS about *oat Sttint. th4 Ahcakd tako Ja A prob.

louvers scat by the social worker le the fore of another question: 'What dosam

went to dot" which was construed by the paraprofessional to be an evasion of the

social worker's duty to provide specific answers to specific problems.

At all centers (except Adams), professional and lay perspectives on how to

aarvics pavanes clashed u they did at Time 00S. At Williams, the social worker

criticised Lhe lack of professionalism among paraprofessionals in their attitudes

to patents: they formed too close a relationship to certain parents and mode in-

appropriate confidences to them, negative feelings got expressed to some parents.

The gist of the criticism was that paraprofessionals did not know how to cops

with a 'York-f:iendithip" relationship and that they did not seam to be able to

assume the proper stance of "detached involvement" characteristic of professional

social workers

At Jefferson, as at Hull, the social worker pointed out that paraprofession-

als do things for parents rather than permitting self-determination, that gluey

reject psychological causation of problems, that they evidence inadequate self-

management of feelings, and that they overdo confidentiality, that is, that they

do not transmit to the agency what they consider to be confidential information

imparted to them by parents.

Adams is the only center where there was no noticeable disjunction between

the perspectives of social worker and paraprofessionalswhich contrasts with

the situation as it was at Time One. Obviously the social worker has :men sue

easeful in transmitting some professional social work values to her staff: Thus,

she said, they now respect the right of parents to make their own decisions, they
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tend to treat all parents with respect and have learned to menage their own feel-

ings, they have come to understand the concept of emotional difficulties, they

have become sore Mar, of themselves and become less judgmental of others.

Pinally, the difference of time perspective in solving parents' problems has

become attenuated as .omparod with Time One: Paraprofessionals are now more

*Ware of the length of time needed for successful intervention in people's lives.



PART TV
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CHAPTER 13

1112IMILASLIIMIWISTAILOSLIINIELEIL

WELL
Whereas teachers' attitudes toward the use of paraprofessional teacher sides

are uniformly positive end all the teachers (except one at SAO are accepting of

their aides, social workers (except et Adams) are found to be lees than enthusi-

astic in their attitudes toward paraprofessional social service aides. They are

especially dissatisfied with the job performance of their aides, their, to this,

unsatisfactory work ethic and the generally conflictful character of thair own

relations with the aides.

Certainly one factor explaining the contraat in professionals' attitudes

toward the utilisation of paraprofessionals between the aphare of teaching and

that of social work may be the novelty of the utilisation of paraprofessionals

in social work, whereas there is a long tradition of employment of untrained or

semi-trained personnel (aides, parents, etc.) in preschool settings (nursery

schools and day care centers). None of the social workera in our sample had had

any previous experience in training or working with paraprofesaional assistants,

nor had their own training exposed them to meat was then a non - existent practice.

This contrasts with the situation in teaching, where teachers, even when they

have not, prior to their employment in Head Start, tsught preschool children,

are well aware of the long - standing practice of using nonprofessional assistants

in the classroom.

The teaching component at the centers is marked by minimal differentiation

of roles between professionals and psraprofessionsla. On the other band, a high

differentiation of roles characterises the relations between social workers and

social service aides.
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Socialisation of teacher aides by teachers, in the form of formal supervis-

ion, is absent at the centero: It is replaced by informal chats when the oppor-

tunity presents itself, but on thug whole there is a minimum of abstract verbal

explanation on the part of teachers, and teacher aides learn management And teach-

ing skills mainly by observing teachers. Supervision of social service aides 18

carried out by social workers, either through formal meetings or through individ-

ual conferences; however, there is minimal supervision of paraprofessionals'

group work with parents, mainly because all but one of the social workers are

ceseworkere by training, not group workers or generic social workers.

The concept of the bridge--in which paraprofessionals act as intermediaries

between professionals and parents - -is actualized in some cases in the teaching

sphere and seems to be maximally realized in social work. It appears that, where

the ethnicity of teacher, aide, and parents is the same (mainly white in Adams

and black in Williams and Jefferson), the existence of a bridging function for

aides is denied (Williams and Adams); it is affirmed in only ona instance

(Jefferson). At Hull, where the teachers are white and the aides black or

Spanish-speaking and where some of the parents ere black and some Spanish- speak-

ing, and at Williams, in the instance where the teacher is Spanish- speaking and

the aide black and the parents are also block, aides are said to bridge the gap

between parents and the teacher.

In the social work sphere, a bridge appears to operate irrespective of the

congruence or noneongruence of ethnicity among the social workers, social ser-

vice aides and parents. Tne bridge concept appear. to be built into the role

requirements of the paraprofessionals' work: They approach parents, attempt to

involve them in the renter programs and governance, perform services for them

and refer them to the social worker when they present psychological problems.

It would be well nigh impossible for the social worker einglehandedly to serve

the large population of parents at the center.. Secondly, social service aides
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perceive themselves as being attuned to the interpersonal style of parents, as

being friendly and neighborly, whereas they perceive the owes' workers me cold

and impersonal. Thus, they see themselves me bridging the distance in emotional

stance aria interpersonal eLyle between parvoto *ad the 'meal mother. It should

be toted that the perceptions which operate here are confined to the social work

component of Head Start; they do not epply to the teaching component. It should

also be noted that, at Time Two, the social worker at Null center and the social

work supervisor for Jefferson rooter questioned the existence of a communication

Sap to ba bridged by paraprofessionals.

Teacher aide. (with the exception of one aide at Null) identify with their

respective teachers. This **nee of identification is determined by children,

parents and by the teacher, that is all parties to interaction with the aides

reinforce aides' identification with the teacher. On the other hand, social

service aides identify, sot with the dints' worker, but with the parents they

serve. They also see parents as perceiving them ae parents, neighbors and

friends, rather than as staff members. At sny rate, there is no question but

that social service aides vigorously reject any sense of identification with the

social worker, an identification that would have negative connotations for them.

Neither teacher aides nor social service aidss have developed a sense of

separate identity a. paraprofessionals: they feel that they have no problem. in

common, that meetings from which professionals are excluded would be divisive,

that they have no particular grievances, etc. Certainly one factor hindering

the possibility of paraprofessional solidarity is the small population base of

paraprofessionals at the centers (two to five persons in the teaching and social

work component., respectively).

The work ethic of teacher aides is deemed favorable by teachers, whereas it

is considered poor for social 'Parities aides, the latter being habitually late for
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work, undependable and often idle. It might, of course, be posited that the

conditions of work in thn teaching component--which imply tine presence at centers

of a large number of children for a specified period of timerequire the attend-

ance of both teacher and aide for that period of time. Lack of punctuality of

the aide or lack of involvement in classroom activities are structurally unfeas-

ible. Similar time demands do not apply to social service aides in the same

structurally inescapable way.

Finally, work relations in the teaching domain are generally egalitarian

and harmonious. While the educational perspectives of teachers and aides mostly

diverge, no open conflict ensues. In fact, teachers and aides are either unaware

of these differences or do not consider them important. On the other hand, work

relations between social workers and their aides are characterised by tension,

resentment and hostility. One factor which accounts for the tenor of interper-

sonal relations in the social work domain may be the status discrepancies be-

tween social workers and aides on the dimensions of age, residence and seniority

on the job (Hull and Jefferson). At all centers there are also fundamental value

incongruence, between social workers and their aides which focus on the manner in

which parents are to be served. It is noteworthy that, at precisely the center

where the social worker did not make an issue of the lack of professionalism on

the part of her aides (Adams), at Time Two the paraprofessionals had become more

"professional." An unanswered question is why the aides moved to a value per-

spective more congruent with the professional perspective of the social worker

in view of whet she claims have been minimal training efforts on her part.

In general, in our analysis of work relations between professionals and

paraprofessionals, we have found marked differences between the teaching compon-

ent and the social work component of Head Start.

Teachers and teacher aides share equally in the performance of most work
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tasks, teacher aides identify closely with teachers and work relations appear to

be egalitarian, cooperative and amiable despite the existence of value conflicts

centered oa their respective philosophies of education. In the social work field,

on the other hand, a waded division of labor prevails between the social worker

and social service aides, the paraprofessionals identify closely with the parents

rather than with the social worker, and work relations are tense and conflictful

in part because, of serious value conflicts over the appropriate manner of servic-

ing parents.

Interpretation of Findings

The question raised by the different tenor of work relationships in educa-

tion as contrasted with social work is: Why are the value .onflicte between the

lay and professional subcultures which characterize both education and social

work not productive of serious interpersonal tension in the teaching area, where-

as similar value conflicts in social work become salient and lead to inordinate

difficulties in the interpersonal relations between social workers end social

service aides?

We propose to explain the differences in interpersonal relations between

zaching and social work personnel by positing several contextual factors which

differentiate the spheres of education and social work:

Paraprofessional :re -EmPlo nt Cnc ontinuLtw vs. Role

Hiscontinultv

Role performance in the teaching component of Head Start is very each abet-

ted by the fact that most paraprofessionals have young children. Thus, teacher

aides have personal experience which is useful in the enactment of their work

roles end this is recognized by some teachers who state that teacher aides have

the ability to manage and teach children in the classroom by virtue of their own

parental experience.
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Social eervice staff, on the other hand, do work which seldom puts to use

their knowledge as parents. The types of experience which social work requires- -

ability to deal with adults, to help them solve their problems, to refer them to

community agencies- -are not necessarily initially possessed by social service

staff who, prior to getting Jobs, may have had little experience in helping extra.

familial adults.

Thus, social service staff may be disadvantaged, as compared with teacher

aides, in developing rolea, gaining the full acceptance of professionals, and

thus developing a mutually cooperative relationship with them.

frpLaPercetocaarofessoeTeachna Social Work Professions

Although our evidence is slim on this point, we think that there are differ-

ences for paraprofessionals in past experience with and general stereotypes 0

teachers and social workers.

Past experience with teachers is obviously pervasive and we can speculate

that paraprofessionals, either as children or as parents of school-aged children,

may have posirive as well ae negative feelings about teachers. Thus, whatever

the exact nature of the stereotype held of teachers, it is probably mixed rather

than all good or bad. On the other hand, whether the familiarity with social

workers is direct--based mainly on experience with welfare caseworkers--or is

mediated through hearsay. paraprofessionals hold generally negative views of the

social work profession because *octet workers are perceived basically as dispens-

ing charity and thus inevitably as patronising their clients.

Furthermore, teaching is seen by women in our society generally as a worth-

while occupation to aspire to patticularly for women at: the lower end of the

socioeconomic scale. This is less the case for the social work profession.

Thus, some of the paraprofessionals in our sample aspire to reach the status of

teacher and are taking college courses in order to do so. Only one person in our
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social work paraprofessional cLmple had the desire to attain social worker status,

perhaps because it involves a set of hard-to-fathom constructs and en interper-

sonel-profecaionel stance, the point of wich is herd to grasp.

Differences in Teachers' aniUldSoca 41402LI:LiMgii=d. their Profeeelenal
'reining and Ideoloav

Because teachers claim to have learned little in college about teaching and

claim to have learned the most from student teaching and actual teaching exper..

Lance, they may feel that teacher aides can learn as they did, by observing the

teacher and modeling themselves after het. An explicit educational ideology is

probably not involved in this process, that is, it drAs not iwpingo on the teach-

er's teaching or on the teacher aide's learning.

Social workers, on the other hand, are not inclined to minimize their grad-

uate training. Their internalization of social work values and perspectives de-

rives from achooling as well as social work placements, where their work was COn

stoutly evaluated by a social work supervisor. It is more difficult for these

values and perspectives to be internalized by social service paraprofessionals

outside a training center than it is for teacher aides to learn the handling of

children, curriculum materials and ideas, and techniques of preaentation fiom the

teachers.

Also, teaching's abstract base of knowledge, as currently taught in most

teacher training institutions, is leas demanding than the body of knowledge

which underlies social work and which is conveyed through two additional years

of graduate training (which include intensive supervised field experience).

Thus, teachers' attempts to teach teacher aides their lore and have them partici..

pate fully on an equal basis in cleasroom work may meet with greater success,

whereas social workers' attempts to inculcate a disciplined outlook on social

work problem and techniques are moat often rebuffed.
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o o a nc a
socialization,

Why do the different perspectives of teachers and teacher aides about the

aims and emphases of early childhood education not clash more than they dot

The teacher aide puts primary emphasis on what is a secondary emphasis of

the teacher, namely, the inculcation of beginning academic skills (writing one's

name, learning numbers and the ABCs). Feelings are more taken for granted in

the perspective of the teacher aide. For the teacher, on the other hand, the

feeling life of children (attitudes toward school, excitemeaL about learning,

self-concept) is a major subject of thought and a major focus of action. Teacher

aides, rather than being concerned with attitudes and general dispositions, are

more concerned with concrete manifestations of prowess, as harbingers of future

achievement and social mobility.

But, in the course of the day or week, some time is allotted to the teaching

of academic skills, so that learning dies occur in this area. The teacher aide

is satisfied that her ideas are not being ignored in the classroom, even if they

are not the major emphasis. She probably realizes, if only unconsciously, that

the moat "natural" activity for young children is play and, while she may not be

fully convinced that children also learn concepts through play, she is willing

to settle for less than a wholly academic emphasis in school. A working consen-

sus thus exists in which the minor emphasis of the one is balanced against the

major emphasis of the other.

Thus, the differential educational values and goals of professionals and

paraprofessionals are accommodated within the micro-system of the classroom. We

may speculate that this accommodation is almost mandated by the ecological con-

text of teaching. That is, the classroom is a closed system wherein two adults

are constantly visible to each other and therefore must "get along" if they are
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to perform satisfectorily.

On the other hand, differences between the social worker and social service

aides are not the focus of accommodation and compromise leading to a mutually

acceptable style of servicing parents. That the role Incumbents are virtually

invisible to one another when enacting their roles may be a crucial factor.

These ecological conditions also affect the patterning of socialization of

paraprofessionals by professionals. The teacher performs her role "onstage,"

whereas the social worker performs the core part of her work "backstage." Thus

professional models of behavior are differentially available to teacher aides

and social service aides.

Likewise, because the behavior of teacher aides is highly visible to teach-

ers, the latter can influence their aides in the immediate context, whereas the

behavior of social service sides is leas visible to the social worker, who must

therefore reconstruct situations and pass Judgment away from specific action

contexts. The mode of socialization which is implied is thus concrete and visual

for teacher aides, while for the social aervice aides it is more abstract and un-

seen.

We may speculate that paraprofessionals feel less comfortable with more ab-

stract, less contextual modes of supervision and we posit that this may help to

explain the higher interpersonal accommodation in classrooms and the more con-

flictful relations in the social work sphere.

Miscontinuities with Respect to Interpersonal and,Self-Presentation Stvles

The social work perspective demands self-discipline and self - control and

prescribes the use of oneself in a carefully planned, engineered fashion. This

perspective clashes with the "lay" outlook on human relations and the lay inter-

personal style between adults: "natural," spontaneous, directive. For the social

worker the self is an instrument -- emotionally detached from the client and
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operating in a non-directive way, though often manipulating the client toward a

predetermined course of action. The lay interpersonal style is direct, authori-

tative in advice-giving, enactive; relationships Frith clients are characterized

by moral judgment and emotional involvement. Furthermore, because paraprofession-

al social work staff are closely identified with the parents they service and

with whom they share common problems, Lt may be more difficult for them to adopt

the professionally-hallowed attitude of detachment toward them and their problems.

On the other hand, teacher aides, who are expected to be nurturant toward

and supportive of children, may regard such qualities as perfectly congruent with

their lay perspective. In teaching there is lees of a gap between the profession-

ally-approved way of relating to children and the indigenous interpersonal style

and mode of self-presentation. Some objectivity, it is true, is required on the

part of teacher aides but, in contrast with social work aides who are closely

identified with parents, they are not so closely identified with the children

that they cannot remove themselves psychologically and adopt a more neutral

stance wherein they model themselves on teachers in exploring causes of child

behavior and handling problems as teachers ao.

Orientation toward Social-NDWALti

Social service staff want to remake social work to suit the style of parents.

leacher aides accept the middle-class world of teaching, being willing, for ex-

ample, to look for the causes of child behavior, as the teachers themselves dem

onetrate and encourage the aides to do. Social service staff are averse to ac-

cepting the causal themes of social workers. This could be because for their

children paraprofessionals identify with a middle-class world, are oriented to

upward social mobility for children and require eiddla-class ministrations to

achieve it, whereas for adults they are oriented to the here-and-now world.
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This study of work relations between professionals and pereprofeesionale in

small sample of Heed Start centers in the New York metropolitan area raises the

question of the representativeness cf our findings and their generelisability so

other Head Start centers.

Clearly-patterned differences set off work relations among teaching staffs

from weft relations among social service staffs. We believe that the reasons for

these differences inhere, as we have speculated in the section above, in ecologi-

cal, structural and interpersonal factors which differentiate the teaching domain

from the social service domain, rather than in factors of individual personality

or peculiarities of the centers in the sample. The centers were selected to in-

clude a range of center sizes, sponsorship and ethnicity. Thus, we feel confi-

dant thLt our fin ungs would be applicable to other centers having stellar char-

acteristics ae the ones in our sample.

It will bpi remembered that the liork relations between the members of one

teaching dyad at Hull center were markedly strained and authoritarian, in con-

trast to the more egalitarian and harmonious relations prevailing among other

teaching dyads at this and other centers. We can surmise that a survey type

stuoy netting a large number of centers would uncover more relationships of this

type, particularly if it included Read Start centers sponsored by public school

systems which, due to their bureaucratic and hierarchical character, would be

more likely to foster work relations of a similar nature between teachers and

teacher aides.

We are cautious in generalizing our findings beyond New York, since state

and local laws, for example, on licensing of teachers in Head Start vary across

the country and may permit, contrary to what is the case in New York City, the

employment es teachers of persons who do not have college degrees. Work relations
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between professionals without degrees and paraprofessionals may be very different

where licensing laws do not follow the New York State pattern. The type of com-

munity where Head Start centers are located--rural small town, small city, etc.

--may also affect the nature of work relations, although we are not able to spec-

ify in what ways.

Whereas the professionals and paraprofessionals in our sample may be pre-
/

sumed to be similar in many ways to their counterparts in other parts of the

country, differences may exist which would affect the generalisability cf find-

ings reported here. Nonetheless, our findings should prove suggestive of pat-

terns that would be obtained elsewhere if further studies were contemplated using

similar procedures.
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CHAPTER 14

1PIVATIONS OF MB STUDY AND ascatensTioNs

A striking characteristic of Head Start - -and particularly of the teaching

component of Head Stert - -is the uneasy coexistence of polar principles of social

organization, namely both stratification and egalitarianism.

There are considerable salary differences between ranks in Head Start.

These ranks are also distinguished by the use of different titles. It might be

expected tUt if stratification were a pervasive principle of organizetica, the

allocation of work functions would be correspondingly stratified (different work

specifications for unequal rewards) and that role relations would be of a hier

archical type.

But this is not the case. Work is markedly similar across ranks. The

teacher aide performs the same work tasks as the teacher, who reserves for her

self only writing reports and holding parentteacher conferences-and even this

is not always the case. Teachers also share in such tasks as housekeeping and

toileting children. In many centers it is almost impossible to distinguish the

teacher from the teacher aide when observing in a classroom. Furthermore, al

though the teacher sets the tone of the classroom and formulates the activity

schedule, she appears to invite an egalitarian relationship with the aide in

that she is open to suggestions from the aide and encourages him or her to es..

sums responsibility for areas of the classroom and for group or individual ac-

tivities.

The pervasive egalitarianism in work roles and work loads observed in Head

Start poses difficulties to the enactment of a genuine career ladder, if such is

contemplated for Head Start. If a career ladder is instituted, with positions
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reflecting differences in titles and salaries (e.g., teacher aide, assistant

teacher, associate teacher, etc.), the work associated with these distinctions

should be differentiated. Tit it appears that in institutions providing care

and education for very young children, such role differentiation is very diffi-

cult to enact. The only factor which might justify the differences in salaries

and titles is the fact that ultimate responsibility for a given group of children

resides with the teacher, and both teachers and teacher aides perceive this as an

important factor.

Beyond this consideration, titles and salaries reflect only differences in

length of schooling and certification of that schooling, taking no account of

what work professionals and paraprofessionals perform and how they perform it.

In view of the current attacks on credentialism and the "credentials society,"

a real dilemma is posed by the lack of match between work and the reward struc..

tura. In the light of the controversy regarding the accreditation of teachers,

more thought needs to be given to the kinds of differentiation of roles between

teacher end teacher aide which have meaning in terms of differential backgrounds,

training and final responsibility in the classroom.

Skills Pee

Whether as full-time supervisor or consultant, the social worker needs quali-

fications which are too often lacking in Heed Start social workers: generic

social work skills, that is, group work and community organisation experience,

as well as the casework skills which most social workers possess. They also need

supervisory skills: their social work training has prepared them for profeasion-

al-client relationships, not for professional-paraprofessional assistant rela-

tions.

In recruiting staff, social workers should not be hired last, that is, after

paraprofessionals have been hired, because paraprofessional staff may establish
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"a way of doing things" that will be highly resistant to subsequent professional

influence and may cause difficult professional-paraprofesaional relationships.

Everything possible should be done to minimize the extant high turnover of social

workers, so that they, in conjunction with paraprofessionals, have an opportunity

to establish * mutually acceptable style of servicing families.

There ought to be a clearer conceptualization of roles, client problems and

expertise possessed by professionals and paraprofessionals. Thus, social service

staff should be made aware of the components of one another's jobs and the contri..

butions each makes to the total operation. The social worker's role in particu.

lar should be more clearly defined and legitimated. There should also be a clear

er differentiation between t%i family assistant and the family worker roles ao

that differences in types of work and ..,Nyik loads are congruous with differences

in titles and salaries.

The knowledge which social worPets brit% to bear on client problems, as

against the kind of knowledge which paraprofessional ,toff possess, should be

clearly spelled out, so that division of labor can be more rev,knnal. Finally,

the classes of client problems encountered in Head Start centers shq ld be so

defined that a match may ensue between client problem, type of service, and pro-

vider of service.

The social worker's sense of inadequacy, in part because she lacks the gen-

eric social work skills which employment in Head Start requires, is reinforced

by her isolation from a network of social' work colleagues - -a "reference" commun-

ity -who ordinarily, in typical social work settings, provide support, consulta-

tion and supervision and validate social workers' professional identity. Con-

sideration should be given to providing support to Head Start social workers in

the form of regular meetings and consultation among peers working in Heed Start

centers in a delimited geographical area, as well as consultation with more
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knowledgeable social workers who have had experience in working with pareprofess.

atonals over the years. Such arrangement. might do much to counter some Head

Start social workers' self doubts about their identity as bona fide profession-

als, wherein they might question the applicability of the term "professional" to

themselves, as in the case of one social worker in our sample who felt uncomfort-

able because being a professional implied that she "had all the answers from

higher place."

Socialization of_Steff

Oxismattca. Full orientation to the nature of the program and the differ

entiated roles which staff are expected to enact should be provided for each

staff member by supervisory staff at the beginning of employment. This would

obviate the present practice of leaving it to incumbent staff to socialize new

staff members, such es teacher aides orienting new teachers, with resulting re-

versals of role relationships, which are difficult to alter thereafter.

Ineervtee trnininp. Conflicting values and perspectives between profession

ale and paraprofessionals on the appropriate wayz to educate children and service

families, which are usually implicit in styles of practice, should be articulated

in the early stages of employment, and compromised should be reached in the light

of the best current educationel and social work theories, always to be amended es

further developments in these theoriee occur. It should be recognized that para-

professionals have ways of relating to both children and adults which may be more

attuned to their interpersonal styles than those of professionals. After these

children and adults have been reached, however, some of their problems may be

more adequately defined and attended to and their potentials more fully realized

by direct professional ministrations. Paraprofessionals are assumed to have

greater know-how, language skills and rapport with clientele to get them involved

in the program and also to help them cope with environmentally-based problems
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(housing, welfare, etc.), but professionals have training in personal problems

and can make diagnoses and proper referrals more readily.

Professional solutions ought not to be imposed unilaterally on paraprofes-

sionals. Yet, it was observed In university -based inservice training for para-

professionals that they are more amenable to a didactic approach to learning

than to a free - wheeling discussion wherein they are asked to find their own so-

lutions to questions asked by trainers. Thus, it seems that a combination of

didactic presentation of content followed by e period of discussion, where para..

professionals can react from their own perspective, would be desirable.

Paraprofessionals should be encouraged to formulate theft' own styles of

teaching and social work. They should not become carbon copies of teachers and

social workers. For example, just as a teacher is encouraged, at Least in the

best teacher-training institutions, to develop a style which, while based on the

training, is also congruous with his or her personality, so a teacher aide can

also be stimulated to enact a kind of practice which can be integrated with his

or her indigenous ways of coping with the world.

Since education and social work are chancy ventures at best, paraprofession-

als should be made aware of the "iceberg" nature of these fielfis. That is, what

is definite, validated knowledge, is only the tip of the iceberg. Much about

human nature bas.uncertain foundations and thus demands trying out various alter-

natives, solutions, and styles. Tolerance of ambiguity and recognition of the

limitations of professional knowledge should be consciously inculcated in para-

professionals.

Inaervice training should focus on what, in effect, is an overdoing, on the

part of social service paraprofessionals, of the principle of confidentiality.

They carry this principle too far, both in omissions in record writing and in

their reluctance, at staff meetings, to keep professionals fully informed of the
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status of families. Training would take the form of making sure that no gossip

ensues outside the center but that sharing of information between center staff

is absolutely essential to servicing both children and parents. Paraprofession-

als do not record ell the information which they have concerning families nor do

they always bring to bear all the information in their possesaion when a child

is being diacussed at staff meetings. They identify so much, or overidentifY,

with the parents (who may say: Don't tell this to anyone, to the social worker,

etc.) that they ere unwilling to divulge all their knowledge to each other or to

professionals. Furthermore, it is not impossible that the social service para-

professionals think that their status is enhanced by having information in their

possession which the social worker does not have. In general, however, the prob-

lem of overdoing confidentiality arises because the relations between parapro-

fessionals and parents are 2alt to be personal. Paraprofessionals should be

taught to understand that these relationships are personal and yet not entirely

so, if only because the continuity of the center's program and parents' partici-

pation in it, es well as the possibility that the paraprofessional may leave,

mandate the sharing and recording of information.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Our description and interpretation of work relations in the teaching and

social work spheres of Head Start lead to the obvious conclusion that these re-

lations are infinitely more problematic for social workers and social service

aides then for teachers and teacher aides.

Thus, we recommend that aocial work consultation services and inservice

training in the social work area should involve both parties to the conflict

(instead of only the paraprofessionals) and should be addressed to the value

differences between professionals and paraprofessionals, making them the focus

of awareness and arriving at a resolution wherein, even if each retains her own
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values and interpersonal style, each will be tolerant of the other's. patterns

and understand the bases of their differences. One might also speculate that

even tf acculturation is desired to minimize strain, its direction need not recap-

eerily flow from the social worker to the social service aides but the reverse

may be preferable. An analogy is offerAd by some psychotherapists whose styles

have shifted toward being more directive, authoritative and action-oriented, es-

pecially when they treat non-',Addle-class patidnts.* This type of resolution,

which would involve a change in values and interpersonal style on the part of

social workers who deal with low-income paraprofessionals and clients may entail

& reevaluation of principles for the social work profession.

*Spiegel, John P. Some cultural aspects of transference and countertransferance.
In Frank Richman, John Cohen, & Arthur Pearl (Bds.), Mentalftalth of the_Foot.
New York: Free Press, 1964. Pp. 303-320.
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APPENDIX

=AWING OF WORKIAARAPROZESSIONALS' WORK EXPERIENCE
IERELATION TO SELF -IMA M STATUS. PERFORMANCE

gE_FAMILY ROLM AND FORTIFIR SCHOOLING

This section is based on data which were gathered incidentally from ten

peraprofessionals (five teacher aides and five social service aides) at three

of the centers (Williams, Null and Jefferson). .The these of the meaning of work

for Peraprofessionals' Lives outside the Head Start centers was not part of our

original design. Rather, it became a focus for data gathering when we were pre-

paring a paper for presentation at the American Educational Research Association

meetings in February 1971, at a symposium on "The Parent as Educational Agent"

("Work Relations between Professionals and Paraprofessionals in Head Start," New

York City, February L971). The data which we gathered and which we are reporting

here is, we feel, highly suggestive and promising and would seem to warrant fur-

ther research into the interconnections between work experience in Read Start and

paraprofessionals' Lives in other settings.

Teacher Aides

Teachers and aides are unanimous that the aides are "more involved" in their

present jobs in Head Start than in their previous jobs (which were unskilled,

such as factory work and work in restaurants). The aides' self-image was en-

hanced through their feelings of increased adequacy and interpersonal competence.

For instance, one aide mentions that prior to her Head Start job experience she

talked very Little, but that the Oh "has gotten all that leaberrass,' 'shy' out

of so." Another aide who "lived alone and saw nobody" claims that the Job has

quieted down her doubts about herself; she feels that she is now "ms good as an

expert."

The job is felt to be intrinsically status-enhancing (in reference to jobs
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in manufacturing and low - skilled services). As one aide puts it: "It makes me

feel big. I feel proud being with different people. On the street all I hear

is: 'Miss II, Miss Children say to their friends: 'That's my teacher.'"

The children are thus validating the aide's status as a co-teacher rather than

as teacher aide--the official status.

Another aide perceives the lob as bringing some variety into her life and

relief from what arc at times burdensome chores: "It's not really a job to me.

It's Like coming out and getting away from everything, as far as the house and

the kids and the cleaning....To me it means like freedom...like a breakaway....

It's like getting away from the same routine every day....Instead of just clean-

ing, cooking, washing clothes, going to the store, it'a something different,

coming out and doing some work."

The work experience of teacher aides and social service aides in the study

centers has had soma consequences for their role as educational agents in their

own family setting. While we have not observed these effects in the home--indeed

to demonstrate that they occurred would have required pre- and post-employment

observations--they have been reported to us in interviews.

The following kinds of outcomes were mentioned by teacher aides:

1. Better understanding and management of their own children. Two teacher

aides report that they have made a transition from corporal punishment to reason-

ing and a more psychological approach to their children's misbehavior. They used

to spank them or beat them; now they talk to their children, ask them what their

problems are, ask them to explain the whys and wherefores of their misbehavior;

they seem to be more aware of psychological causation.

2. Transfer of Head Start play materials and activities to the home.

Teacher aides refer to having learned how to make play dough and how to paint,

which they encourage their children to do at home. One teacher aide bought a
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blackboard so that her children could put problems on the board end work them

out. Another teacher aide learned at Head Start the cognitive and affective

functions of water play, so that, whereas before her Head Start experience she

did not understand why her children wanted to engage in water play, she now en-

courages them to do so.

3. Initiation of a central school activity in the home, namely, reading

books to their children, which several teacher aides mention as not having done

before.

4. Acquisition of a comparative perspective on children of the same age

range as their own children, which gives them some idea of child development

norms and enables them to develop realistic behavior expectations for their own

children. Thus, one teacher aide reports that she thought her son was retarded

and she therefore "pushed" him; she has come to realize the latitude of expec-,

table behaviors for a child his age. Another aide points out that her experience

in Head Start made her realize that other children than her own also did "stupid

things" and so she does not get so upset with her own children anymore.

5. And finally, one teacher aide mentions that through her experience of

working with a teacher in Head Start she has acquired a better understanding of

school situations and the problems teachers face generally, and she can there-

fore respond more adequately to her own children when they report on their school

experiences and problems with teachers.

Social Service Aides

One family worker extensively discussed the meaning of her work for her.

She felt that her job had increased her status in the community: "People in the

community see the change in my dress, they see me walking around with papers....

Your whole attitude changes in a job like this....People...look at me differently

....We had elections for the Board of the Community Corporation and...several
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people came up to me and asked ma why I didn't run....It was sort of satisfying

that they should come with this suggestion." Her self-confidence and social

skills improved: '1 felt unsure about answering the telephone, I felt weird

about calling someone to get information. Now I do it as a matter of routine."

Her knowledge about Head Start and the larger world also deepened: She now

understands how the center is organized and administered, where funds come from,

the politics that are involved in funding, etc.

For another family worker, whose first job this is, the work has given her

more self-confidence. She was at first doubtful that she could perform any kind

of work, but now feels that she is ready to implement her original aspiration,

which is to become a nurse. For still another family worker, the work has had

three major consequences: It increased her sense of interpersonal competence;

it has broadened her outlook on life - - "I learn new things every day: government,

the state, the city"; finally, it has helped her put her own problems in perspec-

tive--"The parents have worse problems than I have."

A family assistant also points to the implications the work has had for her

life: She claims that it led to personal growth- -she learned social skills:

"The job took the 'shyness' out of me"; her self-esteem has increased--"/ feel

important because I am helping someone"; finally, she gets a great sense of per-

sonal satisfaction from the "gratitude" of the parents.

Social service aides have reported the following kinds of consequences of

their employment in Head Start on their role, as educational agents in the home:

1. One family assistant reports that she now reads to her child, trying to

use dramatic expressions similar to the ones she has seen on the Head Start

teacher's face, whereas prior to employment she never read books; a family worker

teaches her daughter songs she has learned at the center.

2. As with teacher aides, family staff acquire a comparative perspective
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within which to assess their own children's development and they may alter their

OM child-rearing procedure3 accordingly. Thus, one family worker learned from

her Head Start experience to encourage her youngest daughter to become more in-

dependent, allowing her to make her bed and put her clothes away, which she had

previously not peimittad her older children to do when they were of the age of

her youngest daughter in her pre-Read Start employment days. A family assistant

no longer "pushes" her son, having learned that children develop at different

rates. Another family assistant, through her contacts with parents, has become

aware of different child-rearing methods and mother-child relationships, and she

no longer assumes that her 4way" is "the right way," thus making her more intro-

spective about what her relationship to her child could or should be.

3. In the case of two family workers ve have evidence that the sheer fact

of working, that is, being away from their children a certain number of hours

per day, may improve the quality of the mother-child relationship. One faintly

worker mentions that she had less patience with her children prior to employment

in Head Start when she was with them all day long, and that she now has it such

easier with them, particularly at bedtime. Another family worker claims that

when she was home all day her children got on her nerves and she was constantly

criticizing them. Now that she is working end out of the house the greater part

of the day, she feels that her children, in har words, "get relief from ey pres-

ence," they "appreciate" her more when she comes home and are less difficult to

handle.

4. We also have intimations that the husband-wife relationship may change,

but we do not know what effects this has on the parent-child relationship. Thus,

in one case, the paraprofessional reports that her husband now shares some of the

household chores and, in another case, that the family worker has been suddenly

attracted to the Women's Liberation movement, causing her to wonder about her
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possible equality to her husband and how these feelings may affect her husband's

authority in the family.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Although the role of psrsprofeeeionale as educational agents in their own

homes was not the major focus of our study, the data which we gleaned on this

subject indicate that, without the benefit of a systematic intervention program

and by sheer interaction with professionals in Head Start and observation of

classrooms, paraprofessionale transfer Head Start play materials and activities

to the home, develop hew perspectives on childhood and alter their interaction

with their children. Whether-they are teacher aides or social service aides

and, despite the differences in work Coles and relationships with professionals,

paraprofessionals have derived from their work beneficial consequences for their

role as parents in the home setting.

For a significant number of paraprofessionals, work experience in Head Start

has also led to renewed interest in education and some paraprofessionals have re-

turned to school: In our total sample of paraprofessionals at the four centers,

we found that a family assistant is taking courses toward completion of high

school; a teacher aide received her high school equivalency certificate; eight

paraprofessionals are taking college courses; and two paraprofessionals received

their college degree during the course of our field work.

We would like to point out that our findings on the effects of employment

for paraprofessionals' self-concept and sense of worth are in line with those of

Frank Riessman ("The 'Helper' Therapy Principle," Social Work, April 1965, 11,

pp. 27-32), who posited that meaningful paraprofessional employment, with its

accompanying satisfactions in the helping role, increases the image and self-

worth of workers. As Charles Grosser has said ("Manpower Development Programs,"

in Charles Grosser, William E. Henry, and James G. Kelly (Eds.), Nonprofessionals,
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to the Human Sarvicet, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969, p. 122): "In a society

which places the highest value on success in the world of work, there is no mote

potent device for enhancing self-esteem than meaningful, productive employment."


